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Foreword

Territorial cooperation and applied territorial research can contribute to tailor-made policy mixes and
actions supporting territorial competitiveness and cohesion in Europe. When territorial cooperation
under INTERREG and European applied territorial research under ESPON join forces the interplays
between (a) European and local knowledge and analysis and (b) action can become important
means for territorial development in Europe. 

INTERREG is a European Community Initiative offering local and regional actors a platform for cross-
border, transnational and interregional cooperation. This is designed to strengthen economic and
social cohesion throughout the EU by stimulating local and regional actors to take action together
with colleagues from other countries. 

INTERACT has been set up to review the diversity of INTERREG activities and facilitate mutual learn-
ing between INTERREG programmes from all strands and from all over Europe. The main focus of
INTERACT activities has so far been on the management side of INTERREG programmes, i.e. the
governance of territorial cooperation. 

ESPON, the European Spatial Planning Observation Network, has been set up to support policy
development in the field of European territorial development. The main aim is to increase the gener-
al body of knowledge about territorial structures, trends, perspectives and policy impacts in an
enlarging European Union. 

The report presents the findings of the cooperation between INTERACT and ESPON in 2004 –
2006. The aim of this cooperation was to stimulate the mutual exchange between territorial
cooperation under INTERREG projects and applied territorial research in ESPON. Bringing together
experiences made within INTERREG projects and knowledge provided by ESPON, mutual learning
has been stimulated, synergies between the programmes have been developed and gaps and pos-
sible future activities have been discussed. For ESPON this was also an important platform for dia-
logue with potential users of the knowledge provided on European territorial development.

The heart of the cooperation were five thematic studies and six events related to these studies.
These studies and events have been the backbone of the present report. We would like to thank the
authors of the studies, the participants who actively participated in the seminars and workshops, as
well as all project and programme representatives who provided information, responded to ques-
tionnaires and have been available for interviews for their contributions. 

The results are disseminated in an open and transparent fashion in order to continually nourish dis-
cussion of the interplay between territorial cooperation and applied territorial research.
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Territorial cooperation often, but not always, focuses on

thematic priorities related to specific territorial characteris-

tics of the regions involved. The knowledge of the specifici-

ties of an area in combination with suitable cooperation

networks can contribute to developing tailor-made policy

mixes for cross-border and transnational territories. 

This underlines the fact that European territorial

cooperation (INTERREG) and applied territorial research

(ESPON) can mutually benefit from each other. In order to

further investigate the possibilities for mutual learning

INTERACT and ESPON have cooperated on a series of

studies and events investigating INTERREG activities and

ESPON results. The purpose of this was to stimulate dis-

cussion and information dissemination between the two

communities. 

The main findings highlight (a) the communication difficul-

ties between these two communities, (b) the territorial

focus and location of transnational cooperation, and (c)

first ideas on possible synergies and gaps in the interplay

between territorial cooperation and applied territorial

research. 

Communication challenges 

So far there has only been a very limited interaction

between INTERREG projects and applied ESPON

research. The activities carried out are interlinked and both

INTERREG projects and ESPON research aim at informing

and contributing to policy strategies at various levels of

decision making. In this process INTERREG projects and

ESPON research can mutually benefit from each other and

do so increasingly. Some of the main reasons why the

communication is only developing slowly can be identified:

INTERREG III projects and applied ESPON research

started simultaneously. Numerous INTERREG project

partners have generally expressed their interest in ESPON

results but pointed out that these have been available too

late to be integrated in their projects. Indeed, the first

results of the applied ESPON research were only available

in late 2004 when most INTERREG activities were already

well underway. 

The different communities are not very well inter-

linked. In addition to the question of time, lack of knowl-

edge about the existence and availability of applied

ESPON results is hampering communication. Indeed,

many INTERREG project partners do not know about

ESPON. Also within INTERREG project partners tend to

have only little knowledge about projects in other pro-

grammes which could connect with their own activities

thematically or geographically. 

There is no common language. Whereas ESPON works

exclusively in English, INTERREG cooperation takes places

in many different European languages. Therefore, informa-

tion available in English might not necessarily be easily

accessible to all INTERREG cooperation partners. The

same is true for the communication between projects from

different INTERREG programmes as they might use differ-

ent languages and thus cannot easily access each others’

information. 

INTERREG projects and applied ESPON research

use different terminologies. The terminology used by

ESPON reflects mainly the language of European and

national policy makers which differs from the terminology

used by the regional and local actors engaged in INTER-

REG. 

A central access point to information on INTERREG

projects is missing. For the applied ESPON research

looking into INTERREG activities, the lack of a collective

source for project information has been a major obstacle.

The ESPON-INTERACT cooperation spent considerable

resources on the collection of information about 8 512 of

the approx 9 000 projects funded under INTERREG III. 

Territorial focus and location of 
transnational cooperation 

The territorial focus and location of transnational

cooperation has many dimensions. In the following the

main conclusions with regard to INTERREG activities

approaching the territorial structure have been collected.

Thereafter a few additional aspects are highlighted regard-

ing three selected topics: Hazards, spatial visions and

cross-border projects. 

Summary
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Territorial structure 

Territorial structures haven been approached by a wide

range of INTERREG projects. The majority of them are IIIB

projects but there are also considerable numbers of IIIA

and IIIC projects active in this field. The projects

approached issues related to urban networking, polycen-

tric urban development, rural-urban cooperation, trans-

portation and communication at various geographical lev-

els. In the majority of the projects the territorial structure

has been dealt with as a means of improving the compet-

itiveness and cohesion of an area. 

The urban system has been approached to increase

territorial integration. Projects in this field have been

working on challenging the European core-periphery pat-

tern, strengthening transport links and medium-sized cities

and stimulating the development of secondary nodes. The

development of centres of excellence, often in medium-

sized towns, is increasing the economic cohesion of the

European territory by decentralising economic competitive-

ness outside the metropolitan areas. Moreover, these

growth poles often also act as regional gateways, essential

for supporting the endogenous development of surround-

ing communities. For these often small communities, the

emphasis is put on the revitalisation and regeneration of

the policy tools at their disposal, enabling them to adapt to

the changing political and economic context.

Economic growth and potentials for balanced eco-

nomic development have been approached at all lev-

els. Projects in this field worked with strengthening metro-

politan areas and their role in global competition, stimulat-

ing economic complementarities between cities and local

economic development. The projects show that there is a

permanent interplay between the need for improving (a)

competitiveness capitalising on the potentials of all regions,

and (b) cohesion reducing the disparities between areas.

Territorial cooperation can play an important role in this

interplay through the connection of areas and their poten-

tials, and capitalising on comparative advantages.

Territorial governance the key to fully utilising an

area’s potentials. Territorial cooperation projects are used

for building coalitions of cities in order to increase their

competitiveness with major metropolitan areas. Other proj-

ects work on new ways of approaching regional develop-

ment, planning and territorial management or the issue of

vertical integration in regional development. In all cases ter-

ritorial cooperation aimed at the empowerment and the

building of renewed capacity for action of local and region-

al actors and to stimulate their ability to be proactive in the

development of their territory. 

Stimulating economic and social development is a

cooperation topic in rural areas. Territorial cooperation

focuses not only on urban but also on rural areas. Striving

for agricultural diversity, economic diversification in rural

areas and an improved business environment are key

aspects in this context. This corresponds to the fact that

agriculture is increasingly losing its importance for the eco-

nomic development of rural areas and that other sectors

and local entrepreneurship therefore need to be stimulated. 

Provision of services of general interest is addressed

by cooperation in remote areas. The provision of serv-

ices and facilities is addressed by a range of projects e.g.

in terms of multifunctional sites offering a wide range of

services, mobile services moving around in an area but

also the improvement of services provided in small and

medium-sized cities as poles in a wider region. Actions

may also include the facilitation of service provision across

national borders. 

Consumption and amenities are territorial develop-

ment potentials. Territorial cooperation projects address

issues of consumption and amenities not least as a feature

of rural-urban relations. The activities can range from

increasing awareness and use of local products to rural

tourism and sound management of the landscape, built

environment and environment.

Sustainable transport and secondary networks are

territorial cooperation features. Territorial cooperation

projects in the field of transport tend to have larger finan-

cial envelopes than other projects. Their work focuses

often on issues of sustainable transportation and the devel-

opment of secondary networks. In the transnational areas

also larger transportation structures are also addressed. 

Territorial cooperation can promote the diffusion of

innovation and knowledge. In particular in the field of

ICT, improved service provision and the diffusion of innova-

tion and knowledge are key issues. The concrete actions
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include e.g. cross-border implementation of telecommuni-

cation techniques for education (e-learning) and health

care (medical interfaces).

Demographic development is an emerging issue for

cooperation on territorial structures. Issues related to

demographic development are interesting for all types of

regions, e.g. both regions facing demographic decline and

also growth regions. The few projects addressing demo-

graphic development often do so embedded in a wider

cooperation subject, partly also related to rural-urban rela-

tions. A very few projects focus entirely on the issue of

population development and migration. 

There is no one-size fits all approach to the develop-

ment of the territorial structures. This is clearly illustrat-

ed by the range of projects, each of which takes its point

of departure in the territorial specificities of the project

areas or the areas of the project partners. 

Metropolitan areas are not so often involved in

cooperation on urban networking and rural-urban

relations. Generally the main cooperation partners for

urban networks come from second tier cities and for rural-

urban relations the partners are mainly from rural areas and

small and medium-sized cities. 

Hazards 

Hazards as a topic for territorial cooperation have been a

special feature of the review. 

Hazards projects have been launched under a variety

of programme priorities. Territorial cooperation address-

ing hazards and risk management has partly been

launched under priorities which do not explicitly address

hazards. This means on the one hand that the pro-

grammes have been flexible, and on the other hand, that

regional and local actors felt a need for risk management

related projects. 

Floods are the most popular hazards cooperation

issue. Territorial cooperation addresses a variety of haz-

ards involving avalanches, droughts, earthquakes, extreme

temperatures, floods, forest fires, landslides, storm surges,

technological hazards and winter storms. Among these,

floods have been addressed by the projects significantly

more often than any other hazards. This is followed by

technological hazards (which include a wide range of differ-

ent hazards) and landslides. 

Territorial cooperation does not follow the territorial

hazards pattern at European level. The areas with the

highest risks or reoccurrence of specific hazards are not

necessarily the areas with the highest cooperation intensi-

ty on that specific hazard. This can partly depend on the

possibilities opened by the respective programmes and

partly on the fact that the European picture is based on

larger regions which cannot always reflect local peaks. 

Spatial visions 

Integrated strategic development concepts for larger

cross-border or transnational territories can be important

means for targeting regional development efforts and also

for the development of priorities within cooperation pro-

grammes. 

All three strands of INTERREG involve cooperation

on territorial development perspectives for larger

territories. They aim at facilitating a strategic approach to

the development of the area or assisting focused decision

making within the programme cycle. There are more activ-

ities of this kind under INTERREG IIIB, but a number of IIIA

programmes and projects under IIIC also deal with spatial

visions, development concepts and perspectives. 

Spatial visions have a clear thematic focus.

Traditionally, spatial visions have a wide thematic focus.

Increasingly however, territorial cooperation on larger spa-

tial visions is adopting a clear focus. This reflects the spe-

cific territorial potential and challenges of the transnational

or cross-border area in question. 

The application strategy of spatial visions is becom-

ing more important. Generally, it can be seen that appli-

cation strategies and mental ownership of relevant stake-

holders have received a higher importance in INTERREG III

activities as compared to INTERREG II. Well differentiated

application strategies showing a strong stakeholder-orien-

tation can especially be found in cross-border develop-

ment concepts. 
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Cross-border cooperation 

Cross-border projects funded under INTERREG IIIA are

certainly reflected in the conclusions above. However,

there a few conclusions which concern these projects in

particular: 

Cross-border cooperation concentrates largely on

issues of the Lisbon-Gothenburg Strategy. Indeed,

about one fifth of all cross-border cooperations address

the issue of economic growth, employment and competi-

tiveness. This is closely followed by knowledge sharing,

innovation and research. Thereafter come topics related to

cross-border social interaction, environment and quality of

life. 

Hard infrastructure projects have higher budgets. At

first glance it appears that in cross-border cooperation

hard infrastructure projects are less addressed than proj-

ects with soft priorities (in terms of numbers of projects).

This is mainly caused by the fact that average budgets of

a project focusing on transport or ICT issues tend to be 2

to 3 times higher than the average budget of projects on

other themes. 

There are thematic clusters of cross-border

cooperation. Examples for this are: Cross-border

cooperation focusing particularly on economic growth,

competitiveness and employment tend to be located in

areas with large economic disparities. Cross-border

cooperation focusing on knowledge sharing, innovation

and research are mainly located in an arc around the north-

ern, western and southern peripheries of Germany. 

Possibilities for mutual benefit 

Territorial cooperation projects and applied European territ-

orial research have considerable possibilities to mutually

benefit from each other. 

Territory matters for cohesion and competitiveness.

This is a clear message derived from applied ESPON

research as well as from many INTERREG projects. The

territorial specificities of an area are decisive for defining tai-

lor-made policy mixes and actions to further stimulate

competitiveness and territorial cohesion in Europe. 

ESPON research provides insights on the framework

conditions. The comparative European picture on territor-

ial structures, trends and policy impacts has mainly been

addressed by applied ESPON research and in selected

INTERREG projects. This picture offers the possibility to

consider areas in a larger territorial context and to uncover

comparative advantages in relation to other areas. 

INTERREG stakeholders have the tacit knowledge on

the potentials of their area. The detailed picture on the

preconditions for development involves good factual

knowledge about an area but also a great deal of tacit

knowledge. The tacit knowledge of an area and its territor-

ial potentials and challenges are valuable assets for region-

al and regional actors. Together with the comparative

European-wide analysis, this local knowledge provides a

good picture of the development potentials and challenges

of a specific area.

A few topics might deserve more attention in future.

Generally, programme activities show a good coverage of

the relevant territorialtopics. However, it has been suggest-

ed that a few topics should receive greater emphasis in

both territorial cooperation and applied research: demo-

graphic developments and coping strategies, flows

between territories, water as a resource, renewable energy

as a development potential, ties between rural and urban

areas, hazard vulnerability reduction, climate change and

institutional capacity. 

The European and local pictures need to communi-

cate. In order to achieve a situation where the European

and the local or regional picture can complement each

other and enrich decision making, they need to find a com-

mon language and communicate about the information

needs of the one from the other. In that respect the INTER-

ACT-ESPON cooperation has made first steps to establish

this communication and identify areas where more

European wide comparative knowledge is needed and

where already existing knowledge could be taken on board

in future territorial cooperation. The main points of this are

reflected in the final chapter of this report. 

To improve the mutual benefit, communication needs

to be strengthened. The dialogue between territorial

cooperation and applied European territorial research

which started during the INTERACT-ESPON cooperation
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needs to be further strengthened in the years to come in

order to assure mutual benefits and facilitate the interplay

between analysis and action. Both INTERACT and ESPON

communities have prepared for this in their programming

documents, but it needs also the active participation of all

members of the respective communities.
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Territorial cooperation offers local and regional actors the

possibility to enter into common activities and exchange of

experience designed to strengthen economic and social

cohesion throughout the EU by fostering the balanced

development of the continent through cross-border,

transnational and interregional cooperation. 

During the Structural Funds Period 2000-2006 INTERREG

III has provided an EU funding framework for territorial

cooperation. Approx 9 000 territorial cooperation projects

have been funded under 64 cross-border (strand A), 13

transnational (strand B) and the interregional (strand C)

programmes. 

The INTERREG projects have addressed a number of ter-

ritorial features contributing to territorial competitiveness

and cohesion in Europe. Furthermore, the projects have

been meeting points for local and regional actors facing

comparable territorial development conditions. 

These projects have been developed on a bottom-up basis

taking into account local and regional knowledge about the

needs of the cooperation areas. This, in addition to the

decentralised management of INTERREG, implied that

there is no comprehensive overview on which project activ-

ities are taking place where in Europe. 

In parallel to the European territorial cooperation activities,

comparative European applied territorial research has been

conducted by ESPON. This applied research provides up-

to-date insights on the territorial structures, trends, per-

spectives and policy impacts in an enlarged European

Union. 

In order to simulate the mutual exchange between territor-

ial cooperation projects and applied territorial research,

INTERACT and ESPON worked together on a series of

studies and events. The main purpose of this was to stim-

ulate discussion and information dissemination between

the two communities with the underlying questions:

(a) Is there any specific comparative European territor-

ial knowledge which would further facilitate territorial

cooperation on the ground?

(b) Are there any topics or geographical features that

stand out in European applied territorial research

which might deserve additional attention by territor-

ial cooperation activities?

To approach these questions, five thematic studies with

corresponding events approaching both the INTERREG

and ESPON community have been conducted:

• Accessibility, transport and communication networks

(event: 21-22 June 2005 in Prague, Czech Republic)

• Environmental hazards and risk management 

(event: 29-30 November 2005 in Valencia, Spain)

• Polycentric urban development and rural-urban

partnership 

(event: 25 April 2006 in Den Haag, the Netherlands)

• Spatial visions and scenarios 

(events: 24-25 February 2005 in Brussels, Belgium,

and 27-28 February 2006 in Milan, Italy)

• Cross-border cooperation 

(event: 14 June 2006 in Riga, Latvia)

Each of these studies and related events discussed current

ESPON and INTERREG projects on the themes covered in

order to simulate mutual learning, the exploitation of poten-

tial synergies, and to provide new ideas for future activities

in these fields. Whereas the studies focused on providing

an overview and input for discussion, the events offered an

important platform for networking also between different

INTERREG projects and partners. For ESPON this facilitat-

ed the dialogue with potential users of the knowledge pro-

vided on European territorial development.

The idea to match the bottom-up view on the development

of the European territory – as developed in INTERREG

projects – with the comparative view on European territor-

ial development, presented by ESPON, faced a challenge

in the decentralised structure of INTERREG. This made it

necessary to spend considerable time and resources on

collecting information on INTERREG projects. Indeed, the

information needed to be collected from the ground by

contacting single programme secretariats and partly even

project partners. 

1. Introduction
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This challenge has influenced the work on the five studies

where the first studies still had to rely on fragmented infor-

mation on INTERREG project activities whereas the later

studies could base themselves on a rather comprehensive

view of INTERREG project activities. Thus the level of infor-

mation has been successively improved from study to

study. 

In this report the most important findings from these stud-

ies are summarised. However, they are not presented one

by one but have instead been integrated under three major

chapters, where almost all studies have contributed to

each chapter. 

Similarly, the results from the workshops and discussions

have been integrated in the various chapters in order to

provide a lively picture of territorial cooperation and

research in Europe. 

The main findings and conclusions of these efforts are

highlighted in the summary of the report which precedes

this introduction. 

Two background chapters on territorial cooperation and

applied territorial research set the scene for the discus-

sions ahead. 

There is also a short introduction on the European territor-

ial cooperation presenting the main characteristics of

INTERREG and also some information on territorial

hotspots of INTERREG activities.

Territorial developments in Europe are presented by a first

general introduction into the main findings deriving from

ESPON research and thereafter a few more detailed pre-

sentations of territorial patterns related to the main topics

of European territorial cooperation policies. 

These two background chapters are followed by three

chapters bringing together the experiences of INTERREG

projects and knowledge provided by ESPON. 

The first of them focuses on territorial structures and pres-

ents main reflections in the field of urban networking (poly-

centric development) and cooperation between rural and

urban areas. In both cases this involves also accessibility,

transportation and communication issues. 

This is followed by a chapter on natural hazards. It discuss-

es location of various types of natural hazards in Europe

and of INTERREG projects addressing shows that hazards

and risk mitigation and touches also on the issue of tech-

nological hazards.

The next chapter focuses on territorial development per-

spectives. In this chapter the work on spatial visions and

scenarios as well as larger territorial development strate-

gies mainly carried out in transnational cooperation but

also in cross-border and interregional cooperation are dis-

cussed. This discussion is also related to the ESPON work

on territorial development scenarios for Europe. 

The third chapter of this group focuses on cross-border

cooperation. This chapter provides a brief overview on the

coverage of territorial development issues in cross-border

cooperation. 

The main conclusions of all these chapters are finally

brought together in the last chapter of this report. This

chapter provides food for thought regarding the dialogue

required between the different communities and discus-

sions for future territorial cooperation and research activi-

ties and themes. 

All in all the report gives a flavour of the cooperation

between ESPON and INTERACT and what it has achieved

in bringing INTERREG activities and ESPON findings clos-

er to each other. The events and discussions with stake-

holders have shown that these types of activities are very

much needed. Although the single studies have been par-

ticularly challenging because of the lack of necessary infor-

mation, the results provided interesting stimulus for discus-

sion during the related various events – and hopefully also

for the readers of this report. Last but not least, the events

have been valuable dialogue platforms which certainly

deserve more attention in future. 

As for the projects mentioned and partly presented in this

report, it has to be noted that these are only examples of

possible territorial cooperation activities in a field. The

ambition is neither to provide comprehensive overviews on

project details nor to present best practice projects.
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INTERREG III is a Community Initiative which aimed to

stimulate interregional cooperation in the EU between

2000-06. It is financed by the European Regional

Development Fund (ERDF).

INTERREG III is designed to strengthen economic and

social cohesion in the European Union (EU) by promoting

cross-border (strand A), transnational (strand B) and inter-

regional (strand C) cooperation.

• Cross-border cooperation between adjacent regions

aims to develop cross-border social and economic

centres through common development strategies. In

total there are 64 INTERREG IIIA programmes and the

issues addressed in these cooperations are the promo-

tion of urban, rural and coastal development, strength-

ening the spirit of enterprise, developing small and

medium-sized enterprises including those in the

tourism sector, developing local employment initiatives,

assistance for labour market integration and social

inclusion, initiatives for encouraging shared use of

human resources, and facilities for research and devel-

opment, education, culture, communication, health and

civil protection, measures for environmental protection,

improving energy efficiency and renewable energy

sources, improving transport, information and commu-

nication networks and services, water and energy sys-

tems, increasing cooperation in legal and administrative

areas, and increasing human and institutional potential

for cross-border cooperation. 

• Transnational cooperation involving national, regional

and local authorities aims to promote better integration

within the Union through the formation of large groups

of European regions. In total there are 13 transnational

INTERREG IIIB programmes. They follow the recom-

mendations of the ESDP (European Spatial

Development Perspective) to encourage a sustainable

and balanced development of the European territory.

These programmes also promote better integration

between the Member States and candidate countries

and other neighbouring countries. The issues

addressed are drawing up regional development strate-

gies at transnational level, including cooperation

between towns or urban areas and rural areas, promot-

ing effective and sustainable transport systems, togeth-

er with better access to the information society with the

aim to facilitate communication between island or

peripheral regions, and promoting protection of the

environment and natural resources, particularly water

resources.

• With INTERREG IIIC, interregional co-operation

between regional and other public authorities across

the entire EU territory and neighbouring countries is

promoted. The cooperation covers the entire EU territ-

ory, although the programme is formally divided into

four zones. The activities under the programme allow

regions without joint borders to work together in com-

mon projects and develop networks of cooperation.

The cooperations under INTERREG IIIC give access to

the experience of other actors involved in regional

development policy and create synergies between

"best practice" projects and the Structural Fund’s main-

stream programmes. The overall aim is to improve the

effectiveness of regional development policies and

instruments through large-scale information exchange

and sharing of experience (networks) in a structured

way.

Altogether approx. 9 000 projects are funded by these

three INTERREG strands. 7 702 IIIA, 810 IIIB and 264 IIIC

have been identified and taken into consideration by the

research projects on which this report is based. The focus

and type of activities carried out by these projects varies

between the strands and depends also on which pro-

gramme they are funded by and the socio-economic and

territorial preconditions in the regions. 

The involvement of stakeholders in INTERREG projects dif-

fers widely throughout Europe. The map gives a first

impression on the level of engagement in transnational and

cross-border cooperation. 

The green circles on the map reflect the number of

transnational project cooperations in which actors form a

region are involved in. The picture shows clear differences

in the cooperation intensity within cooperation areas and

regions. Generally, inland regions tend to be less involved

in transnational cooperation, whereas the highest number

2. INTERREG cooperation
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of project participants can be found in Andalusia (Spain),

Provence-Alpes-Côte d´Azur (France), Slovenia,

Mecklenburg (Germany), Denmark, Southern Sweden,

Southern Finland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

The brown layer on the map reflects not the number of

cross-border INTERREG projects, but the number of

cross-border programmes in which a region participates.

This includes also Euroregions1, Scandinavian types of

Euroregions2 and Working Communities3, which are impor-

tant forerunners of INTERREG IIIA. The picture shows that

membership in a Euroregion or similar is not only limited to

cross-border regions as delineated by INTERREG IIIA pro-

grammes, but has a larger territorial coverage. Nearly all

INTERREG IIIA regions cooperate in at least one

Euroregion or Working Community and several cooperate

in five or more programmes. However with the exception of

the Douro and Alto Trás-os-Montes regions in Portugal and

the Traunstein, Kempten, Lindau and Oberallgäu regions of

Germany, many “hot spots” of Euroregion or Working

Community cooperation do not necessarily exhibit a high

intensity of INTERREG IIIA projects. 

The most INTERREG IIIA projects per region can be

recorded in the Spanish-Portuguese programme and in the

Austrian border regions with Germany and Italy, followed

by the Swedish-Norwegian and the Ireland-Northern

Ireland programme. Generally, Austria tends to have a very

high intensity of INTERREG IIIA cooperation with all of its

neighbours. Lower project intensity is seen in border

regions in the Member States which joined in 2004 or later,

partly due to the fact these programmes started later than

the other programmes. However, it also has to be taken

into account that the number of projects depends on the

type and size of single projects as well as on the financial

envelope of the programme. As both these factors differ

widely between the programmes, the number of INTER-

REG IIIA projects in which a region participates is not pre-

sented in map format. 

Keeping the diversity of INTERREG under review and facil-

itating mutual learning between INTERREG programmes

from different parts of Europe and different strands is one

of the tasks of INTERACT. INTERACT stands for INTER-

REG Animation Cooperation and Transfer. INTERACT has

a wide geographic scope covering the EU Member States

and neighbouring countries. The core of the INTERACT

Programme is to set up information and communication

networks, to define information frameworks and flows, to

proactively disseminate information and to stimulate

exchange of experiences.

1 Legally Euroregions differ among each other in terms of internal organisation, but some common factors identified are that all of them are permanent,
they have a separate identity from their members, they have their own administrative, technical and financial resources and their own internal decision-
making capacity. These types of structures are not considered a new level of local or regional governance, but rather an exchange space for public and
private actors to conclude agreements of interest to both sides of the border. Several different names can be used to classify a cross-border structure
under the category of Euroregion. Thus some of the cross-border regions are also called Euregio, Euroregion, Europaregion, Grand Region, Regio etc. 

2 The Scandinavian type of Euroregion was one of the pioneers in cross-border cooperation. It differs from other Euroregions in, amongst other things, the
fact that it has been established in a top-down rather than bottom-up manner and their geographical coverage is much smaller than that of other
Euroregions. 

3 Working Communities refers to the largest scale of cross-border cooperation structures. Basically, these structures are associations of regional or local
authorities, or any other type of organisation which decided to sign some type of legally non-binding agreement in order to create a transnational struc-
ture for achieving common goals.
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Figure 1: INTERREG IIIB projects and cross-border cooperation structures

Source: ESPON Atlas (2006), page 57 
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Figure 2: INTERREG IIIA areas

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on cross-border cooperation (2007)
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Figure 3: INTERREG IIIB areas in Europe 

Source: Inforegio Website 
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Territorial development is an important element for com-

petitiveness and cohesion in Europe. For policies and con-

crete actions addressing territorial development in Europe,

reliable evidence on the territorial structures, trends, per-

spectives and policy impacts in an enlarged European

Union is indispensable.

In order to accommodate these needs ESPON, the

European Spatial Planning Observation Network, has been

set up to support policy development and build a

European scientific community in the field of European ter-

ritorial development. The ESPON 2006 Programme has

carried out a number of applied research projects in order

to provide this evidence to stakeholders in the field of

European territorial development.

This evidence can also be relevant to people working in ter-

ritorial cooperation programmes and projects. 

Before discussing some of these aspects in further detail,

the following provides some spotlights on the main findings

deriving from applied ESPON research. 

Increasing the competitiveness of Europe and its

regions is one of the main aims of the Lisbon Strategy. This

involves focusing on growth and jobs, as well as develop-

ing the necessary preconditions for the future mainly in

terms of a Knowledge and Information Society. Only one

certain type of regions appears to be really successful with

regard to the Lisbon Strategy (see below). However there

are also examples of other types of areas which are per-

forming well with regard to economic development. The

key to success seems mainly to lie in the active use of ter-

ritorial potentials for the development of economic func-

tions across a wider area, and support through national

policies. 

Accessible urban areas show the best Lisbon perform-

ance. Assessing the 14 official Lisbon indicators, the territ-

orial pattern of Lisbon performance clearly corresponds to

the pattern of major accessible urban regions.

Furthermore, it appears that regions in the core and the

north of Europe are generally in a better position than

southern and eastern regions. Indeed, the Nordic countries

illustrate that even less urbanised and less accessible

areas can score well on the Lisbon indicators.

Innovation potential, such as R&D and creativity, has a dis-

tinct territorial pattern. Combining data on the regional

importance of R&D and the number of private sector

researchers in a region, the statistics demonstrate the rel-

atively weak position of the European periphery, except for

the Nordic Countries. Focusing on single regions, the met-

ropolitan areas of Europe are mainly situated in regions of

above average importance in terms of R&D. This territorial

pattern is largely replicated in the regional share of cultural

employment, which includes “creative” jobs that normally

stimulate the processes of innovation.

Accessibility and infrastructure are important for regional

development. With regard to multi-modal accessibility,

there is a core-periphery pattern across Europe and also

within countries. These might be affected by any rises in

energy prices. ICT is often considered to be a “friction-less”

substitute for physical movement. However, the route to an

Information Society also shows considerable territorial vari-

ations. 

Accessibility is best in the European core and national cap-

itals. European-wide disparities in multi-modal accessibility

show better overall accessibility for regions in the core of

Europe and larger urban agglomerations, in particular

those with international airports. The European core-

periphery pattern is even more pronounced for accessibili-

ty by road or by train. This underlines the importance of air-

ports to balanced European-wide accessibility. 

Increasing energy prices will have negative impacts on

accessibility, particularly in rural and more remote areas.

Such regions already have to contend with relatively poor

accessibility; higher transport costs will compound this

problem. Thus disparities between areas with high and low

accessibility might increase.

ICT accessibility and the Information Society vary territori-

ally. Accessibility to modern information and communica-

tion technologies shows European north-south and east-

west divides, as well as a rural-urban divide. This is true for

the provision of infrastructure, the use of it and the eco-

nomic benefits from it. However, the territorial differences in

terms of Information Society performance are smaller than

those of the GDP per capita. 

3. Territorial developments in Europe
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Attractiveness and liveability of an area do not only

depend on the hard and tangible factors such as infra-

structure or human resources. Soft location factors are of

increasing importance for an area to be attractive for both

investments and also skilled labour. These soft factors

include various kinds of social, cultural, institutional, gover-

nance and environmental assets and local knowledge. The

potentials associated with these “soft factors”, e.g. support

of entrepreneurial spirit, differ widely between areas. 

The attractiveness and liveability are also influenced by

hazards. The impacts of hazards can be widespread and

long-lasting, taking for example the environmental and

economical effects of droughts. Only a few places have a

very low exposure to the main natural and technological

hazards in Europe. Currently hazards do not undermine the

competitiveness of a region. However, climate change is

expected to increase the risk of hazards in the future. 

Areas with special geographical characteristics

require often tailor-made policy mixes. There are territories

with special geographical features (coastal areas, islands

mountain areas, and outermost regions) and territories with

special governance challenges (border regions). All types

of territories have specific challenges and opportunities

related to their development. At the same time these over-

all categories cover a huge diversity of areas with very dif-

ferent development prospects. 

Regions with specific geographical features may face spe-

cific challenges for human living and economic activity.

Generally, accessibility for islands, mountain areas and out-

ermost regions is below European average and in particu-

lar in mountain areas also the agricultural output tends to

be lower than in other comparable areas. However, they

show a spectrum of territorial and economic development

similar to less geographically challenged areas. The exact

situation of islands, coastal and mountain areas is often dif-

ficult to detect when looking at the overall regional per-

formance, as the conditions may vary widely within the

regions.

Cross border integration can strengthen functional regions.

The characteristics of a national border differ depending on

the political, socio-economic and territorial context. In large

parts of Europe, open borders allow for the establishment

of cross-border functional regions, in many situations with

a polycentric network of cities. Indeed, nearly one quarter

of all larger cities have potentials for commuting areas

going across national borders. 

Transnational cooperation has a focus on the territorial

dimension. Transnational cooperation often, but not

always, has thematic priorities related to specific territorial

characteristics of the regions involved. They can contribute

to developing tailor-made policy mixes for the larger territ-

ory and its regions and also shaping transnational identity

around territorial features and common projects. 

Scenarios looking into the future are important tools for

informing policy development and assessing policy choic-

es. The development of scenarios for the European territ-

ory is based on knowledge and understanding of important

drivers. For territorial development these are among others

migrations, economic integration, transport, energy, agri-

culture and rural development, climate change, further EU

enlargements and territorial governance. Probing these

suggests that the long-term future may require re-thinking

and innovation in several fields of policy.

The long-term future may probably not be a continuation of

current trends. The long-term evolution of the European

territory (beyond a 20 year horizon) may differ significantly

from the anticipated short and medium-term trends. For

example, the accelerating globalisation, changes in com-

modity prices at the world market and climate change are

among the factors that can influence territorial cohesion

and competitiveness of the Europe. 

The future might require new and different policy mixes and

approaches. Meeting the challenges and impacts that are

likely to affect the European territory in the coming

decades, may require policies which are departing in many

respects from those applied today. Future policies may

even need new approaches to be able to contribute to a

European development that promotes competitiveness

and territorial cohesion.

3.1 Urban areas as drivers for cohesion and
competitiveness 

The concentration of economic activities and population in

the core of Europe has often been recognised. This

“Pentagon” formed by London, Hamburg, Munich, Milan
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and Paris as its cornerstones, covers 14% of the ESPON

space, 32% of its population, produces 46% of the GDP

and enjoys 75% of the R&D investments and the highest

levels of multimodal accessibility. 

Although these figures will not change rapidly, the GDP

growth rates (1995 - 2003) show that catching-up

processes are taking place. In particular, regions in Ireland,

Greece, Spain and Portugal and the EU Member States

which joined in 2004, show high growth rates. If these are

sustained Europe might move eventually towards a more

balanced pattern of development. However, this catching-

up process may take many years. 

In the longer-term the enlargement or dispersion of the

Pentagon, and strong urban agglomerations in more

remote locations, might contribute to increased territorial

cohesion, as well as the importance of small and medium-

sized towns. 

The expansion or dispersal of the Pentagon is most

notable in the urban agglomerations perceived as engines

for economic development. While many of the strongest

urban agglomerations in Europe are located in the core or

“Pentagon”, others such as Rome, Vienna, Bratislava,

Prague, Berlin, Manchester and Copenhagen are in close

proximity to this core. 

An analysis of functional urban areas with regard to their

population and significance in respect to (1) private busi-

ness head quarters, (2) transport hubs, (3) universities, (4)

public administration centres and (5) industry illustrates

this. Based on the functions and their importance, urban

areas can be divided into Metropolitan European Growth

Areas (MEGAs), transnational/national urban areas and

regional/local urban areas. 

This analysis reveals that the limits of the European core

need to be defined more widely today; the cornerstones of

this “enlarged Pentagon” might be Manchester, Berlin,

Venice, Genoa and Paris. Alternatively, one could depict

the integration process as the core spreading along a num-

ber of corridors or development axes. One such “extension

corridor” is in the UK and stretches through the West

Midlands towards Manchester. Another reaches into

Central and Eastern Europe, and a third heads into

Southern Italy.

There are a number of “isolated hotspots” throughout

Europe, which are economic engines outside the

Pentagon. Examples are Madrid, Barcelona, and Athens in

the south; Dublin in the West; Stockholm, Helsinki, Oslo

and Gothenburg in the North; and Warsaw and Budapest

in the East. 

Urban areas outside the Pentagon also show strongly with

regard to economic development, both in terms of GDP

per capita in 2003 and GDP per capita growth between

1995 and 2003. Some non-Pentagon areas are even out-

performing it in a number of economically significant sec-

tors. For example, the Nordic Countries lead in the ICT

sector, while Malta, Slovenia and Estonia are among the

pace-setters in broadband and e-commerce.

An important conclusion from the analysis of Europe’s met-

ropolitan agglomerations is the significance of their func-

tional specialisation. In particular, smaller as well as larger

urban agglomerations all over Europe can be key players

for specific functions and can increase their importance

over time, eventually also through cooperation on compar-

ative advantages. In the long run this may contribute to

more polycentricity and possibly also more territorial cohe-

sion at European level, as a larger number of cities will be

of importance with regard to specific functions. 
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Figure 4: Main economic structure of the European territory

Source: ESPON (2006) Territory matters for competitiveness and cohesion, page 17 
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3.2 Rural-urban relations in Europe 

The rural-urban dichotomy has long characterised

approaches to territorial division, with rural areas perceived

as disadvantaged and economically weak. The question of

whether this is still valid is fundamental for territorial cohe-

sion at regional level. 

Firstly, the diversity of rural areas is as large as that of urban

areas. In both cases there are prosperous areas and

deprived areas. Secondly, the “tight” connection between

rural areas and agriculture should be questioned. Analysis

of land use shows, that a lot of agricultural activity takes

place very close to urban areas, or even within wider urban

regions. Thirdly, different types of rural areas and rural-

urban relations offer different development opportunities:

(a) Some rural areas have a symbiotic relation with nearby

urban areas. The physical and functional boundaries of

urban and rural areas are becoming blurred, while the inter-

dependencies are becoming more complex and dynamic.

There are structural and functional urban-rural flows of

people, capital, goods, information, technology and

lifestyles. The population in these peri-urban rural areas is

growing steadily, which also implies challenges related to

urban sprawl. 

(b) Towns in rural areas are important development poles

providing access to a variety of essential services, particu-

larly in sparsely populated regions. The ongoing diversifica-

tion of the rural economy in many areas emphasises the

importance of these towns to their rural areas. 

(c) Rural areas in remote locations face diverse demograph-

ic challenges and require a more detailed assessment of

development opportunities and territorial potentials. 

At a European level this distinction is also reflected in the

typology of areas ranging from highly urbanised to very

rural. This typology is based on two dimensions. The first

dimension is the degree of urban influence defined on the

bases of population density and the functional ranking of

the urban centres. The second is the degree of human foot-

print defined on the bases of land covers, which means the

share of artificial surfaces and of agricultural land in a region. 

This approach shows that areas with high urban influence

and high human footprint form a clear line stretching from

the west of Germany through the east to southern Poland,

northern Czech Republic down to the west of Slovakia and

Hungary; with other scattered areas around capital cities

and along Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts. 

At the other extreme are the remotest rural areas - those

with low urban influence and low human footprint. These

can be found mainly in the peripheral parts of Finland and

Sweden in the north, Ireland in the west, and Greece in the

southeast.

The different territorial contexts shape also the nature of

rural-urban relations. Generally, they need to consider tan-

gible factors, as well as intangible or “soft” factors and local

entrepreneurial capacity to jointly capitalise on their territor-

ial potentials. 

Among the tangible factors to mention are natural and

human resources, investments, infrastructure and business

premises, which traditionally have been seen as the main

determinants of economic performance. 

The intangible factors include various kinds of social, cul-

tural, institutional, and environmental assets and local

knowledge, which contribute to the territorial capital that is

the platform for regional development. 

The challenges of rural-urban relations should certainly not

be forgotten either. 
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Figure 5: Rural-urban typology 

Source: ESPON (2006) Territory matters for competitiveness and cohesion, page 17 
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3.3 European accessibility patterns

Measurement of Europe-wide accessibility provides impor-

tant evidence for European cohesion and transport pol-

icies. The quantity and quality of a region’s infrastructural

endowment, as well as distance to population and/or eco-

nomic centres, plays an important role. The concept of

potential accessibility has been developed in order to cover

these aspects in one indicator: the opportunities to be

reached (here: number of people) in a certain territory (here:

all of Europe) weighted by the effort in terms of distance,

time or cost (here: time).

There is a clear distinction between the centre and the

peripheries of Europe in terms of accessibility by road for

movement of people (see map). The regions in Belgium,

the Netherlands and in the western parts of Germany have

highest accessibility values in Europe leading partly to a

level which more than doubles the European average. But

also regions in northern and eastern parts of France, in the

south-east of England, in Switzerland, western parts of

Austria and northern parts of Italy have very good accessi-

bility by road. In all these regions which are also located

around the geographical centre of Europe, the combination

of good road infrastructure in form of dense motorways

and the high concentration of population leads to these

favourite positions. Accessibility by road decreases

towards regions located outside the core. At the same time

it has to be noted that locations close to the Eastern fringe

of the European core region have improved their accessi-

bility by road during the past 5 years, which suggest that

the core is enlarging or dispersing.

The potential accessibility by rail adds some other charac-

teristics to this pattern. The highest rail accessibility is pri-

marily in the cities serving as main nodes in the high speed

rail networks and along major corridors. Potential accessi-

bility by air shows highest values around major airports,

which are dispersed across Europe. The picture is of a

patchwork of regions with high accessibility by air sur-

rounded by regions with low accessibility. Combining the

various transport modes, the measurement of multimodal

accessibility shows an arc where accessibility is highest. It

stretches from Liverpool and London to northern Italy, via

Paris, Lyon, Benelux and the Rhine regions. High values

are also found in a number of less central agglomerations

such as Madrid, Barcelona, Dublin, Glasgow, Copenhagen,

Malmö, Gothenburg, Oslo, Rome, Thessalonica and

Athens.

In contrast numerous regions in Portugal, Spain, Ireland,

Scotland, Wales, Norway, Sweden, Finland, southern Italy

and Greece have very low values of multimodal accessibility.

Several regions of Germany, Austria and France also have

below average accessibility values, and most regions of the

Member States that joined the EU in 2004 and 2007 are in

the same situation with the exceptions of their capital city

regions. This underlines, that low accessibility is no longer

a concern solely for regions of the traditional periphery. 

Connections to the main communication networks are an

important influence on global accessibility within and

between regions. This connectivity can be measured by

evaluating the accessibility of any place based on its mini-

mum access time by road to the closest transportation node

(motorway entrance, railway station, commercial port etc.).

There is a clear difference between western and eastern

regions in connections to motorways, because of differ-

ences in the density of motorway networks. The connec-

tivity to the high-speed rail stations by car shows an even

more selective pattern, resulting from unequal regional

endowment with high-speed rail stations throughout

Europe. The connectivity to commercial airports is also

regionally unequal, but is improving as more regional air-

ports operate. 

In particular for the connection to the main communication

networks secondary transport networks are of high signifi-

cance. 
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Figure 6: Potential accessibility by road in 2006 

Source: ESPON (2007) S&W accessibility update  
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3.4 Density of border crossings

To what extent do the number of international road and rail

crossings of a cross-border region explain the propensity

to cooperation over borders? 

In a survey among INTERREG IIIA project partners 37% of

respondents felt that having many road, rail and waterway

border crossings presented an opportunity for fruitful

cross-border cooperation. In land border areas, a road or

rail crossing may provide the essential infrastructure for

trade, commuting and face-to-face social interaction.

Density of border crossings may be particularly important

in the beginning of the transition period for the EU member

states. For instance at the German-Polish border, the

intensification of border crossings from Poland to the west

is the characteristic feature of the border traffic in Poland

during the transformation period. The yearly number of

crossings of the Polish-German border increased very fast

in the first half of the 1990s, which was associated with an

intensive development of near-the-border trade.

Integrating the geographic type of borders (river, high

mountain, low mountain, green, sea border) with the den-

sity of land border crossings per 100 km shows some

interesting patterns. 

There is the general assumption that regions with “green”

borders and a high or very high density of border cross-

ings, such as the Ems Dollart region or the Lithuania-

Latvia-Belarus cross-border regions might have greater

potential for cross-border cooperation and European inte-

gration. On the other hand, regions with a low density of

border crossings and a natural barrier such as a mountain

range or river and lower density of border crossings, such

as the Sweden-Norway or Spain-Portugal programmes

would have less potential for various forms of cross-border

cooperation aimed at integrating these regions in terms of

economic or social development. For instance, as the

example of the Spain-Portugal programme points out, the

frontier between Portugal and Andalusia has a physical

expression in the Rivers Guadiana and Chanca. The recent

connection between Huelva and Faro by a bridge over the

Guadiana has improved the situation, but the road network

is still not sufficient: there are still 60 km of cross-border

area bearing no human or economic flows. The railroad

networks of each country are arranged in-bound and

cross-border public transport is not up to its potential. Port

and airport infrastructure at both sides of the border are

complementary, but the lack of connections handicaps

their combined use. 

Sea borders are also presumed to create a barrier to inte-

gration via greater cooperation. For example, the Gulf of

Finland, extending between Finland and Estonia and all the

way to the city of St Petersburg, divides this region. At the

same time it is also regarded an important resource for the

development of tourism, as well as for environmental

projects.

Examining actual intensity of INTERREG IIIA projects with-

in the cross-border regions shows that the hypothesis out-

lined above is not necessarily true. INTERREG IIIA pro-

grammes such as Sweden-Norway, Kvarken-Mittskandia

(Sweden-Norway), Bavaria-Austria, Italy-Austria, France-

Italy or Spain-Portugal are programmes with very high or

high project intensity, despite having borders that are large-

ly made of up natural or physical (lack of border-crossing

infrastructure) barriers. 

Thus interpreting potential for integration in cross-border

regions in light of current project intensity may or may not

be a useful enterprise. 
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Figure 7: Type of land border and density of border crossings in INTERREG IIIA areas 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on cross-border cooperation (2007)
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3.5 The territorial dimension of the
Information Society 

Access to the Information Society via modern information

and telecommunication infrastructure and its use are key

aspects of regional competitiveness in the light of the

Lisbon Strategy. 

Telecommunication is an exceptionally fluid sector where

things change rapidly. However, the Information Society is

not only about the provision of information and telecommu-

nication infrastructure, but comprises a lifecycle with differ-

ent stages. The stages of the information society lifecycle

are (a) readiness to use ICT means, (b) availability and use,

and (c) impact of the use. Combined they form the infor-

mation society performance index reflected in the map. 

To fill the three pillars with life, the readiness aspect is meas-

ured with regard to wealth, skills/education and the adop-

tion of basic technologies. The growth aspect considers the

access to the Information Society for private households

and business. The indicators used include access to PCs,

mobile phones, internet, broadband and the presence of

firm websites. The question of the impact of the Information

Society is measured by means of high-tech employment

and ICT patterns. The graph below the map presents a

more detailed view on the construction of this indicator. 

The map provides an overview on how the European regions

are doing with regard to the Information Society index. 

The overall European picture shows that, some regions in

the northern countries, along with the core of Europe, are

furthest ahead in terms of ICT accessibility and the infor-

mation society lifecycle. 

In greater detail this means that regions with very high per-

formance can be found in particular in the UK, the Nordic

Countries, Germany and Switzerland. The regions of Paris

and Madrid and single regions in Belgium and the

Netherlands also show a very high performance. 

Zooming even further into the single areas reveals that

most metropolitan areas show higher values than their sur-

roundings. This is particularly articulated e.g. the regions of

Paris, Madrid, Bern, and the urban agglomeration in

Germany. 

While national differences are significant, there are also

considerable intra-national inequalities. In particular remote

and peripheral regions generally seem to lag behind the

respective national average. Areas with the highest values

in the index are most likely to gain from the impacts and

development of new innovations in the field. 

Competitiveness is not only influenced by the access to

infrastructure, but also by the use of the infrastructure and

the capability to capitalise on their impacts. Therefore,

regions with good accessibility to modern information and

telecommunication infrastructure are not necessarily those

that benefit most from the Information Society. Furthermore

catching-up process in infrastructure development might

not necessarily imply catching-up in terms of benefits from

the Information Society.
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Figure 8: Information society readiness, growth and impact, 2003

Source: ESPON (2006) Territory matters for competitiveness and cohesion, page 28 
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3.6 Regional variations of hazards in
Europe

Natural and technological hazards affect the European ter-

ritory. When disasters occur they damage business and

communities. The environmental and economic impacts of

oil spills or drought can be widespread and long-lasting. 

Few people are aware of the level of vulnerability of the ter-

ritories where they live, work, study, or take holidays.

Floods, droughts, forest fires, storms and similar hazards

do not respect political boundaries, yet have significant ter-

ritorial impacts. Risk management helps to protect life and

investments. There is a territorial component to risk man-

agement.

Since the regions in Europe experience different types of

hazards and risks a simple aggregation would lead to a

distorting image of the actual hazard problem and percep-

tion of risk. In this case of multi hazard risk mapping, the

question of weighting the relevance of certain hazards was

evaluated in order to display hazards and risks from a

European perspective. The Delphi-method was adapted

for the specific use of hazard weighting. To avoid distortion

by regional bias, experts with a clear European perspective

were chosen, and also the geographical provenance of

experts was considered.

The map combines spatially relevant hazards that have

been weighted from a European perspective. Strikingly few

large areas have a very low exposure to this basket of haz-

ards. On these criteria, the safest places are mainly in

Scandinavia and South-central France, while the Pentagon

has an array of hazards. Quite clearly the existence of haz-

ards within a territory does not necessarily undermine its

competitiveness. 

The aggregated hazard map shows that the highest haz-

ard classes form a kind of scorpion-shape covering parts

of southern, western, central and Eastern Europe. The two

arms and the claws of this high hazard scorpion start off on

the coastal areas of the United Kingdom and the Iberian

Peninsula, respectively, and the head is found in central

and southern Germany. The tail is then more scattered

towards Eastern Europe, and finally turns southwards,

petering out in Greece. Some hotspots are located outside

of this “high hazard scorpion”, i.e. central Italy and parts of

southern Scandinavia. Most of the NUTS3 areas have a

medium and some a low aggregated hazard. Besides iso-

lated spots, only few large areas have a very low aggregat-

ed hazard, mainly in northern Europe and central-south

France.

In the map analysis one has to take into account that the

15 hazards used for theis map are based on current knowl-

edge that is comparable among all EU 27+2 countries.

Only 4 hazard types represent the technological hazards.

The maps thus serve as an overview on the European

regions, but detailed analysis for regional and local purpos-

es should use best available data.

Climate change potentially increases the risk and magni-

tude of some natural hazards. For example, dry spells and

heat waves might increase in the Mediterranean. Evidence-

based spatial planning practice will have a vital role to play

in mitigating risks.
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Figure 9: Aggregated natural and technological hazards

Source: ESPON (2006) Territory matters for competitiveness and cohesion, page 83 
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3.7 Economic disparities in cross-border
regions

Economic disparities are a major concern of cohesion pol-

icy in Europe. Whereas disparities between countries are

decreasing, disparities between regions are increasing.

This is true for Europe as a whole, as well as for disparities

between regions in a country and disparities between

neighbouring border regions.

Economic disparities within cross-border regions are facts

that must be taken into account in cross-border

cooperation schemes, particularly those regions on the

frontier of the European territory. 

In a survey INTERREG IIIA project partners were asked if

cross-border local or regional economic disparities had a:

1) positive effect creating the preconditions for

cooperation; 2) a negative effect, making cooperation more

difficult; or 3) neither a positive nor negative effect, only 2%

of the respondents felt that cross-border disparities were a

negative factor. 42% felt that this was a positive precondi-

tion for cooperation and 56% claimed that the effect was

neither positive nor negative. 

To measure cross-border disparities within INTERREG IIIA

programming areas the economic strength (measured as

percentage of the EU25 average GDP in euro per capita in

2003) of the NUTS3 regions involved in each programme

has been considered. Four categories were developed:

Very high performing regions (> 112% of EU25 average in

euro per capita), high performing regions (<112% but

>80% of EU25 average in euro per capita), low performing

(<80% but >39% of EU25 average in euro per capita) and

very low performing (<39% of EU25 average in euro per

capita). In the next step, the economic strength in euro per

capita as a percentage of the EU25 average for the high-

est NUTS3 region within the programme and the lowest

region in the programme were considered, as well as the

spread of difference between them. 

This method produced two types of results. The first is the

actual degree of economic disparities within INTERREG IIIA

cross-border programmes: INTERREG IIIA programme

areas without significant disparities, areas with low levels of

disparities, areas with high levels of disparities and areas

with very high levels of disparities. 

The map shows that INTERREG IIIA programmes exhibit

varying degrees of economic disparities. Not surprisingly

those programme areas at the periphery of Europe or on

the border between old member states and new member

states or accession countries show the highest degree of

economic disparities, such as Brandenburg-Lubuskia

(Germany-Poland), Bavaria-Czech Republic, Italy-Balkans-

Adriatic, Estonia-Finland or Nord (Norway, Sweden,

Finland and Russia). Areas without significant disparities

characterise much of the new external border regions of

the EU (with low relative levels of performance) and the

Norwegian-Swedish border area (with high relative levels of

performance). 
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Figure 10: Level of economic disparities between areas of INTERREG IIIA 
programmes approximated to NUTS 3 regions

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on cross-border cooperation (2007)
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3.8 Territorial development scenarios 

There are many possible ways of how the European territ-

ory might develop over the next decades. Considering a

continuation of the current developments with constant

policy aims, a possible baseline scenario developed by the

ESPON project 3.2/Scenarios goes as follows: 

“By the latter half of the decade, it was clear that the mul-

tiplicity of problems the Community was facing required a

comprehensive approach at the European level. In order to

deal with problems on several fronts, most EU sectoral pol-

icies were largely continued. Renewed efforts were

required for the Lisbon strategy, demanding extra invest-

ments in R&D and education. Meanwhile the socio-eco-

nomic rift between the old and new member states

demanded that regional policy also had to be continued

with vigour. To this end, investments were made in new

infrastructure to improve the accessibility of these regions.

Finally, after the accession of Bulgaria and Romania, the

focus would be on integration rather than further expan-

sion, at least in the following decade. No major changes

were made to European immigration policy either: the EU

would continue to facilitate movement between member

states, but be more circumspect regarding immigration

from abroad. One policy area which did undergo major

reform is the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). Partly

under pressure of international organisations such as the

WTO, this was subjected to extensive budgetary cutbacks

and saw a substantive shift towards rural development.

By 2015 new spatial developments were becoming per-

ceptible. Over the past ten years, Europe had enjoyed

moderate economic growth as a whole, generally keeping

pace with the US and Asia. Economic performance was

strongly diversified within the EU however. Metropolitan

regions were the main engines of growth, and it is here that

the change in land use was the most pronounced. As agri-

cultural land transformed into (sub)urban development,

more remote natural areas transformed into farmland. A

clear catching-up process of the new member states was

evident: many regions in East Europe were exhibiting

growth rates twice that of the EU15. The infrastructure

investments had widened the radius of high-accessibility

areas in Europe, particularly the connections between

major cities. As time wore on, a greater emphasis was

placed on mass transit, due to the escalating energy

prices. At any rate, the Pentagon was expanding.

However, given the low starting point of the new member

states, there was still much more catching up to do.

Unemployment, for example, continued to be higher than

in the EU15, and life expectancy lower. It was nevertheless

clear that the overall standard of living and life expectancy

in Europe continued to be among the highest in the world.

The number of Europeans remained stable, due to relative-

ly low fertility rates and immigration levels. Consequently,

the composition of the population grew markedly older,

especially in relation to the rest of the world. This ageing

process was most pronounced in East Germany and

Northern Italy.

By 2030, other territorial developments began to emerge.

Climate change was making some areas in Europe

increasingly inhospitable, particularly rural Spain, which

struggled with perennial water shortages. Meanwhile, at

the epicentre of continental Europe (e.g. Germany, France,

Switzerland and Austria), melting glaciers and increased

precipitation increased the frequency and destructive

power of floods. The chequered implementation of

Natura2000 resulted in controlling, but not reversing, the

decline in biodiversity. By 2030, population ageing had

produced some strains on the labour market, particularly in

Eastern Europe, but also in Italy and parts of the Iberian

Peninsula. Despite this, the new member states had con-

tinued their catching-up process, but progress slowed

down as wage levels approached the EU15, and most

growth was concentrated in metropolitan areas. New

labour markets became available with the accession of the

Balkan states in 2020 and Turkey in 2030. All in all, there

are some indications that socio-economic disparities in

Europe had decreased somewhat at the macro level (East

versus West Europe), had grown even more acute

between metropolitan regions and peripheral rural regions.

Finally, the gap between rich and poor within cities had

widened, producing social strife and sometimes erupting

into violence.”

This and other scenarios developed by the project are also

accompanied by a number of analytical and perspective

maps. 

The maps presented here illustrate the demographic per-

spectives according to assumptions on which the baseline

scenario is based. The maps on the median age in the
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Figure 11: Baseline scenario – demographic perspectives 

Source: ESPON (2006) Territory matters for competitiveness and cohesion, page 93 
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years 2000, 2015 and 2030 show an increasing median

age in all parts of Europe. In many parts of Europe the

median age of citizens was in the mid or late thirties in

2000. This will change substantially over the next decades.

In 2030 the median age will be above 40 in most parts of

Europe and even beyond 50 in some places. Italy and in

particular the North of Italy, Northern Spain, Eastern

Germany, some parts of Finland and Scotland will experi-

ence a median age in the mid-fifties. Only Ireland, Southern

England, some parts of Eastern Europe and Scandinavia

are expected to have a median age below 40 in 2030. 

At the same, the life expectancy at birth is increasing all

over Europe and will be over 80 for the majority of areas in

Europe, with slightly lower numbers some area in the east

of the EU. 

The index of sustainable demographic development takes

those two developments together, which are both linked to

the potential attractiveness of an area. The combined pic-

ture shows an increasing territorial divergence of the

demographic development in Europe. According to this

scenario, in 2030 the north-western and the northern

Europe manages to keep relatively values in this index,

whereas the southern and more over eastern part of the

EU show decreasing values in this index on sustainable

demographic development. These developments will affect

the labour market, social welfare systems and service pro-

visions in various areas in Europe. 

These and other insights on territorial differentiations of

possible future developments in Europe offer useful inputs

for policy decisions and project activities dealing with medi-

um- and long-term territorial development aspects.
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The European territory and its challenges and potentials

are characterised by some main structures and patterns.

These territorial patterns are reflected in the settlement

structure, i.e. the distribution of population, buildings and

infrastructure in the area. The location of smaller, medium-

sized and larger cities is characterised by long-term stabil-

ity, gradually influenced by new investments, transport and

communication infrastructure, location decisions and

migration tendencies. This is also related to the question of

economic hotspots and the distribution of GDP per capita.

Urban areas are generally considered as economic for eco-

nomic development, incubators of culture and innovation,

repositories of scientific and artistic knowledge, centres of

strategic decision-making. Consequently a wide range of

INTERREG projects address the role of urban areas and

how to capitalise on their energy in all parts of Europe. For

this purpose the ESDP policy aim of polycentric urban

development has been an important element in territorial

cooperation dealing with competitiveness and cohesion in

Europe. 

At the same time the dichotomy between urban and rural

is decreasing and rural-urban partnerships are promoting

an integrated concept of cities and the countryside, based

on their territorial and functional interdependencies. INTER-

REG projects have promoted rural-urban relationships with

regard to specific issues where rural and urban areas are

interrelated. 

In times of mobility and globalisation, accessibility and con-

nectivity of places are regarded as important development

factors. Consequently, the issue of transportation and com-

munication has been taken up by a wide range of INTER-

REG projects which address territorial structures in terms of

connections between cities, access to cities from the sur-

rounding regions, as well as inner urban transportation.

This chapter will present an overview on the INTERREG

activities carried out with relation to polycentric urban devel-

opment and rural-urban relationships. The types of actions

carried out will be discussed as well as the geographical

dimension of these activities taking into account latest

ESPON findings. Based on this some overall conclusions

and considerations for future action will be presented. 

Generally, the activities carried outare based on the pro-

gramming documents and the priorities and measures

developed by INTERREG programmes. A first assessment

of the programming documents shows that polycentric

urban development is addressed in a few IIIB programmes

and also indirectly present in a very few IIIA programmes.

Rural-urban relationships show only a very limited pres-

ence in programming documents and can mainly be

traced, when at all, in IIIB programmes. As the program-

ming documents for IIIC do not engage with concrete top-

ics, nothing can be said here at programming level. 

At project level it appears that there are a considerable

number of IIIB projects addressing these issues as well as

projects in strand A and C programmes. The review of proj-

ects shows a large variety of actions and topics to

approach the rather abstract policy terms of polycentric

urban development and rural-urban relationships on the

ground.

4.1 Translating territorial structures into
action-oriented concepts 

Polycentric urban development and rural-urban relation-

ships are important features for the development of the ter-

ritorial structure in Europe. As these are rather abstract pol-

icy concepts, they need to be translated into more con-

crete terms in order to see how INTERREG activities

approach them.

For analysing INTERREG projects dealing with polycentric

urban development and rural-urban partnership, the fol-

lowing definitions have been applied:

• Understanding polycentricity

Three themes and three geographical levels can be dis-

tinguished when discussing how INTERREG projects

addressed polycentric urban development: 

• Urban system

This focuses on the aim of a balanced territorial

structure with multiple connected centres. Key

issues are related to housing, living environment,

land-use management and transportation.

4. Cooperation on territorial structures 
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• Potentials for balanced economic development

This relates polycentric development to potentials

for balanced economic development. Key issues are

the location of production and local territorial con-

texts for entrepreneurship. 

• New integrated systems of governance

This interprets polycentric development in terms of

enabling towns and regions to further develop their

capabilities. Key issues are institutional arrange-

ments and the empowerment of local and regional

entities. 

All three issues can be dealt with at the European (macro)

scale, in wider geographical areas such as IIIB programme

areas (meso scale), or at a lower, regional (micro) scale.

• Understanding of rural-urban partnership

Six themes are used to describe rural-urban relations in

the framework of INTERREG projects: 

• Economic and social development 

This focuses mainly on rural-urban relations in the

fields of employment, labour market, training, edu-

cation, urban regeneration, rural development, agri-

cultural diversification, food production & marketing,

and innovation. 

• Services and facilities 

Here, the key aspects of rural-urban relations are

local amenities, services, commerce, settlement

structures, cultural facilities. 

• Transport, energy, information 

Transport networks, information networks, commut-

ing and energy supply are key features here for rural-

urban interaction. 

• Consumption and amenities 

This focuses on tourism, recreation, leisure, land-

scape & environment, cultural heritage and open

space as fields for rural-urban relations. 

• Demography

Housing, elderly and young people and healthcare

are key issues for rural-urban relations in this field. 

• Governance

The key aspects of rural-urban relations in the field

of governance are integrated development, new

strategies and planning instruments. 

This approach to defining rural-urban relations reflects the

fact that the label “rural-urban” is often perceived as too

abstract for the concrete work of INTERREG projects. By

switching the vocabulary towards problem-oriented con-

cepts such as “access to services” or “open space” it

becomes possible to assess the rural-urban dimension. 

Based on these definitions, firstly an assessment of pro-

gramme documents was carried out showing to which

degree and how these topics are covered at priority or

measure level. Thereafter projects were analysed to illus-

trate how these aspects were addressed by INTERREG

projects. Finally, the locations of these projects were com-

pared to ESPON findings which to show the correlation

between territorial characteristics and INTERREG activities

of an area. 

4.2 Polycentricity and rural-urban issues at
programme level 

The INTERREG programme documents provide a good

first indication on the role polycentric urban development

and rural-urban relationships play in INTERREG. Generally,

the understanding of these two concepts is rather wide

and influenced by perceptions of an area’s territorial con-

text, particular challenges and objectives. 

In INTERREG IIIA programmes have only very limited

explicit focus on rural-urban partnerships, and no direct

references to polycentric development have been found in

the priorities. Nevertheless, some topics which are closely

related to polycentric development have been identified in

some programmes. As an example in both the INTERREG

IIIA Programme Upper Rhine Centre-South (Germany-

France-Switzerland) and the Franco-British Programme, a

priority is dedicated to the promotion of balanced territorial

development. The INTERREG IIIA Programme Italy-

Switzerland also prioritises to some extend balanced and

sustainable economic development in the cross-border

area. 

In INTERREG IIIB programme documents these two topics

are more frequently addressed. Six out of fourteen mention

explicitly the cooperation of complementary between

urban and rural areas, and all but one programme address

polycentric development in their programme documents.

Sometimes this is rather indirectly by promoting actions
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which can be understood as an operationalisation of the

concepts. 

Rural-urban relations are often subsumed under larger

fields of action, such as “spatial structuring” in the Atlantic

Area, “competitiveness and sustainability” in the Alpine

Space. In the case of MEDOCC rural-urban relationships

are mentioned in one priority, whereas the corresponding

measure mentions cooperation between urban and rural

zones. The programme document for the Northern

Periphery in general may serve as an example of the com-

plex way in which policy issues are addressed: Priority 3 is

in particular related to the overall aim of securing the set-

tlement pattern and the viability of the local communities.

Measure 3.1. (‘Community development’) is above all

focussing on new ways of delivering private and public

services in sparsely populated areas, which in itself is an

issue about rural-urban relationships since the majority of

these services are located in population centres.

Nevertheless measure 3.2 (‘Public management and spa-

tial planning’) is more clear and explicit about rural-urban

relationships: “A better understanding of the interdepend-

ency of urban and rural areas and ways in which this rela-

tionship can be developed positively needs to be pursued.

There are dangers that the larger centres of population will

grow at the expense of surrounding rural areas”. A number

of issues related to the “rural-urban dimension” are relevant

for all participating regions. 

For the analysis of the project activities, the focus has been

shifted to a the more operational understanding of rural-

urban partnership presented above in order to also catch

activities which more implicitly deal with rural-urban rela-

tions. 

How the issue of polycentric development has been

approached at programme level can be shown by the two

examples MEDOCC and Atlantic Area: 

• The programme document of the INTERREG IIIB

Programme MEDOCC outlines the main points to

be dealt with regarding polycentric development of

the area: (a) the economic integration of different

macro-regions in order to foster the development of

Zones of Global Economic Integration, and (b) the

development of strong networks of medium-sized

towns for enhancing a polycentric MEDOCC area.

More concretely this implies focussing on the inte-

gration of macro-regions inside the MEDOCC area

by elaborating spatial visions, but also through

developing new methods and objectives concerning

territorial development, as well as forming strategic

alliances between cites and towns. 

• In the Atlantic Areas the thematic focus on the prior-

ities and measures is twofold. On the one hand the

programme document emphasises the importance

of the territorial structuring of the Atlantic Area. This

structure can be improved by reinforcing the role of

metropolitan areas as gateways to larger European

and global markets and by strengthening the link-

ages between small and medium-sized towns. On

the other hand, increased polycentricity can be

achieved through the promotion of centres of excel-

lence, selected to promote a more balanced eco-

nomic development across the Atlantic Area. More

generally, the development of territorial strategies is

promoted as a tool for enhancing the polycentric

urban development of the region. 

In INTERREG IIIC no explicit considerations for polycentric-

ity or rural-urban partnership could be found in the pro-

gramme documents. As the programme documents do

not list specific thematic priorities or measures, the analy-

sis focuses mainly on the project level. 

4.3 Polycentricity projects at different 
geographical levels 

INTERREG projects dealing with polycentric urban devel-

opment show a multitude of possible dynamics that can be

initiated by territorial cooperation simulating polycentric

development. The variety of activities illustrates also that

there is no one-size-fits-all approach to polycentricity, as it

is related to the territorial, economic and governance pre-

conditions in each region. 

The following table provides a few examples of INTERREG

projects which address polycentricity. It allows us to distin-

guish between the three thematic dimensions (structure of

the territory, economic development and governance) as

well as between the three geographical levels (micro,

macro, meso). 
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Figure 12: Grid analysis of main project themes on polycentric development 

Governance

Micro

Integrated spatial development

instruments 

(PolyDev, URBE VIVA)

Promoting growth initiatives

(Revitalisation)

(MECIBS, REVITA)

Urban regeneration

Meso

Joint strategies for 

development of second-tier

towns

(DEFRIS, MECIBS)

Macro

Economic development

Micro

Develop economic profiles of

regional sub-centres

(Baltic Palette II)

Transmit economic impuls to

the metropolitan hinterland

(CIUMED)

Creation of a joint labour 

market (SVILMA/Italy-Adriatic)

Meso

Networks of innovation/

Competence centres

(TECPARKNET)

Improving the competitiveness

of the region (Austria-Slovakia-

Hungary)

Macro

Enhanced economic 

integration of metropolitan

regions

(PolyMETREX Plus)

Connection to global markets

(North East Cargo Link)

Structure of the territory

Micro

Polycentric regional structure

(Metropolitan Areas+)

Compact city structure in

peripheral nodes

(Vital Cities)

Integration of settlement and

transport systems 

(Öresund Bo, SITRALP)

Meso

Spatial integration of trans-

national zones (Via Baltica)

System of medium-sized

towns (REPUS)

Macro

Counterweight to core parts of

Europe (Blue banana) (SIC!)

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on polycentric urban development and rural-urban partnership (2006), page 48
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4.3.1 Urban system 

INTERREG projects focussing on matters concerning

urban systems address the issue of a more polycentric

organisation of the territory from different angles. Key

objectives range from the development of territorial inte-

grated areas to improvements of the position of small and

medium-sized towns in peripheral areas. The projects

address different spatial dynamics to contribute to a more

balanced and less fragmented territorial structure and

urban system in Europe. 

Projects dealing with the urban system typically tend to

approach the issue of balanced territorial development by

increasing their capacity to become more integrated at

European scale. The development of centres of excellence,

often in medium-sized towns, is increasing the economic

cohesion of the European territory by decentralising eco-

nomic competitiveness outside the metropolitan areas.

Moreover, these growth poles also often act as regional

gateways, essential for supporting the endogenous devel-

opment of their surrounding communities. For these often

small communities, the emphasis is put on the revitalisation

and regeneration of the policy tools at their disposal,

enabling them to adapt to the changing political and eco-

nomic context. 

Challenging the European core-periphery pattern 

The overall European territorial structure and imbalances at

European level are not a key issue for INTERREG projects.

The SCI! project (CADSES) is an exception here, as it is

taking up the challenge and aims at reinforcing the coher-

ence of a large transitional area, going from Berlin to

Venice, articulated around major metropolises and overall

providing an alternative to the Blue Banana in order to con-

tribute to a more polycentric development in Europe.

Strengthening transport links and medium-sized cities 

Urban structures of larger areas, e.g. such as INTERREG

IIIB? programme areas, are often addressed in relation to

the transport infrastructure. Projects such as Via Baltica

Nordica (Baltic Sea Region), COINCO (Atlantic Area) and

HST-Connect (North West Europe) address, each in its

area, the issue of improved accessibility for the emergence

of economically integrated more cohesive and significant

areas. Outside the main metropolitan areas, a polycentric

urban structure is often related to the role of small and

medium-sized towns. The project REPUS (CADSES)

focuses on the potential territorial dynamics medium-sized

cities can have at the meso scale. Thus it aims at increas-

ing the awareness of the potentials of medium-sized towns

and developing strategies directed towards a Regional

Polycentric Urban System in Eastern Europe. 

Stimulate the development of secondary nodes 

Most of the INTERREG projects addressing polycentricity

in terms of urban structures focus on the micro scale. The

main strategies of these projects are to stimulate the devel-

opment of secondary nodes as potential development

alternatives to central areas. Examples are Baltic Palette II

(Baltic Sea Region), Metropolitan Areas+ (Baltic Sea

Region) and RIMED (CADSES). Furthermore, there are

projects focusing on medium-sized cities in less densely

populated areas, such as Vital Cities (CADSES). Other proj-

ects are more research oriented, such as POLYNET (North

West Europe).

In cross-border cooperation the focus is mainly on func-

tional and spatial integration regions. Examples for this are

the project Öresund Bo (Öresund Region) and the project

SITRALP in the Alcotra region (Italy-France).

4.3.2 Potentials for balanced economic development 

A more balanced geography of growth in the EU is

approached by INTERREG projects at different geographi-

cal levels. The projects show that there is a permanent

interplay between the needs to improve (a) competitive-

ness, capitalising on the potentials of all regions, and (b)

cohesion, i.e. reducing the disparities between regions in

Europe. The projects show that dealing with economic

cohesion in an area is often linked to the necessity of

improving the competitiveness of this area as a whole. 

Strengthening metropolitan areas and their role in global

competition 

From a European-wide perspective potentials for balanced

economic development are addressed by INTERREG proj-

ects in different ways. 

• Enhanced inter-connections between participating

metropolitan areas is the approach taken by some

projects such as PolyMETREX (IIIC South), Baltic

Palette II (Baltic Sea Region), SDEA (Atlantic Area),

RIMED (CADSES), SIC! (CADSES), or COINCO

(Atlantic Area).
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• Strengthening European economic regions to com-

pete with the European core is another approach

taken by INTERREG projects such as Baltic Palette

II (Baltic Sea Region), C2M (MEDOCC), or ATI

(South West Europe). This involves certainly also

issues such as the connection to global markets

and the removal of barriers hindering trade which

are features addressed for example by North East

Cargo Link (Baltic Sea Region) and integrated eco-

nomic development featured for example by RIMED

(CADSES) or CIUMED (South West Europe).

Stimulating economic complementarities between cities

Stimulating economic complementarities between cities

and fostering the development of innovation networks is

the main focus of projects at meso scale. TECNOMAN

(CADSES) for instance emphasises the need for the indi-

vidual regions to sharpen their economic profile in order to

increase their potential role in the larger regional network.

Collaborating on complementary profiles and innovation

enable regions also to increase spill-over effects between

regions and to reduce their overall vulnerability to econom-

ic change. Projects such as REVITAE (IIIC East), CINCO

(Atlantic Area), BALTMET (Baltic Sea Region), TEC-

PARKNET (CADSES), NENSI (North West Europe) and ATI

(South West Europe) are promoting the development of

such networks of innovation. However also other fields of

complementarities can be of interest. The projects MNAA

(Atlantic Area) and ENloCC (IIIC West) emphasise such net-

works competence centres in respectively materials and

logistics. Also IIIA projects focus on the issue of economic

development dynamics at the meso level. Indeed, the

development of joint economic strategies in certain areas

targets a stronger positioning of the cross-border region in

a wider transnational perspective, thus focusing on

improved competitiveness of the region as a whole. An

example is Helsinki-Tallinn Science Twin City (Finland-

Estonia), focusing on the joint development of specific

high-tech sectors and thus strengthening the position of

the Twin-City region in these sectors. Another example is

JORDES (Austria-Slovakia-Hungary), aiming at converting

the region into a growth pole of transnational importance. 

Stimulating local economic development 

At the regional and metropolitan scale, projects such as

BALTMET (Baltic Sea Region), Baltic Palette II (Baltic Sea

Region) and ATI (South West Europe) take into considera-

tion the potential that each urban node has to stimulate

economic development in its hinterland. They focus on the

importance of the urban centres as the promoters of eco-

nomic development to other parts of the territory. This

focus is also taken by the CIUMED project (South West

Europe) stressing the need for larger urban areas. Also the

more regionally focused IIIA projects are of high interest

concerning economic development, primarily targeting the

improvement of the cross-border labour market by foster-

ing a better match between the supply and demand sides,

as well as improving the qualitative aspects of the labour

market. The project A cross border-labour market in the

Öresund region (Öresund Region) emphasises the possibil-

ity to provide a broader recruitment foundation for employ-

ers, an improved exploitation of the resources of the labour

force as well as increased choice possibilities for employ-

ees. The SVILMA project (Adriatic New Neighbourhood

Programme) addresses the issue of employment and

seeks to create common training possibilities and eventu-

ally to create an integrated labour market. 

4.3.3 The governance dimension of polycentric

development 

Projects focusing on the governance dimension of poly-

centric development are mainly concentrating on the local

and regional level. They pursue among other aspects the

development of joint strategies and new instruments for

territorial planning in order to give local actors a greater

capacity to influence the development of their region. The

empowerment and the building of renewed capacity for

action of the local actors influence their ability to be proac-

tive in the development of their territory. There are exam-

ples of INTERREG projects which addressed the develop-

ment of new integrated systems of governance, enabling

regions and towns to further develop their capabilities and

pro-active approaches to territorial development. In partic-

ular in less metropolitan areas, the underlying aim is to

position themselves as credible alternatives to metropolitan

“winning” areas. In this context, the development of viable

networks of small and medium-sized towns can be seen

as central to this theme. The greater interdependencies

between towns and regions in Europe make it more rele-

vant to develop new horizons for cooperation in order for

them to have an active role in their future development.

Cooperation to compete with metropolitan areas 

New governance systems can also be interpreted as the
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building of a coalition of interest by cities with similar or

complementary profiles, enabling them to position them-

selves, collectively, in a wider transnational perspective.

The MECIBS (Baltic Sea Region) and DEFRIS (Baltic Sea

Region) projects are good examples of such approaches,

aiming at building long lasting coalitions of interest,

enabling their partners to cope with strong competition

with the nearest metropolitan areas. 

New ways of regional development, planning and territorial

management 

The issue of new systems of governance in general and the

modernisation of planning tools in particular has been

mainly tackled by INTERREG projects focusing on the

regional and local scales. Projects like Innovation Circle

(Baltic Sea Region), PolyDev (CADSES) and AMAT

(MEDOCC) emphasise the proactive role that local and

regional actors have to take in regional development

issues. The project ESDP Steps (IIIC South) for instance

acknowledges that current spatial planning and urban

management tools are not appropriately designed to meet

the objectives of the ESDP. The development of new ways

of dealing with urban management, a key objective of proj-

ects like InterMETREX (IIIC West), URBE VIVA (IIIC South)

and VISP (North Sea), is made concrete through the devel-

opment of comprehensive visions of the urban territory.

Vertical integration 

Next to the issue of multi-sector coordination at the hori-

zontal level, several projects emphasise the need for (verti-

cal) cooperation, for different regional and local actors to

work together. The project Town-Net (North Sea) brings

together regions around the North Sea having a similar pat-

tern of small and medium-sized towns. The SPAN project

(North West Europe) advocates the development of partic-

ipatory approaches in the cooperating regions, as well as

the multi-level governance principle. To bring together a

variety of actors is also at the heart of the projects ALPCITY

(Alpine Space), VISP (North Sea) and EUROPOLIS (North

West Europe), enabling local communities to contribute

actively to their development. Several projects focus on the

improvement of local endogenous development potentials,

e.g. NEWTASC (North West Europe), BRAIN DRAIN (North

West Europe) and DART (North West Europe). Also the

MECIBS (Baltic Sea Region) project for instance links the

issue of revitalisation of declining industrial areas to gover-

nance capacity and the regeneration of local communities.

The ALPCITY (Alpine Space) project has similar objectives:

The regeneration of small towns is considered as crucial to

develop a polycentric urban system in the Alpine Space. 

4.4 Problem-oriented approach to 
rural-urban projects

INTERREG projects dealing with rural-urban relationships

are rather difficult to trace, as they usually deal with these

relationships as a side effect of activities focusing on other

more concrete tasks. 

Although the terminology rural-urban partnership is only

rarely used, INTERREG projects across all strands address

the potential and challenges to this partnership. Breaking

down the issue into single “problem” or action fields relat-

ed to rural-urban partnerships shows the variety to aspects

and approaches taken in INTERREG projects in order to

improve rural-urban partnerships in their area. 

Generally, only a small number of INTERREG IIIA projects

on rural-urban relationships can be identified. 

Projects in strand B partly address the relationship

between territorial characteristics of an area and the impor-

tance attached to rural-urban relationships in an INTER-

REG programme. INTERREG IIIB projects focusing on

rural-urban relationships tend to be clustered in areas char-

acterised by higher levels of agricultural land-use and/or

lower levels of population density. It is for these reasons

that INTERREG IIIB programme areas are of particular

interest in terms of the identification of rural-urban relation-

ships as an important and recognised subject for

cooperation.

Although INTERREG IIIC differs from the A and B strands

with nospecific thematic priorities or measures, a number

of projects have been identified which focus on certain

aspects of rural-urban relationships. 

In total 107 concrete examples of INTERREG III projects

have been identified which are addressing rural-urban part-

nership. There may however be more projects which either

work with a different definition or started after the finalisa-

tion of this assessment in early 2006. 
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The following sections will briefly discuss some of the fields

of rural-urban relationships taken up by INTERREG projects

and also highlight some examples of concrete projects. 

4.4.1 Economic and social development 

It should not come as a surprise that the second largest

group of INTERREG projects addressing rural-urban rela-

tionships is about economic and social development. The

origin of thinking is after all highly related with the recogni-

tion that in many rural areas in Europe agriculture is

becoming lessimportant to the local and regional economy

and that other sectors of the economy therefore have to be

stimulated in their development. 

Striving for agricultural diversification 

The emphasis of many projects striving for agricultural

diversification is on the production of so-called quality

products, often with an emphasis on environmentally

friendly methods of production. The strategy of agricultural

diversification requires the set-up of networks as locally

produced (end-)products have to end on the consumer

table. This is for instance approached by the IRENE project

(CADSES), where IRENE stands for Innovative Rural

Development Strategy Based On Local And Trans-National

Economical Networks. Examples of an agricultural diversi-

fication strategy are projects like AGRO (Atlantic Area),

VEREDAS (Madeira-Azores-Canary Islands), SIMOCA

(CADSES), AGROINTEC, ECOVERGER, BIOFEP and FES-

ERRAE (all South-West Europe), LOF (IIIC North),

URGENTE (IIIC South-West) and EFARMER (IIIC East). The

quality approach goes hand in hand with efforts to brand a

place or region as a tourist product, an idea which is fol-

lowed up by the GAPMEDOCC project (MEDOCC).

Economic diversification in rural areas 

The strategy of economic diversification aims at expanding

the range of activities in rural areas, to bring in new eco-

nomic activities. Nearly all projects in this category aim for

the setting up of small and medium-sized enterprises. In

almost all 10 example projects reviewed there is awareness

that the business environment of rural areas in many ways

is not friendly for the success of this strategy. Many SMEs

have difficulties to find a sufficient economic base – an

issue dealt with by Four Corners (Baltic Sea Region) – or

have limited access to services and facilities unlike their

counterparts in urban areas – an issue approached by

Embrace (CADSES). The title of the project SCRI (Northern

Periphery) is meaningful in this respect. This acronym

stands for “Structure for Commercialisation of Rural

Innovation”. 

Improving the business environment 

The third and final sub-category of projects aiming to

improve social and economic development has the same

overall objectives as the previous one. The main difference

is that the projects are not specially targeting the creation

of SMEs or the stimulation of entrepreneurship. The prime

objective is the business environment in general. Overall,

projects focus more on the role local and regional govern-

ment can play to improve the general conditions of entre-

preneurship compared with projects in the other two sub-

categories. RURAL INNOVA (IIIC South) is an interesting

example. 

4.4.2 Services and facilities 

The majority of projects addressing rural-urban relations in

terms of services and facilities are outside the core of

Europe. Nine out of fifteen projects reviewed in this catego-

ry are targeting sparsely populated areas: The Northern

Periphery and the mountainous areas of the Alpine Space.

These projects address what is a key policy issue in such

areas, the provision of services of general interest. Quite a

number of projects in this category address services in

general rather than only certain types of services. The

QUALIMA project (Alpine Space) is a good example of

what is considered to be at stake; namely an acceptable

quality of life. On the operational level the project is target-

ing the creation of multifunctional sites, where a variety of

services can be offered in order to save overhead costs.

Another strategy is the creation of mobile services; by mov-

ing services around to enlarge their catchment area . Also

services can be offered to certain population groups which

are less mobile. PUSEMOR (Alpine Space) and DESERVE

(Northern Periphery) are examples in this field. Several

other projects focus on a particular type of services, main-

ly health care. Examples are ATSURuAR and Sustainable

Health Care Networks (both Northern Periphery). The pro-

ject Community Learning Networks (Northern Periphery)

addresses the education system. 

Another important group of projects targets the issues of

services and facilities in an indirect way. These projects are

focusing on the maintenance and improvement of service

levels provided in small and medium-sized cities. Examples
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for such projects are Baltic Balance (Baltic Sea Region),

REPUS (CADSES), Small Town Networks (Northern

Periphery), CIUMED and ATI (both South West Europe) and

SusSeet (IIIC West). 

4.4.3 Transport, energy and information 

The rural-urban dimension of transport, energy and infor-

mation is addressed by few INTERREG projects. A number

of these projects are concerned with improving access to

information and communication as a way of reducing some

of the disadvantages of low levels of physical accessibility

in remote rural areas. Improving the virtual accessibility of

rural areas can have various effects on urban-rural relation-

ships, such as crating more varied opportunities of

employment in rural areas and increasing accessibility to

online broadband facilities and services. Examples of

broadband projects include ANT (Alpine Space), BIRRA

(Northern Periphery), INFOBAND and PEBA (both Madeira-

Azores-Canary Islands). The ANT project (Alpine Network)

for example supports innovative IT projects and promotes

transnational and intraregional networking, know-how

transfer and education of local innovators. The BIRRA pro-

ject (Broadband in Remote and Rural Areas) involves a

number of activities centred on learning from best practice

in more advanced regions and identifying solutions relevant

to specific regional conditions. 

Few INTERREG projects concerning transport and mobili-

ty directly address rural-urban issues. Exceptions are for

example the project on the rehabilitation of cross-border

routes for hiking (France-Spain) and the REVER-MED pro-

ject (MEDOCC), concerned with establishing “greenways”

– sustainable transport routes between urban and rural

areas for pedestrians and cyclists. 

4.4.4 Consumption and amenities 

A relatively large number of INTERREG projects is con-

cerned with consumption and amenities that address

urban-rural issues. Three spatial clusters of projects are

apparent: One in the Netherlands and northern France, a

second one in the Pyrenees and a third one on the mouth

of the Baltic. The remaining projects concerned with con-

sumption and amenity are fairly evenly spread across the

EU territory. In thematic terms, three areas of action can be

distinguished: 

Rural tourism

This first group of projects seeks to develop the potential

of rural areas for recreation and tourism, catering mainly for

an urban clientele. A substantial number of these projects

focus on sustainable tourism. Most of these projects are

funded through strand A, especially in rural areas which are

within close proximity of urban areas. Other projects con-

cerning rural tourism can mainly be found in strand C. The

INTERREG IIIA Ireland-Wales TWIGS project (Tourism

Wales and Ireland Green and Sustainable) for instance

aims to promote collaboration between various agencies

and communities to achieve synergies in the development

of quality green tourism, develop best practice in the devel-

opment of authentic rural tourism, engage local communi-

ties in the development of quality green tourism and create

action plans for the development of green tourism. 

Local products

In the second group of projects focussing on local prod-

ucts many projects seek to increase awareness about tra-

ditions and regional products and increase the local mar-

ket for products in order to stimulate the rural economy.

Many projects in this group are funded by INTERREG

strand A, particularly in the more rural parts of Europe.

There is a strong link between these projects and some of

those identified under the heading of economic and social

development (see above). 

Landscape, the built environment and environmental 

protection 

The third group of projects under the heading of consump-

tion and amenities focus on landscape, the built environ-

ment and environmental protection. In most of these proj-

ects the focus is on the exploitation, management and/or

protection of areas with specific landscapes, habitats or

buildings. The location of these areas is diverse. Some are

rural – e.g. BIRD (Baltic Sea Region), HERITOUR (CAD-

SES), MACARURAL (Madeira-Azores-Canary Islands) –,

others are periurban – e.g. SEPTENTRION (North West

Europe), EURMET (South West Europe), LIFESCAPE

(North West Europe) – and others urban – e.g. GreenKeys

(CADSES), SOS II, SAUL (both North West Europe). The

majority of projects in this group are found in INTERREG

strand B, particularly in more urban parts of Europe. 
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4.4.5 Demography

A main subject for concern in many European rural areas is

depopulation. This has a clear link to rural-urban relation-

ships as in almost all cases of areas facing depopulation

the key issue is migration to cities and urban regions else-

where. As it is nearly always the case with migration, this

type of outward migration is selective. Younger people

especially tend to move in search of job opportunities or

higher education (brain drain). Many INTERREG projects

classified under the five themes of rural-urban relations

consider depopulation as an important issue. The idea is

that if rural areas become more attractive in terms of, for

example economic development and presence of services

and facilities, people are more inclined to stay or return.

There are a small number of projects entirely focussing on

the issues of population and migration. Two projects focus

on youth groups: ROOTS (Madeira-Azores-Canary Islands)

and PICYBU (Northern Periphery). The IIIB project

SOHO/SOLO (Atlantic Area) has an interesting subject

namely to encourage people to migrate towards the partic-

ipating regions. 

4.4.6 Governance 

The main difference between projects classified under gov-

ernance and all other projects related to rural-urban rela-

tions is that the objective and approaches are much wider

than in all other projects. An example of a comprehensive

project is COHESION (CADSES) addressing the diminish-

ing competitiveness of many rural areas. Integrated plan-

ning is called for to overcome the shortage of resources

available. NS RURAL (North Sea) is another example of a

comprehensive approach. Furthermore, there are a hand-

ful of projects aiming at delivering concrete policy instru-

ments. All projects with this aim are INTERREG IIIC proj-

ects. ALICERA (IIIC North) has the objective to introduce a

new education instrument called RAL, Rural Action

Learning which should contribute to capacity building and

the mobilisation of certain groups of rural societies. FAR-

LAND (IIIC West) focuses in particular on local and region-

al government agencies with the objective to develop an

integrated Land Development approach because so many

policy issues are inter-linked. ICNEW (IIIC East) has similar

objectives. 

Under the heading of governance two projects stand out

not only because they seem to have common objectives.

URBAL (North Sea region) and RISE (IIIC East) focus on

areas which are neither urban nor rural. In the URBAL pro-

ject these areas are designated as URBAL-spaces – a term

reflecting the joining of rural and urban areas. RISE adds

the dimension of densely populated rural areas. As the def-

inition of densely populated varies between from country to

country, these two projects are very close in their content.

4.5 Conclusions and ideas for the future 

INTERREG projects contribute in various ways to improv-

ing polycentric urban development and rural-urban rela-

tionships in Europe. Key concerns of these projects are

competitiveness, liveability and cohesion of specific places

and territories. The character and size of the areas

addressed by INTERREG projects range from local to

European.

4.5.1 INTERREG activities on polycentricity in 

second tier cities in economic strong regions 

With regard to polycentric urban development the main

topics addressed by INTERREG projects are the structure

of territory, the potentials for balanced economic develop-

ment and integrated approaches to territorial governance.

The focus of cooperation is often on sharing experience

among cities with similar positions in the regional urban

hierarchy, or a similar physical context. Concrete actions

within single cities can also be taken as part of the projects.

Furthermore, the projects connect only in exceptional

cases with the main metropolitan areas in Europe. The

focus is rather on second tier cities, which are in close

proximity to the main metropolitan areas. European regions

without close links to the main metropolitan areas tend not

to participate in polycentric development projects. 

It seems also that the economically strong areas have

tended to cooperate through INTERREG rather than seek

to connect with weaker regions. 
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Figure 13: Second tier cities and main INTERREG IIIB 
projects dealing with polycentric development

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on polycentric urban development and rural-urban partnership (2006), page 42
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4.5.2 INTERREG activities on rural-urban issues

concentrated in certain areas 

The main topics addressed by INTERREG projects are

economic and social development, provision of general

services, transportation, ICT, consumption and amenities,

demographic challenges and governance approaches. 

With regard to the issues addressed, it might be surprising

that essential aspects of rural-urban cooperation such as

water and energy flows seem to be absent by INTERREG

projects dealing with rural-urban relations. 

Many of the reviewed INTERREG projects consist of local

sub-projects in which concrete actions are carried out.

Concrete actions in rural-urban projects are by nature situ-

ated on the local micro level, which might explain why the

link between the sub-projects often seems to focus on the

sharing of experience. 

Furthermore, larger cities seem not to be involved in

INTERREG projects addressing rural-urban relations. 

Mapping the lead partner locations of projects on rural-

urban partnership, there are two large clusters of projects:

One in the North-West of Europe, the other one in the

South-West of Europe, including France. Two smaller clus-

ters are situated in Scotland and Macaronesia (Azores,

Madeira, Savage Islands, Cape Verde and Canaries). 

The map shows the lead partner of INTERREG projects

addressing rural-urban relationships on the background of

the rural-urban typology of ESPON. 

4.5.3 Inspirations for future activities 

The fields presented in which INTERREG projects are fos-

tering polycentric urban development and rural-urban part-

nership can provide stimulating input for future projects. 

It shows clearly that polycentric urban development and

rural-urban partnership can be best approached by focus-

ing on specific territorial challenges. While dealing with

challenges such as provision of general services or urban

cooperation to stimulate competitiveness, polycentric

urban development and rural-urban relations can serve as

means to overcome these challenges. 

In addition to the projects presented, there are some addi-

tional points for the discussion of future territorial

cooperation projects:

• Governance issues (multi-level governance) and poten-

tials for endogenous development, development of

tools for regional/local development, development of

polycentric urban regions can be considered as impor-

tant topics for projects targeting development at local

or regional (micro) level. 

• Transnational territorial integration of metropolises and

second tier cities, networks of innovation and compe-

tence centres are considered suitable topics for territor-

ial cooperation projects targeting larger territories (meso

level). 

• At European (macro) level, the issue of global integra-

tion zones, i.e. larger cooperation areas or clusters of

cities which are significant locations at global scale, has

so far hardly been approached by territorial cooperation

projects.

• Flows between territories, for example. in terms of

transport, water, energy etc., are only rarely addressed

in INTERREG projects and might deserve more atten-

tion in future territorial cooperation projects addressing

polycentric urban development and rural-urban part-

nership.

• Cooperation projects in the fields of polycentric urban

development and rural-urban partnership might benefit

from the involvement of larger cities and metropolitan

areas.
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Figure 14: Location of lead partners for the six rural-urban themes

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on polycentric urban development and rural-urban partnership (2006), page 65
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Natural and technological hazards can adversely influence

regional development. When disasters occur they damage

businesses and communities. The environmental and eco-

nomic impact of oil spills or drought can be widespread

and long lasting. Few people only are aware of the level of

vulnerability of the territories where they live, work, study,

or take holidays. Altogether 11 natural hazards have been

identified as the most relevant for territorial development.

These are avalanches, droughts, earthquakes, extreme

temperatures, floods, forest fires, landslides, storm surges,

technological hazards, volcanic eruptions and winter

storms. 

Risk management and hazard mitigation are not major

fields of INTERREG cooperation. However a range of relat-

ed activities have been carried out by INTERREG projects.

INTERREG activities addressing these as well as the broad

field of technological hazards are discussed in this chapter.

The types of actions carried out will be discussed as well

as the geographical dimension of the activities taking into

account latest ESPON findings on the geography of haz-

ards in Europe. Based on this some overall conclusions

and considerations for future action will be presented. The

analysis of projects focuses on the 11 natural hazards

identified as spatially relevant by the ESPON Hazards pro-

ject (see above). 

In total 144 examples of INTERREG projects addressing

hazards have been identified. Of these 112 INTERREG

hazards projects have been included in the quantitative

analysis presented in this chapter. The remaining 32 proj-

ects deal with general risk assessment and are thus not

addressed here. 

As the focus is on natural hazards and not particularly on

technological hazards, all INTERREG projects that deal

with technological hazards are grouped into one single

hazard category called "technological hazards".

The overview shows that floods have been addressed by

the projects significantly more often than any other hazard.

This is followed by technological hazards, which need to

be interpreted with care as the category of technological

hazards comprises several sub-categories. 

5.1 Understanding hazards, vulnerability
and risks 

For the analysis of INTERREG activities dealing with haz-

ards the following definitions for hazards, vulnerability and

risks are used (adopted from the ESPON Hazards project):

5. Territorial cooperation in the field of natural hazards 

Figure 15: Amount of hazards addressed by 
INTERREG III projects (total sums are not

equal to sums of projects, as several 
project address a series of hazards 

* Due to data restrictions, only the following 46 INTERREG IIIA pro-
grammes have been taken into account: Spain – Portugal, Italy –
Slovenia, Ireland – Northern Ireland, France – Spain, South-East Finland –
Russia, Sweden – Norway, Franco-British Programme, Italy – Switzerland,
Euregio Karelia, Italy - France (Islands), Southern Finland - Estonia, Austria
- Germany/Bavaria, Italy – Austria, EUREGIO - Euregio Rhine-Waal - eure-
gio rhine-meuse-north, Ireland – Wales, Italy - France (ALCOTRA),
Alpenrhein-Bodensee-Hochrhein, Oresund Region, France - Wallonia -
Flanders, Adriatic New Neighbourhood Programme, Austria – Hungary,
Upper Rhine Centre-South, France – Switzerland, Wallonia – Lorraine –
Luxembourg, Kvarken – Mittskandia, Spain – Morocco, Euregio Meuse-
Rhine, Brandenburg – Lubuskie, Austria – Slovenia, Ems Dollart region,
Flanders - Netherlands, Greece – Bulgaria, Pamina, Austria – Slovakia,
Sonderjylland –Schleswig, Austria – Czech  Republic, Fyn – K.E.R.N.,
Storstrom – Ostholstein-Lübeck, Skargarden, Greece – Albania,
Saarland-Mosel (Lorraine) - Western Palatinate, Germany-Luxembourg-
German Speaking Community of Belgium/Walloon Region, Greece –
Cyprus, Greece - Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Gibraltar –
Morocco.

Hazard INTERREG IIIA* INTERREG IIIB INTERREG IIIC

Avalaches 2 3 –

Droughts - 9 1

Earthquakes 2 5 1

Extreme temperatures - 5 -

Floods 13 40 3

Forest fires 2 4 1

Landslides 5 8 1

Storm surges 2 10 -

Technological hazards 17 12 2

Volcanic eruptions - 3 -

Winter storms 1 6 -

Not defined 25 6 4

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on environmental hazards and risk

management (2006), page 9 
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• Natural hazard

A natural hazards is an extreme natural event (of the

average environmental, meteorological, hydrological or

other natural conditions) that is statistically rare at a par-

ticular place and time. A natural hazard can be a source

of risk but does not necessarily imply a potential degree

or frequency of occurrence. A natural hazard produces

risk only if exposures create the possibility of negative

impacts. 

• Technological hazard 

A technological hazards is a hazard of human (artificial)

origin that can harm people, the environment or facili-

ties. The emission from a technological hazard may leak

out of a production facility, a deposit, stockpile, trans-

port corridor, etc. through specific transmission media

(water, air, soil).

• Vulnerability 

Vulnerability is the degree of fragility of a (natural or

socio-economic) community or a (natural or socio eco-

nomic) system towards hazards. It is a set of conditions

and processes resulting from physical, social, econom-

ical and environmental factors, which increase the sus-

ceptibility of the impact and the consequences of haz-

ards. Vulnerability is determined by the potential of a

hazard, the resulting risk and the potential to react to

and/or to withstand it.

• Risk 

A risk is a combination of the probability (or frequency)

of occurrence of a hazard and the extent of the conse-

quences of the impacts. Generally, a risk is a function of

the hazard and the vulnerability. In the context of this

thematic study it was not possible to apply these clear-

cut definitions of hazards and risks to the categorisation

of INTERREG projects. It was evident that the projects

had used a range of differing definitions and expres-

sions (which might also be due to the wording used in

the priorities and measures of the INTERREG pro-

grammes) to address hazards and risk. 

To assess how effectively the various INTERREG strands

have contributed to risk management related to hazards a

multi-level analysis has been carried out. The analysis

involved (a) reviewing INTERREG programme documents,

(b) listing and studying the scope of launched projects, and

(c) appreciating the achievements of some selected projects.

5.2 Interregional risk projects 

The INTERREG IIIC differs from A- and B-strands as the

programme documents list no specific thematic priorities

to choose from by the applicants. However, INTERREG IIIC

has encouraged numerous actors to become engaged in

risk projects or networks. Less than twenty projects have

been identified as examples of projects dealing with risks

at least indirectly. Nine of them have risk management as

the main focus. Among the nine “risk projects” the clearly

specified themes include floods, droughts, forest fires and

volcanic eruptions. Among the activities that are only indi-

rectly risk-related the most references are made to floods.

A closer review of the IIIC projects reveals that nearly all

natural hazard types could potentially be addressed by the

actions launched (both direct and indirect risk projects). For

example, the project NMF, Network Mountain Forests (IIIC

East) touches upon avalanches and landslides, whereas

the network AMICA, Adaptation and Mitigation – an

Integrated Climate Policy Approach (IIIC West) is likely to

deal with extreme temperatures and storms. Only earth-

quakes and tsunamis have no “home-base” in any project.

However, the theme of civil protection addressed by e.g.

SIPROCI, Interregional response to natural and man-made

catastrophes (IIIC East) is certainly very relevant to both of

these hazards.

There are Italian partners in all but two of the nine “risk proj-

ects”. France is also broadly represented, as well as Spain,

Germany, Portugal and Greece. All risk projects have at

least three nationalities represented in the partnership,

mostly more. The most international partnership has been

built by the network FLAPP, Flood Awareness and

Prevention Policy in border areas (IIIC West). 

Taking FLAPP as an example, there are participants from

14 countries. Within the network, local and regional actors

can transfer successful flood management approaches. A

special area of interest is to find sustainable solutions for

cross-border cooperation. FLAPP, which was initiated by

the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, builds on various earlier activi-

ties in international water management. It brings together a

considerable share of European expertise in the field. Thus

the manual of good practices in cross-border flood man-

agement, which will be produced by the network, is prob-

ably going to become a key reference in its field. At least in
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the networking activities a wide array of topics has been

addressed, among others flood mapping, early warning

systems, stakeholder awareness and the role of spatial

planning in flood risk management. Recommendations for

the development of relevant EU policies are also anticipated.

The mapping of INTERREG IIIC projects on floods reveals

that the coverage of the flood projects is high in central

Europe, whereas it is here also extending further towards

Eastern Europe than in the INTERREG IIIA or IIIB activities.

Indeed, only IIIC reaches parts of the most eastern areas

with very high flood risk. 

The area covered by drought related INTERREG projects of

all strands goes well beyond those areas that are identified

as potentially experiencing the highest drought potential

increase by climate change. On the other hand, many

areas that are presumed to experience more droughts in

the future did not yet have any related INTERREG activities

(Member States which joined during the last 10 years, cen-

tral and northern part of the Iberian Peninsula, parts of

France and Italy). Only Greece seems to have covered the

drought aspect rather strongly.
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Figure 16: Flood recurrence and INTERREG IIIC flood related projects on NUTS3 level 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on environmental hazards and risk management (2006), page 27 
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Figure 17: Change of dry spell length affecting drought potential 
and drought related INTERREG IIIB and C projects 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on environmental hazards and risk management (2006), page 22 
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5.3 Transnational risk projects in large
parts of Europe 

In the case of INTERREG IIIB, 4 out of the 13 programmes

have clear indications of risk management in their priorities.

The focus is either on general prevention of disasters

(Alpine Space) or on water resources (floods in North West

Europe and CADSES; droughts in MEDOCC). A more

detailed listing of the measures mentioned under each pri-

ority indicates the risk focus of each programme more

clearly. This is the case especially in both the MEDOCC

and CADSES Programmes. Furthermore, approximately

half of the programmes touch upon hazards or risk man-

agement, when judged by the wordings of the measures.

In other words, reviewed this way, the programmes of the

North Sea Area, Madeira-Azores-Canary Islands and

ARCHIMED are also dedicated to the issue although the

priorities do not indicate this. The key foci of the measures

in the reviewed programmes remain more or less the same

as at priority level: (a) Floods and coastal risks, (b) droughts

and desertification and (c) risk management in general.

Here, direct references are also made to forest fires and

earthquakes in the ARCHIMED Programme.

All together 72 examples of direct “risk projects” have been

identified in INTERREG IIIB programmes. Most (major) IIIB

zones have risk projects. Some of the “risk projects” have

been launched under other priorities and measures than

those mentioned above (e.g. in the North Sea Programme).

This means on the one hand that the programmes have

been flexible, and, on the other, that regional actors felt a

certain need for risk management projects.

Floods – European expertise in transnational flood

management

Within INTERREG IIIB, a high number of projects

addressed floods. These projects have clearly contributed

to something that could be called European expertise in

transnational flood management. The map shows that

areas which are highly flood prone and have not received

attention by INTERREG IIIB activities so far are located in

the Eastern areas. 

However, these lessons still need to be compiled to support

future activities. An example of a theme that could be built

on a rather well studied base in the next programming

phase is flood mitigation through sensitive land-use planning.

Especially North West Europe launched various projects in

this field. Clearly, some kind of a southern counterpart for

the North-Western flood mitigation cluster is missing. 

Droughts

The series of projects on droughts, desertification and forest

fires has laid a ground which could grow in size and in depth

and be able to take effect in regional practices. Innovative

hydro-meteorological modelling alone is not yet enough if

key stakeholders are not brought into the discussion. 

Forest Fires 

Considering the devastation that forest fires have caused in

the recent years, there is an obvious lack of INTERREG

projects on forest fires. The projects such as Grinfomed

and Medifire (MEDOCC) and INCENDI (IIIC South) thus cre-

ate high expectations in terms of transferable lessons.

Especially long-term vulnerability reduction should be pro-

moted, i.e. identifying key interconnections between land

use planning and the forest fire risk. The map shows that

generally, the areas with high forest fires hazards are not

necessarily those areas with considerable project activities

related to forest fires. 

Risk management in mountainous areas

Some kind of a project cluster has also evolved to support

risk management in mountainous areas. The Alpine Space

has a number of inter-connected projects, which can con-

tribute to a common body of knowledge. These projects

include e.g. DIS-ALP, Disaster Information System of

Alpine Regions, SISMOVALP and NAB, which is about nat-

ural space analysis for management of natural hazards.

There are also interrelated projects in other programme

areas, e.g. CADSES.

Technological hazards 

The map shows that most of the INTERREG IIIB activities

related to technological hazards have focussed on coastal

zones. This implies that coastal pollution and other mar-

itime safety features are of high concern for territorial devel-

opment.
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Figure 18: Flood recurrence and INTERREG IIIB flood related projects on NUTS3 level 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on environmental hazards and risk management (2006), page 26 
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Figure 19: Forest fire hazards and INTERREG IIIB projects 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on environmental hazards and risk management (2006), page 28 
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Figure 20: Technological hazards addressed in INTERREG IIIB projects

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on environmental hazards and risk management (2006), page 33 
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5.4 Cross-border cooperation approaches
risks rather vaguely  

In the INTERREG IIIA strand, only 6 out of 53 programmes

reviewed with regard to hazards included a clear indication

of risk management. Risks were often mentioned in vague

terms, in relation to environmental protection. The more

deliberate cases focussed on forest fires and civil protec-

tion (Italy - France (Islands)) and flood-related risks

(Mecklenburg-Vorpommern/Brandenburg - Western

Pomerania and Euregio Meuse-Rhein). 

Altogether 63 of 3 495 identified INTERREG IIIA projects

could be classified as “risk projects”, in early 2005. As

many as 22 INTERREG IIIA areas had launched projects

related to hazards and risk management, and 14 areas

have more than one “risk project”, at that time. Thus look-

ing at the projects the picture appears more varied than the

overview of programme priorities would suggest. 

The character of INTERREG IIIA projects addressing haz-

ards varies considerably in terms of the focus of activities,

the actions taken and the size of the projects. In some

areas the IIIA projects seem to have been used to pur-

chase equipment that can potentially be used in preventing

disasters in a cross-border context: Fire department vehi-

cles, etc. As each of these often interconnected invest-

ments is considered as a project of its own, this group

should be kept in mind when analysing the project list4: If

one considers only the projects where local and regional

actors get engaged in a broader set of cross-border haz-

ard assessment and risk management activities, there are

41 cross-border cooperation projects in 17 INTERREG IIIA

areas.

There are only few IIIA areas that have been active in mul-

tiple themes with various actors. Within the France – Spain

programme, actions launched deal with floods and earth-

quakes, whereas Southern Finland – Estonia addresses

especially maritime safety and civil protection in several

projects. The Franco-British Programme has activities in

coastal protection and management of technological haz-

ards. Also the area France – Wallonia – Flanders covers a

wider spectrum. It addresses floods in the cross-border

context and tries to raise farmers’ awareness of erosion

problems.

Among the various hazard types the most attention in

INTERREG IIIA has been received by technological hazards

(17 projects). The map shows that in central and northern

Europe most of the cross-border cooperation projects

related to risks and hazards focused on technological haz-

ards. In southern Europe, all hazards and risk related

INTERREG IIIA projects in turn focused on natural hazards,

with the exception of a Spanish-Moroccan project. 

Floods were the second most addressed subject by IIIA

projects with most f these located in the border areas

between Italy and France as well as France – Belgium –

Luxembourg. 

4 Interconnected investment projects have been carried out e.g. in Brandenburg – Lubuskia with its various projects related to disaster control. Also in
Ireland – Northern Ireland the programme has provided an opportunity to strengthen the maritime safety procedures through series of investments. 
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Programme

(DE/PL)

Saxony – Lower

Silesia

(DE/CZ)

Saxony – 

Czech Republic

(DE/PL)

Brandenburg –

Lubuskie

(IT/FR)

Italy – France

(Islands)

(DE/PL)

Mecklenburg –

Vorpommern/

Brandenburg –

Western 

Pomerania

(DE/NL/BE)

Euregio Meuse –

Rhein

Risk focus

Reducing pollution

and risk

Reducing pollution

and risk

Reducing pollution

and risk

Combating fires, 

civil protection

Catastrophe, 

disaster and high

water protection

Floods

Priority wording

Priority 3: The environment. Plans for the quality of water, reduction of environmental pollu-

tion and risks, and protection of nature, the countryside and the climate will guarantee

sustainable, overall development in the border area. 

Priority 3: Environmental development of the area. Plans for the quality of water, reduction

of environmental pollution and risks, and protection of nature, the countryside and the

climate will guarantee sustainable, overall development in the border area. Cross-border

network systems will help make agriculture and forestry more competitive and take advan-

tage of the effects of the common agricultural policy established on the agenda for 2000.

Priority 3: The environment. The essential aims of this priority are the reduction of environ-

mental pollution and risks, in view of sustainable, environmentally friendly development in

the border area, the protection of residential areas that are close to nature and to natural

resources, elimination of abandoned industrial waste and cleansing of watercourses

polluted through mining, and the construction of purification plants and waste water treat-

ment systems.

Priority 2: Environment, tourism and sustainable development: This priority involves three

themes: protection and upgrading of the environment, development and promotion of

tourism in the border area and sustainable economic development. Among the most

important measures covered are cooperation in combating and preventing fires and civil

protection, waste treatment and recycling, joint promotion and marketing in the tourism

sector and services to SMEs in the field of innovation and technology transfer. 

Priority 3: The environment. This priority contains measures for the protection of nature and

the countryside. Care for the countryside will preserve the attraction of the region’s cultural

landscapes, secure resources and provide the basis for creating a cross-border catastro-

phe, disaster and high-water protection facility. Further objectives are the improvement of

environmental consciousness and enhancement of the quality of the water in the interior

and along the coast.

Priority 3: Promoting environmental improvement (including agriculture). Key actions con-

cern the improvement of quality of life and the importance of agriculture. Special attention

is being paid to overcoming the risks of flooding and the treatment of waste. 

INTERREG IIIA

Figure 21: INTERREG IIIA areas with risk profile

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on environmental hazards and risk management (2006), page 16 
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5.5 Conclusions and ideas for the future 

The review of INTERREG activities shows that hazard and

risk related projects should not only focus on single haz-

ards and their effects, but also strongly on vulnerability

reduction, (e.g. a fire truck alone does not combat the

problem of forest fires). Research examples funded

through other EU project initiatives (e.g. the EFFIS project

on forest fires) can be useful to identify potential fields for

application in INTERREG projects to develop cross-border

and interregional strategies to reduce both the potential of

hazards as well as potential impacts (risks). Regional deci-

sion-making and the involvement of local stakeholders are

vital in this context. In general, future projects would be well

advised to not only concentrate on the effects of hazards

and risks and on the possibilities to combat these locally

and regionally, but work on strategies reaching towards the

root causes of risks (e.g. land use), and to involve decision

makers who can develop mitigation plans. In addition, haz-

ard interactions need to be better respected, as well as

potential impacts of climate change.

5.5.1 Geohazards

Hazard sources and the potential extent of damage can be

regionally better delimited for most geohazards than for

meteorological hazards. Landslides are confined to valleys

and slopes, and the geology and climate often determine

certain areas of risk. Volcanic activities have mostly local to

regional effects, but ash plumes can reach global extents.

Earthquakes appear, besides those caused by under-

ground failures and explosions, in tectonically active areas.

In this sense it is possible to delineate the immediate haz-

ard and risk of geohazards to those areas were they main-

ly occur. Tsunamis are confined to coastal areas and can

be triggered by all geohazards mentioned above.

Earthquakes are extremely dangerous and affect large

areas of the eastern Mediterranean and Eastern Europe. In

comparison to the relative importance of earthquakes

revealed in the study, it would be strongly recommended to

take this hazard more into account in future Territorial

Cooperation activities in these areas. Many very old settle-

ment areas have always been located in earthquake prone

areas and earthquakes have always affected European

civilisations. Old structures are difficult to protect, therefore

future projects should focus on enforcing appropriate engi-

neering measures for new structures to be earthquake

proof, the development of disaster management plans and

cooperation of regions in cases of disasters. Cross-border

cooperation in the field of disasters can be planned well

before an earthquake strikes so that relief operations can

start without delay. Future projects should focus especially

on the eastern and central Mediterranean region as well as

overseas territories.

Landslides are among the most widespread geohazards in

European regions. “Landslide” is used here as a term to

summarises all kinds of gravitational mass movements

(rock falls, debris flows, etc.). Landslides can occur on very

small spots that are not possible to display on regional level,

so that it is to be defined by the relevant programme areas,

where such hazards should be taken up in future Territorial

Cooperation programmes. In general, it can be said that

mountainous areas, in particular those with harsh climates

favouring weathering processes, high precipitation rates

and a high settlement pressure, are most prone to land-

slides. Nevertheless, locally these conditions might be very

different, according to the geology, morphology and land

use. Since terrestrial landslides (rock falls, etc.) into lakes or

the sea can trigger tsunamis, this hazard can also play a

role in the development of some settlement areas, e.g. in

Norway where this hazard combination is most imminent.

The need for landslide projects has to be defined locally.

Active volcanoes on the European continent are mostly

found in Italy But they are also of particular relevance for

the distant EU areas of France, Portugal and Spain. Since

the locations of active volcanoes are known, regional and

local settlement development plans should respect safety

zones. A considerable problem arises from uncontrolled

settlement in hazardous areas, which also puts rescue

teams in unnecessary danger. Appropriate land use, evac-

uation plans and disaster management plans in active vol-

canic areas, in close cooperation with neighbouring

regions, should enable sustainable development of poten-

tially affected areas.

Tsunamis are theoretically possible in all coastal regions,

even if they are located far away from seismically active

zones. The danger of tsunamis in the Mediterranean is

high. It should not be forgotten that the most recent tsuna-

mi catastrophe in the Mediterranean caused over 75 000

casualties in 1908 in Italy, Messina. Even though this event

occurred nearly 100 years ago, a geological perspective
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reveals that this hazard is still imminent as large parts of the

Mediterranean areas are tectonically active. 

Tectonic activities concern mainly the Mediterranean

area. Many distant EU areas also show a tsunami risk pat-

tern. One possibility for project activities here could

address relevance and feasibility of installing tsunami warn-

ing systems and how this could support regional develop-

ment and decision-making.

Other georisks comprise factors of geochemistry. Various

rock types and sediments have elevated contents of

potentially harmful elements such as arsenic, fluoride, nick-

el, thallium or uranium. For example, the concentration of

fluoride in stream waters is high in areas with certain gran-

ite types in alkaline volcanic rocks in Italy and in

Scandinavia. Elevated concentrations of arsenic are found

in large areas around ore potential areas of Portugal,

France and Greece as well as in black shale areas of the

Pyrenees. Here, the risks are mostly linked to the quality of

drinking water. In the case of radiating elements, indoor

radon concentrations can be high in uranium rich regions.

In coastal regions soils and sediments may locally be

extremely acid leading to significant financial loss due to

dissolution of concrete foundations and drainage systems.

Due to extreme acidity, harmful elements such as alumini-

um are also released, leading to mass deaths of fish pop-

ulations in rivers draining through acid soils. Acid soils are

typically found in land areas where sulphide-rich sediments

are exposed to oxidation due to artificial processes such as

ditching and land reclamation. Such regions are especially

found in Scandinavia where natural land uplift (glacial

isostacy) steadily exposes sulphide-rich sediments in

coastal areas.

5.5.2 Meteorological hazards

Meteorological hazards often have a wider and fuzzier

impact space than geohazards. Floods can affect large

catchment areas (e.g. the entire lower Rhine area), storms

can hit very large regions leading to both storm surges and

inland damage, droughts can even affect the entire conti-

nent. However, it is seldom only the hazard itself that influ-

ences regional development. Only in combination with dis-

advantageous land use practices, infrastructure and settle-

ment patterns can they lead to catastrophic impacts. In the

discussion of meteorological hazards vulnerability reduc-

tion should therefore play a very important role. 

Climate change models and their latest results can pro-

vide good input for future project discussions. As an exam-

ple of a close cooperation between scientists and deci-

sion-makers in the field of climate change related issues,

the project on Sea Level Change Affecting the Spatial

Development of the Baltic Sea Region, SEAREG (Baltic

Sea Region) has had close cooperation with spatial plan-

ners and other stakeholders. The sea level change assess-

ment carried out in this project revealed that even though

planning mostly concerns time periods of 10-20 years, cli-

mate change perspectives of up to 100 years are very rel-

evant for planning, especially when talking about long-term

investments and sustainable development. The resulting

scenarios of the SEAREG project have found their way into

many discussions and partly also development strategies

of regions and towns. The follow up project INTERREG IIIB

of SEAREG: Developing Policies & Adaptation Strategies to

Climate Change in the Baltic Sea Region, ASTRA (Baltic

Sea Region) focuses on several impacts of climate change

on natural hazards and analyses those in close

cooperation with local and regional authorities in case

study areas around the Baltic Sea.

Avalanche hazards are, like the landslide hazard

described above, very much confined to particular slopes

and valleys. Since over 90% of the avalanche accidents

with casualties are triggered by human activities in ava-

lanche prone areas, the main focus of future projects with

this hazard should concentrate on the safety issue in skiing

and mountainous (snowy) hiking areas. 

Droughts are a very important hazard that affects large

territories in Europe. So far, there have been only few proj-

ects dealing with this hazard in INTERREG and it is strong-

ly recommended to focus more on the adverse impacts of

droughts on regional development. It should be taken into

account that droughts affect not only agriculture but also

other industries, as energy production plants and other

industries can run at lower efficiency or even shut down

due to the lack of cooling water from, e.g. rivers or lakes.

Since droughts are difficult to predict, only long-term haz-

ard management, including the sustainable usage of water

resources, can prove sustainable solutions. Hazard inter-

actions should be taken into account, as droughts can

lead to an increase of the forest fire potential, and heat

waves occurring at the same time as with droughts can

increase both the drought and the forest fire hazard. Heat
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waves occurring at the same time as droughts can

increase the impact on energy supply, as the water need-

ed for energy production may get too warm for cooling

processes and the use of air conditioning systems causes

an increasing demand on power production. It should also

be taken into account that the latest climate change sce-

narios show a potential increase of the drought risk in the

Mediterranean area and parts of central Europe. 

Extreme temperatures are also difficult to forecast on a

mid to long-term basis and therefore the regions that are

most prone to this hazard should take long-term precau-

tions. An important approach can be the general living and

working conditions in extremely cold climates in the

Northern peripheral areas, and this also applies to areas in

Eastern Europe that experience strong variations of very

hot summers and very cold winters. Materials and installa-

tions must be able to resist the temperature variations, and

energy support (heating and cooling systems) must be

adaptable to extreme situations. In addition, many people

suffer during extreme heat waves so additional risks, e.g.

for the health care systems, should be taken into account.

Potential new projects could develop scenarios of, e.g.

extreme temperatures during different periods of the year

to determine the vulnerability of an area to those climatic

extreme events. These scenarios can then accordingly

lead to long term action and mitigation plans. 

Flood hazards have received by far the most attention of

all hazards in INTERREG projects. One reason for this

might be the dramatic recent flood events across Europe,

which have served as “focusing events” guiding policy-

makers’ attention. In any case, this meteorological hazard,

the impact of which is increased by the type and location

of settlements and hydraulic engineering (e.g. straightening

of rivers), etc., is one of the most frequently mentioned in

INTERREG programme priorities and measures. It should

be evaluated on regional and local scales whether these

projects have actually lead to a decrease in flood potential

and vulnerability. This should help to determine the need

for more flood projects. In other words, the development of

pan-regional (cross-border/catchment wise) cooperation

should be endorsed, with a clear focus on the develop-

ment of flood retention areas and natural flood prone

areas. These efforts will be conducted in relation to the

implementation of the recent EU Flood Directive, which

also links with the Water Framework Directive. Another

important aspect relates to climate change, as flood pat-

terns may change due to earlier snow melting in spring and

increased precipitation, especially in central and northern

Europe. Extreme weather events also appear likely to

increase in the future. Since the flood potential is very high

in central and eastern Europe, most of these regions

should get better prepared for future extreme flood events,

especially taking pan-regional and cross-border policy

development on river catchment management into

account. 

Forest fires have been addressed by INTERREG III proj-

ects to a lesser extent. They are a natural hazard, but

approximately 90% of these fires are caused by human

activities. There are several forest fire research pro-

grammes ongoing under the EU Framework Programmes

and also in large EU research institutions, but there should

be a closer link to the actual implications of forest fires on

regional development. It would therefore be highly recom-

mended to take up the forest fire hazard in future INTER-

REG programmes, especially in the Mediterranean area

and parts of Central and Eastern Europe. Additionally, the

potential interactions of forest fires with other hazards,

such as droughts and extreme temperatures should be

taken into account in terms of long term planning poten-

tials concerning these interactions. The effect of climate

change on these mentioned hazard interactions should

also be respected.

Storm surges have so far been mostly dealt within North

Sea areas with few exceptions. The possibility of forecast-

ing storm surges has improved strongly in the 20th centu-

ry and at the same time integrated coastal risk manage-

ment has lowered the casualties of storm surges. Climate

change models have so far not been able to develop any

reliable forecasts on changes of wind/storm surge pat-

terns. Nevertheless it is recommended to include hazard

interactions of (winter) storms with (coastal) floods into

future storm surge projects, such as already done by the

INTERREG IIIB projects SEAREG and ASTRA, for example.

These projects also include climate change models, a

trend that is recommended to be broadened in future

INTERREG activities.

Winter and tropical storms and their reactions to climate

change have so far not been covered by scenarios. Since

storms belong to the most important natural hazards on a
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global scale, Europe could also focus more on the financial

effects of storms. In the case of storms the most appropri-

ate mitigation from the regional development perspective

could be to initiate a decrease in vulnerability, for example

by focusing on the reduction of the consequences of the

impacts and strengthening the coping capacity. In other

words, the consequences of storms on the infrastructure

and the other vital assets of regions should be taken into

account. Also the interactions of winter storms with storm

surges and floods can be addressed to a larger extent,

especially in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea as well as

cross-border cooperation programmes to ensure early

warning and relief operations.

5.5.3 Technological hazards

In the field of technological hazards the most intense focus

should be on accident prevention, e.g. by ensuring that EU

and international safety procedures and recommendations

are most strictly followed. Besides these, close cross-bor-

der cooperation in cases of disaster should be further

ensured, especially in the case of monitoring and relief

operations (e.g. oil spills). Early and appropriate disaster

management is often a decisive factor in disaster control.

Appropriate land use planning can help to ensure that, in

case of accidents, disasters do not affect settlements, vital

infrastructure or protected nature areas. Since technologi-

cal hazards occur in many places in Europe, areas with a

high population density and those with important and/or

fragile ecosystems could be prioritised.
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Will territorial diversity, challenges and potentials be the

same tomorrow as they were yesterday? 

To gaze into the future it is necessary to understand the

driving forces that shape territorial development and vari-

ous possible future developments and interrelations with

the territory each driving force might bring. Bringing them

together into integrated prospective documents and devel-

oping strategies for integrated territorial development is the

final challenge. 

Spatial visions, development concepts or perspectives

have been elaborated in a number of INTERREG pro-

gramme areas with the aim to facilitate a strategic

approach to the development of the area or to assist

focused decision making within the programme cycle. 

There are more activities of this kind under INTERREG IIIB,

but also a number of IIIA programmes and projects under

IIIC deal with spatial visions, development concepts or per-

spectives. 

6.1 Defining spatial development concepts
and visions 

Spatial visions and scenarios are rather blurred terms.

Therefore, it is important to clarify what exactly they mean

in interregional, transnational and cross-border

cooperation activities carried out under INTERREG. 

Transnational spatial development planning and the

elaboration of spatial visions 

Transnational cooperation generally aims at promoting

more integrated and balanced spatial development of larg-

er and contiguous geographical zones (or ‘groupings of

regions’) that cover various EU-Member States and/or

neighbouring third countries. It is predominantly multilater-

al in nature and involves - to different degrees and at differ-

ent stages - simultaneously public authorities from nation-

al, regional and local levels, but also other public, semi-

public or private actors. For approximately 15 years,

‘transnational spatial development planning activities’ have

been undertaken in several of these larger contiguous

zones. Alongside the basic aims promoted by the ESDP,

they generally focus on enhancing a polycentric develop-

ment of metropolitan and urban systems, on designing

well-integrated and widely accessible transport and com-

munication systems and on promoting sustainable man-

agement of the environment and of cultural /natural

resources. These activities have very frequently led to the

elaboration of transnational spatial development visions,

which cover the entire cooperation area or parts of it.

These documents normally contain a relatively precise

cross-thematic analysis of the current spatial situation in

the cooperation area (often supported with a visual repre-

sentation), a long-term strategy with objectives for the

desired territorial development (mostly without a visual rep-

resentation) and an application strategy defining potentials

for cooperation (e.g. measures/projects). Transnational

spatial development planning and a transnational spatial

development vision often form part of a continuing

process, which involves - according to the specific needs

prevailing in the area - periodical review activities or an

updating/upgrading of already existing vision documents

(i.e. transnational visioning processes).

Cross-border spatial development planning and

elaboration of concepts

As a horizontal activity, cross-border spatial development

planning generally deals with the effects of society, econo-

my and the natural, structural and social environment on

the territorial development of smaller or larger areas imme-

diately located along a commonly shared border. Cross-

border spatial planning nowadays involves actors from all

levels of governance (i.e. national spatial planning, regional

planning, county and local level planning for land-use and

building) in various constellations and at different levels of

intensity along the EU-borders. One result of such activities

is very often the elaboration of comprehensive strategic

planning documents for the cross-border territory, which is

considered as a single geographical unit. In ideal terms,

these cross-border spatial development concepts provide

a summary assessment of the current situation and spatial

trends in the cross-border territory, define general princi-

ples/guidelines as well as a strategic cross-border devel-

opment perspective with related objectives, and an appli-

cation strategy with policy options for joint spatial develop-

ment (i.e. measures, project proposals).

6. Cooperation on territorial development perspectives 
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Spatial prognoses and spatial scenarios 

This aspect generally refers to methods and techniques

that might be used in connection with strategic territorial

development planning and the formulation of spatial devel-

opment policies both in a country-specific context and in

the cooperative dimension. They generally aim at system-

atically describing and forecasting/exploring possible or

intentionally desired future spatial constellations and

processes. Within this wider context, one can however

broadly distinguish two fundamental approaches: 

• Spatial prognoses can generally be considered a

tool for describing and explaining reality as it exists,

with the ultimate aim to predict future develop-

ments. The approach is typically quantitative and

relies on a reasonably well-developed standard tool-

kit of methods, ranging from relatively ‘simple’ trend

extrapolations (i.e. projecting past evolutions into

the future) to highly complex and differentiated fore-

casting models. 

• The variety of different scenario methods used in the

context of spatial planning try – as a common fea-

ture - to conceive more than one possible future

situation and to explore the paths leading to them.

Spatial scenarios are expected to help stimulate

strategic planning activities and interdisciplinary

communication within planning institutions, but also

to improve the flexibility and preparedness of (spa-

tial) policy actors who are confronted with an

increasingly uncertain environment.

Based on these definitions, current activities in INTERREG

programmes have been reviewed. After the identification of

relevant activities and projects these have been studied in

further detail. 

6.2 Transnational spatial development
visions 

The different aspects mentioned in the preliminary remarks

will be reviewed separately for two main groups of transna-

tional spatial visioning activities: 

• The first group consists of already elaborated spatial

development visions covering the entire transnation-

al cooperation area. They have been realised either

outside the strict context of Community support

programmes (Baltic Sea Region) or as a part of

INTERREG IIC-IIIB programme activities (North

West Europe, North Sea, CADSES, Atlantic Area).

Some of these spatial development visions are cur-

rently undergoing an updating and upgrading

process (Baltic Sea Region, North West Europe,

North Sea), while other vision-elaboration processes

have either come to a stand-still (CADSES) or were

only very recently completed (Atlantic Area). 

• The second group covers newly emerging spatial

visioning processes that were launched only very

recently in the context of two transnational

cooperation areas (Alpine Space, Western

Mediterranean) and are as yet only partly accom-

plished. 

In the following these activities will be discussed with

regard to (a) main themes addressed, (b) territorial impacts

of policies, (c) development goals, (d) application strate-

gies, (e) geographical focus, (f) mental ownership. 

6.2.1 Main themes addressed

With respect to the main themes for which issues and/or

trends (and possible trend breaks) related to transnational

spatial development are discussed, one can observe rela-

tively strong similarities within each of the two main groups

identified above. 

A first set of similarities can be observed in case of the

already elaborated transnational spatial development

visions, which were finalised between 1994 and

2000/2001 (Baltic Sea Region, North-West Europe, North

Sea, CADSES) or later under INTERREG IIIB (Atlantic

Area).

• They address a wide range of themes which are

important for spatial development planning and pol-

icy. This is certainly caused by the wish to generate

a better understanding of particular spatial situa-

tions, trends and problems as well of area-internal

and wider international relations/inter-dependen-

cies. The most comprehensive assessments can be

found in the visions for the Baltic Sea Region and

CADSES as well as in the Atlantic Area document.

• Throughout the different documents, assessments

generally focus on a present-time situation analysis

as well as on some partial past-present trends
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analysis for some themes. Most of the documents

contain also qualitative statements of forward-look-

ing nature (‘future challenges’). Only in the CADSES-

vision document, a deliberately future-oriented sce-

nario approach has been adopted for assessing the

spatial impacts of European integration and more

specifically of the forthcoming Eastern enlargement

of the EU.

A second set of similarities can be observed in case of the

more recent vision updating and upgrading processes

(Baltic Sea Region, North West Europe, North Sea).

• The Baltic Sea Region and the North Sea process-

es adopt a more narrow thematic focus. A new spa-

tial agenda has become evident in the North Sea

Region so the updating process focuses on issues

that have become more urgent or important in

recent years or which have not been thoroughly

addressed in the earlier NorVision document. In

case of the Baltic Sea Region, the VASAB-vision

upgrading process aims at reorienting the scope of

themes to be covered by a future long-term spatial

development perspective. The focus is now on the

most important transnational themes with a direct

relevance for spatial integration of the Baltic Sea

Region (i.e. transport corridors, development zones,

transnational tourist routes, urban networks). 

• Only the updating and upgrading process launched

under the North West Europe programme continues

to adopt a relatively wide thematic focus, probably

for balancing out some weaknesses of the initial

INTERREG IIC vision document. 

A third set of similarities can be observed for the newly

emerging spatial visioning processes, which were

launched under the INTERREG IIIB programmes Alpine

Space and Western Mediterranean. Both processes gen-

erally adopt a wide thematic focus.

• The ‘Prospective Study’ on the sustainable territorial

development in the Alpine Space addresses a wide

range of issues mainly related to the economy,

social aspects and environment/nature.

Furthermore, attention has been paid to highlight

main future territorial development trends. 

• In the context of the MEDOCC programme, the two

INTERREG IIIB projects that can be considered as

preparatory work for a spatial vision covering the

Western Mediterranean investigated territorial chal-

lenges for a larger number themes (AMAT project) or

in relation to urban systems and polycentric devel-

opment (C2M project). The Medisdec-Stratmed

project focuses on the elaboration of a spatial vision

for the MEDOCC area. It investigates relevant

themes in relation to the ESDP, the new European

priorities of the Lisbon-Göteborg strategies and the

national/regional priorities with respect to territorial

cohesion and competitiveness.
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Figure 22: Main themes address by transnational spatial development visions

Focus of recent
updating

S
tatus by

2000/2001

Focus of recent
updating

S
tatus by

2000/2001

Focus of recent
updating

S
tatus by

2000/2001

S
tatus by
2005

S
tatus by

2000/2001

CADSES Atlantic Baltic Sea North North-West
*) Area Region Sea Europe

Main themes and related 
issues addressed

Issues related to the general external and internal context of the transnational area

Positioning in the European ++ + ++ + ++ 0 ++ ++
and EU context

Positioning in the wider 0 0/+ ++ + + 0 ++ +
international/worldwide context

Basic physical & geographical  ++ + ++ 0 ++ 0 ++ +
conditions

Population structure & ++ ++ ++ 0 ++ ++ + ++
demographic change

Issues related to the economic system and the social situation

Productive fabric, structural  ++ ++ ++ + ++ 0 + ++
change, industrial reconversion,

Research, technology and + + ++ + ++ ++ 0/+ ++
innovation

Trade links among the ++ 0 ++ 0 0/+ 0 0 0
countries/regions

Competitiveness and productivity ++ ++ ++ + ++ 0 0 ++

Economic growth and ++ ++ ++ 0 ++ 0 + ++
regional disparities

Labour market, employment and ++ ++ ++ 0 + 0 + ++
unemployment structure, patterns 
of qualification

Social cohesion and patterns of ++ 0/+ ++ 0 + 0 0 +
social disintegration

Changing life styles and new needs + 0 + 0 ++ ++ 0/+ +
of population

Issues related to the settlement system

PUrban system and city networks  ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++

Rural areas and sparsely populated ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ +
areas

New rural-urban relationship ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + ++

*) For the document elaborated by the VISION-Planet project.
Intensity of consideration:   
0=not at all; += to some extent (with larger gaps); ++ = extensively covered
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Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on spatial visions and scenarios (2006), page 38 & 39 

Focus of recent
updating

S
tatus by

2000/2001

Focus of recent
updating

S
tatus by

2000/2001

Focus of recent
updating

S
tatus by

2000/2001

S
tatus by
2005

S
tatus by

2000/2001

CADSES Atlantic Baltic Sea North North-West
*) Area Region Sea Europe

Main themes and related 
issues addressed

Issues related to the communication links

Transport infrastructure, transport ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
flows, internal and external 
accessibility

Telecommunication and information + + + ++ + 0 + ++
infrastructures, overall accessibility

Energy networks and energy 0/+ 0 ++ 0 ++ ++ 0 +
provision status

Issues related to environment, natural and cultural heritage

Status of environmental media + + ++ 0 + 0 + +
(air, water, soil, etc.)

Waste management and water + 0 + 0 0 0 + 0
management

Biodiversity, protection of natural  ++ 0 ++ 0 ++ 0 ++ ++
heritage, green networks

Cultural heritage and cultural ++ + ++ 0 ++ 0 ++ ++
landscapes

Climate change and natural hazards + ++ ++ ++ ++ 0 + ++

Issues related to areas with specific problems and potentials

Border areas ++ ++ ++ 0 0 0 + 0

Coastal zones and islands, + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + +
integrated costal zone management

Mountain areas ++ + 0 0 0 0 0/+ +

Issues related to the governance system

Basic features of territorial ++ ++ + 0 0 0 0 0
administration

National/regional spatial ++ ++ ++ 0/+ 0/+ 0 0 +
planning policies

Existing spatial plans and legislation ++ ++ ++ 0/+ 0 0 0 +

National/regional sector policies ++ + + 0/+ + 0 0 +

*) For the document elaborated by the VISION-Planet project.
Intensity of consideration:   
0=not at all; += to some extent (with larger gaps); ++ = extensively covered
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6.2.2 The overall geographical focus 

The already elaborated transnational spatial development

visions have all adopted a predominantly ‘inward-looking’

perspective throughout the different parts of the document

(i.e. assessment of territorial challenges/trends, objectives,

application strategies). Although this highly focused view

on the respective transnational programme area can

somehow be understood, it is however equally important

to systematically adopt an ‘outward looking’ perspective

that relates the transnational area to the wider European

and world-wide context. In doing so, it might well be the

case that some aspects identified as particularly relevant

for transnational spatial development will slightly change in

nature, especially if one considers the increasing Europe-

wide and global interdependencies for some specific

issues (i.e. international transport flows, direct investment

flows and capital movements, global climate change).

A growing interest in adopting a view that goes beyond the

formal boundaries of the respective cooperation area can

only be observed more recently in the context of the vision

updating and upgrading processes. Themes for which

such an extended view is most frequently adopted are

European and global aspects of transport connections,

including the Motorways of the Sea and the connectivity to

TEN-T and pan-European transport corridors (Baltic Sea

Region, North Sea, North West Europe), the marketing of

area-specific assets (Baltic Sea Region) and energy-related

issues (North Sea).

An interesting example that has made a more systematic

effort to adopt an ‘outward-looking’ perspective is the

newly emerging spatial visioning process, launched under

the INTERREG IIIB Alpine Space programme.

The already elaborated transnational spatial development

visions all contain approaches for geographically differenti-

ating among sub-zones located in the wider context of a

transnational cooperation area. Such a geographical differ-

entiation is mostly elaborated against the specific charac-

teristics or problems prevailing in these sub-zones and nor-

mally applied throughout the different main components of

the various vision documents (i.e. the assessments of ter-

ritorial challenges/trends, the objective-systems and the

application strategies). 

Geographical differentiation is continued to be adopted in

the context of the recent updating and upgrading process-

es (Baltic Sea Region, North Sea, North West Europe) as

well as by the newly emerging spatial visioning processes

(Alpine Space, MEDOCC).

6.2.3 Application strategies and their 

stakeholder-orientation

Whereas the newly emerging spatial visioning processes

(Alpine Space and MEDOCC) have not yet resulted in an

elaboration of concrete operational provisions, the already

elaborated transnational spatial development visions all

contain a consistent and more or less well-elaborated

‘application strategy’.

None of these transnational vision documents has a bind-

ing status so operational provisions in the application

strategies do not generate ‘formal obligations’ with respect

to plans drawn up/activities realised at lower levels of gov-

ernment (national, regional, local). The application strate-

gies are all mostly indicative reference frameworks, which

have the main purpose to orientate and inspire concrete

actions that could be realised in the future. All of the initial-

ly elaborated vision documents state - directly or indirectly

- that their operational provisions should generally be taken

into consideration by a wide range of different stakeholders

from national, regional and local government levels, but

also by other non-governmental stakeholders e.g. research

institutes; sector-specific institutions, associative organisa-

tions etc.

The stakeholder-orientation of application strategies in

already elaborated transnational spatial development

visions is strongly conditioned by the way they are present-

ed. By looking at their basic structural features (i.e.

themes/topics addressed, degree of further differentiation),

one can observe considerable differences with respect to

their degree of stakeholder-orientation. 

• The most elaborated and well-differentiated application

strategies are certainly those of the visions for CADSES,

the Atlantic Area and the North Sea. The first two doc-

uments formulate a large number of ‘policy recommen-

dations’ or ‘policy proposals’ for the same topics previ-

ously addressed under the objective-system (goals/pol-

icy aims). The initial NorVision-document adopts a

slightly different approach. It identifies 9 ‘key themes’
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for integrated planning approaches and sustainable

development that are somehow cross-cutting the 10

development vision statements. The application strate-

gy is then further differentiated by a specific annex, in

which a large number of concrete project suggestions

are elaborated.

• Compared to the above, the application strategies in the

initial vision documents of North-West Europe and the

Baltic Sea Region (VASAB 2010 document) were not

this elaborated and well-differentiated. Although they

address the same topics as under the respective objec-

tive-system, only a few policy recommendations and

suggestions for concrete transnational activities/projects

were elaborated in relation to these topics. Due to this,

the VASAB process has already quite early focussed on

further refining the operational dimension of the initial

vision document during the subsequent updating activi-

ties realised in 1996 and 2000/2001. Only more recent-

ly, however, has a similar objective been pursued by the

vision updating process launched under the INTERREG

IIIB programme North West Europe.

6.2.4 ‘Mental ownership’ and practical application

results

A relatively high level of mental ownership has subsequent-

ly been developed by key stakeholders in North Sea

Region with respect to the initial NorVision document and

its application strategy. This is mainly due to the fact that a

quite extensive bottom-up consultation was realised during

the elaboration process before the final editing of the

NorVision document. It was decided from the start that

NorVision would only be an inspiring document that should

not substitute national planning documents or aim at

becoming a transnational ‘masterplan’. The strategic doc-

ument was also not conceived as a framework for evaluat-

ing sector-specific policies at national, regional and local

levels. Despite these limitations, the operational provisions

were quite substantially taken up by the stakeholders tar-

geted in the area. The themes identified in NorVision were

used as a backbone for drafting the INTERREG IIIB North

Sea Programme and a significant number of transnational

projects have helped to put the visions and strategies iden-

tified by NorVision into practice. Due to the broad consul-

tation process realised, new networks not only among

planning professionals could also be created. Finally, some

evidence exists that NorVision has been taken into account

especially by regional planning activities. 

Due to the broad bottom-up consultation process adopted

during the first-time spatial visioning process in the Atlantic

Area, a potentially high level of mental ownership can also

be assumed to develop in relation to the recently complet-

ed strategic document. As this visioning process as yet

lacks application experience, there are however no practi-

cal results to further underpin this assumption. 

During the other transnational spatial visioning processes

(Baltic Sea Region, North West Europe, CADSES), com-

paratively lower levels of mental ownership have been

developed by stakeholders in relation to the initial vision

documents. In all of these transnational cooperation areas,

the initial processes did not organise broad stakeholder

consultations before the final publication of the vision doc-

uments. The initial application strategies are mostly

‘expert-based top-down approaches’ and the subsequent

take-up of operational provisions by stakeholders in the

respective cooperation areas has in most cases also been

quite modest. Only the long-lasting VASAB process in the

Baltic Sea Region is an exception to this trend, as the

application strategy of the 1994 document was quite early

elaborated further (1996-2001) and more extensive use of

preparatory bottom-up consultations will now be made

during the recently started upgrading processes (since

2004/2005).

6.3 Cross-border spatial development 
concepts 

The four cross-border spatial development concepts elab-

orated during the second half of the 1990s, have been

examined more in-depth. These are:

• Eurocity White Paper in INTERREG IIIA areas

France-Spain

• Viadrina 2000 concept in the INTERREG IIIA

Brandenburg-Lubuskie

• Euregio Rhein-Waal concept in the INTERREG IIIA

area Euregio Rhine-Waal 

• PAMINA region concept in the INTERREG IIIA area

PAMINA 

All four documents are relatively strong with respect to the

main themes addressed, but also regarding the most

important policy aims promoted by these spatial develop-

ment concepts.
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Equally important are however the sometimes consider-

able differences that can be observed among the four con-

cepts. They are particularly evident with regard to consid-

eration of territorial impacts of EU/national policies, the

geographical focus and the stakeholder-orientation, appli-

cation strategies and the mental ownership. 

6.3.1 Main themes addressed

For establishing a comprehensive diagnosis of the territor-

ial situation prevailing in the cross-border area, quite simi-

lar themes were addressed across the four spatial devel-

opment concepts examined. Only some variations exist

with respect to the intensity of their consideration. The

most striking case is the Viadrina 2000 concept

(Brandenburg-Lubuskie), which could have better taken

into consideration a number of strategically important

themes in the current situation assessment and should

improve thematic consistency throughout the different

parts of the document.

In several cases (e.g. France–Spain or PAMINA) a wider

range of themes and related sub-themes has been consid-

ered during the preparation phase, which were subse-

quently ‘merged’ under more compact or cross-thematic

headings in the final version of the cross-border spatial

development concepts.

With respect to future development trends (possible trend

breaks), only the ‘Cross-border development and action

concept 2000-2010 of the Euregio Rhein-Waal’ contains

an explicit trends-assessment for all main themes

addressed. The other concepts mainly focus on a present

time situation analysis, whereas future trends are in part

indirectly mentioned in the context of some theme-specific

comments (e.g. France–Spain or PAMINA). 

6.3.2 Development goals and policy aims promoted 

The objectives of the various cross-border spatial develop-

ment concepts examined show clear similarities.

• Each of the four cross-border spatial development

concepts sets out an overall development goal or a

development vision, which briefly highlights a

desired future situation that should be reached in a

long-term perspective. This is done either directly

through an explicit goal/vision statement

(Brandenburg-Lubuskie, Euregio Rhine-Waal, PAMI-

NA) or indirectly through the wider purpose

assigned to the concept (France-Spain). In the con-

text of the cross-border concepts that were an

update of former planning documents

(Brandenburg-Lubuskie, Euregio Rhine-Waal), the

previously elaborated long-term development goals

were still considered valid and only more recent

developments had been considered.

• A limited number of strategic aims are formulated for

guiding spatial development policy that should be

pursued in the cross-border area to actually achieve

the long-term development goal. Within each of the

four planning documents examined, these strategic

policy aims normally constitute a ‘meta-level’ that is

situated between the overall development

goal/vision and the operational part of the concept

(i.e. the application strategy). 

The relationship established by the objectives systems of

the four cross-border concepts with wider goals or objec-

tives defined for EU spatial development policy, is as fol-

lows: Only the ‘Spatial Planning Scheme for the PAMINA-

region’ and the ‘White Paper of the Eurocity Bayonne-San

Sebastian’ make a direct reference to the ESDP, whereas

the other two concepts do not explicitly consider this wider

EU-dimension in relation to their development goals and

policy aims.
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Main themes addressed FR/ES: DE/PL: DE/NL: DE/FR:
Eurocity Viadrina Euregio Rhein- PAMINA region

White Paper 2000 concept Waal concept concept

Basic physical conditions of the ++ ++ ++ ++
cross-border area

Cross-border area and wider ++ + ++ ++
European, transnational and 
national context

Settlement structure and urban  ++ + ++ +
system/network

Rural areas, agriculture and 0/+ 0/+ ++ ++
rural-urban relationship

Population structure and  + ++ ++ ++
demographic evolution

Transport infrastructure, transport ++ + ++ ++
flows, public transport and 
overall accessibility

Information/communication infra- ++ 0 ++ 0/+
structures and overall accessibility

Situation and availability of other ++ 0/+ + ++
public services/infrastructures *)

Economic fabric, structural change, ++ ++ ++ ++
industrial reconversion, quality of 
locational factors

Research, technology and innovation ++ + ++ ++

Labour market and qualification + ++ ++ ++

Environment, nature and ++ ++ ++ ++
cultural heritage

Current state of cross-border ++ ++ ++ ++
cooperation and level of integration

*) e.g. waste disposal/sewage water treatment, fresh water provision, health care services, recreational infrastructures/services 
Intensity of consideration:   
0=not at all; += to some extent (with larger gaps); ++ = extensively covered

Figure 23: Main themes address by the four cross-border spatial development concepts

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on spatial visions and scenarios (2006), page 48 
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FR/ES:

Eurocity White Paper

DE/PL: 

Viadrina 2000 concept

DE/NL:

Euregio Rhein-Waal 

concept

DE/FR:

PAMINA region concept

The wider purpose assigned to the White Paper is to promote the emergence of the ‘Eurocity

Bayonne-San Sebastian’ as a truly cross-border European metropolitan area with 600 000 inhabi-

tants that plays an important role in the wider context of the Atlantic Arc and of the EU, mainly

through transforming the current juxtaposition of different administrative entities and the loose group-

ing of medium-sized cities/smaller towns in the cross-border area.

The updated overall development goal has been defined as follows in the concept: ‘Raising the stan-

dard of living and increasing the economic capacity through creating a cross-border integrated eco-

nomic region. Future efforts of the Euroregion in this direction should 

• lead to an improvement on the living conditions of the population in the long-term and, consid-

ering the different ways of life, reach similar levels on both sides of the border,

• increase the economic capacity in order to lower wealth disparities within the Euroregion and to

enable a balanced development in the cross-border region under the conditions of a globalised

competition.’ 

The updated overall development vision has been defined as follows in the concept: ‘Sustainable

development of a European region without borders - the Rhein-Waal region as an area for living and

economic activities that is secure in the future and competitive and characterised by a high quality

of locational and living conditions within the inter-metropolitan core area of North-West Europe.

The overall development vision has been defined as follows in the concept: ‘The PAMINA-area is pre-

designated to become a European cross-border model area. The cross-border dimension creates its

specificity and allocates to the area a particular attractivity: decisions on both sides of the border are

jointly supported, policy shapes the common future in a co-ordinated manner, PAMINA occupies a

singular position in the wider Upper Rhine area and positions itself in the global competition. Little by

little, the jointly defined development perspectives will be integrated into planning efforts realised at

different levels of subsequently be implemented. The joint cross-border development objectives will

be backed by a ‘cross-border local purpose association’ established alongside the provisions of the

Karlsruhe-Agreement and new perspectives for a realisation of these objectives will emerge with a

further development of legal instruments of European level.’

Figure 24: Overall development goals/vision statements formulated 
in the four cross-border spatial development concepts

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on spatial visions and scenarios (2006), page 50 
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Figure 25: Strategic policy aims formulated in the four 
cross-border spatial development concepts 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on spatial visions and scenarios (2006), page 51 

FR/ES:

Eurocity White Paper

DE/PL: 

Viadrina 2000 concept

DE/NL:

Euregio Rhein-Waal 

concept

DE/FR:

PAMINA region concept

The White Paper formulates three ‘basic objectives’ for developing the Eurocity: 

• Creating an Atlantic platform for intermodal change, communication and information, mainly by

transforming the current ‘transit corridor’ into a ‘Eurocorridor for development’.

• Structuring the Eurocity as a linear and polycentric metropolitan area organised as a network,

mainly by practically managing the territory, the infrastructures and the public service offer in a

way that they are well linked and at quality level that corresponds to the standards of other

European metropolitan areas.

• Protection and proactive use of the area's natural heritage potentials, mainly by applying the prin-

ciple of environmental excellence in the context of the concept of a ‘green metropolitan area’.

The concept formulates two ‘main objectives’ for the future development of the 

Euroregional territory: 

• The strengthening of economic potentials and the lowering of unemployment, while preserving

and developing nature and landscape. 

• The active support to the establishment of good neighbourly relations.

The future development of the Euregio should be centred around the following 

three ‘strategic objectives’: 

• Strengthening of the regional economic structure, 

• Improvement of the regional economic framework conditions, 

• Intensifying of the regional organisation and integration.

The future development of the PAMINA area should focus on the following three ‘basic principles’: 

• Sustainable development of the PAMINA-area: Improvement of the general living conditions and

the environment; mobilising synergies through networking and joint action. 

• Co-ordinated action in the PAMINA-area: Realisation of a joint spatial development policy with the

aim to preserve/extend existing qualities, to use diversity and to ensure balanced development

through solidarity.

• The European dimension of the PAMINA-area: REGIO PAMINA as a pilot area for the implemen-

tation of the ESDP and as a test-area that illustrates the leading role of regionalised action and

thinking („Europe in a nutshell’).



6.3.3 The overall geographical focus adopted

Across the four different cross-border spatial development

concepts examined, one can observe some commonalities

and differences among the approaches adopted. 

All concepts obviously focus their territorial assessments,

their objectives and their application strategies on the tar-

geted cross-border areas. Throughout these main ele-

ments of each concept, also a differentiation at the level of

sub-areas is elaborated (where necessary) in order to bet-

ter take into consideration the specific particularities of the

cross-border territory. 

The main difference among the four concepts is the extent

to which the wider spatial context has been taken into con-

sideration: Only the ‘White Paper of the Eurocity Bayonne-

San Sebastian’ (France-Spain) and the ‘Cross-border

development and action concept 2000-2010 of the

Euregio Rhein-Waal’ contain specific sections/chapters

that aim at ‘localising’ the cross-border area in the transna-

tional and/or European-wide macro-space.

6.3.4 Application strategies and their 

stakeholder-orientation

The four cross-border spatial development concepts

examined contain well-elaborated application strategies,

which are all characterised by a high degree of stakehold-

er-orientation. The operational part of the respective plan-

ning documents adopt either a medium-term perspective

with around five years (Brandenburg-Lubuskie) or a long-

term perspective with 10 or more years (France-Spain,

Euregio Rhine-Waal, PAMINA).

The medium-term application strategy of the ‘Viadrina

2000 concept’ (Brandenburg-Lubuskie) is generally con-

sidered a guiding framework for future INTERREG IIIA inter-

ventions. This relatively narrow approach identifies seven

thematic support priorities, which are loosely related to the

two strategic policy aims previously defined in the cross-

border spatial development concept. For these support

priorities, the application strategy also identifies a total of

24 different ‘fields of action’ as well as 40 related ‘sugges-

tions for potential projects’. 

The application strategies with a long-term perspective

(France-Spain, Euregio Rhine-Waal, PAMINA) adopt a

comparatively wider approach. Their main purpose is to

set out a non-binding orientation framework that aims at

promoting general cross-border cooperation in the area,

also including support interventions from related INTER-

REG programmes. 

• At a first level, the three long-term concepts normal-

ly envisage a limited number of main interventions

that are directly related to the previously defined

strategic policy aims. The main interventions of the

Eurocity White Paper (France-Spain) and the

Euregio concept (Euregio Rhine-Waal) are horizon-

tally cross-cutting the different policy aims, whereas

those of the PAMINA concept are further differenti-

ated according to a territorial/non-territorial dimen-

sion and focussed on specific policy aims.

• At a second level, each of these main interventions

is then made further operational by the definition of

a larger number of theme- or area-specific meas-

ures and of related project proposals that are more

or less well-elaborated. A particularly interesting fil-

tering approach has been adopted by the PAMINA

concept for identifying and selecting potential meas-

ures and pilot projects5.

6.3.5  ‘Mental ownership’ and practical application

results

The key stakeholders have subsequently developed a high

level of ‘mental ownership’ in relation to these cross-border

spatial planning concepts and their application strategies.

Operational provisions in all cross-border spatial develop-

ment concepts (i.e. the measures and project-proposals)

were generally elaborated based on the results of specific

‘bottom-up consultation processes’. These consultations

were organised during the preparation phase of the docu-

ments and involved either a wide range of public and pri-

vate actors (Brandenburg-Lubuskie, Euregio Rhine-Waal,

PAMINA) or mostly actors from various public and semi-

public organisms (France-Spain) located in the cross-bor-

der area.
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Due to this participatory approach, most of the finalised

application strategies were able to effectively call upon the

particular competences of a wide range of public- and pri-

vate-sector key stakeholders in order to contribute to real-

ising specific goals and policy aims of the spatial develop-

ment concept (DE/NL, DE/FR, DE/PL). Only the ‘Eurocity

White Paper’ application strategy (FR/ES) seems implicitly

to be stronger oriented towards different public policy

actors, which can be derived from the general nature of the

lines of intervention and measures mentioned.

The above remarks on the ‘mental ownership relation’ are

also partly supported by the level of subsequent take-up of

operational provisions through stakeholders located in the

respective cross-border areas. For those cases where

appropriate information has been made available, one can

generally observe that the application strategies allowed

initiating and realising a sometimes considerable number of

follow-up activities:

• Since the publication of the ‘White Paper of the

Eurocity Bayonne-San Sebastian’ (France-Spain) in

June 2000, reflections were launched to progres-

sively integrate its proposals for action into the

respective territorial or sector-specific policy plan-

ning applied on either side of the border. These

activities were intended to help convert this virtual

reference framework into a truly joint master plan for

the development of the Eurocity. In addition, various

follow-up activities have been carried out in order to

progress towards actually realising the cross-border

metropolitan area. These activities focus on three

strategic themes (transport, industrial/urban re-con-

version and environment) and can be allocated to

two wider categories: Firstly, various initiatives cov-

ering the entire area of the future Eurocity were

realised that aim at establishing cross-cutting guide-

lines for supporting a better structuring of the cross-

border territory. Secondly, follow-up actions in the

context of sector-specific policies were accom-

plished. They aim at illustrating the concept of a

‘functional urban zone’, which the initiative wishes to

develop for applying the ESDP and for putting into

place a multi-sectoral policy in the context of a

process of co-ordinated decision-making between

all territorial levels of government involved. 

• In the case of the ‘Spatial Planning Scheme for the

PAMINA-region’ (PAMINA), the newly established

public-law based cross-border association REGIO-

PAMINA decided in 2002 to take on the results and

recommendations of the concept in its future work-

ing programme. It was also decided to derive from it

a comprehensive orientation framework for the

future development of the PAMINA area, the

‘Guideline Objectives for the PAMINA-area’. This ori-

entation framework has an informal character for

cities and municipalities in the area and therefore

only creates a kind of ‘self-binding effect’ for the

public law based cross-border body, its members

and its partners. A related document was presented

in early 2005 and enumerates the six ‘Guideline

Objectives’, together with a number of related

potential measures that aim at their implementation.

6.4 Interregional strategic territorial 
development planning

The very broad range of topics for which interregional

cooperation has been possible under INTERREG IIIC has

certainly favoured the emergence of a number of projects

that address aspects more or less directly related to strate-

gic territorial development planning.

Altogether 23 INTERREG IIIC projects focusing on aspects

related to strategic territorial development and planning

have been identified. In total more than 300 different organ-

isations are involved as partners in these 23 projects. They

come from almost all countries of the European Union

(except Luxembourg) and many non-EU-countries

(Albania, Croatia, Belarus, Norway, Switzerland, Russia,

Yugoslavia).

Compared to the transnational and cross-border spatial

development planning processes examined, most of these

23 INTERREG IIIC projects do not realise cooperative plan-

ning over a contiguous territory. As a consequence, the fol-

lowing sections will mainly focus on screening the main

issues addressed and the nature of content-related project

activities realised, but also on exploring further cross-fertil-

isation potentials in relation to other types of cooperative

territorial development planning processes. 



6.4.1 Main issues addressed 

The 23 INTERREG IIIC projects quite evenly address three

main issues that are more or less directly related to strate-

gic territorial development planning:

• Eight INTERREG IIIC projects focus on a particular

policy and the themes addressed are mostly related

to transport policy, environmental policy (in a wider

sense) and to land-use/re-conversion policy.

• Nine INTERREG IIIC projects focus on specific territ-

orial/geographical characteristics and the themes

are mainly related to the particular situation of

coastal zones/islands, metropolitan and urban

areas, mountainous areas and coal mining areas. 

• Six INTERREG IIIC projects are dealing with strate-

gic territorial development planning in general. They

are focusing on planning at the level of NUTS II or

NUTS III regions and sometimes also aim at promot-

ing new approaches for delivering planning in prac-

tice (participatory planning).

The following paragraphs briefly describe a number of proj-

ects for each of the above-mentioned main issues, mainly

for highlighting that interregional cooperation projects are

also able to adequately address themes related to strate-

gic territorial development planning.
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Main issuess

Projects strongly focussing on a

particular policy

Projects strongly focussing on

specific territorial characteristics

or geographical situations

Projects strongly focussing on

strategic territorial development

planning in general

East s

EARD 

(airport regions)

AAP 2020 

(Adriatic region)

INCORD 

(planning in 

smaller regions)

West s

AWARE 

(risk management)

ENLoCC 

(transport & logistic)

FLAPP 

(water & flood management)

PIMMS 

(transport)

EWM 

(waste management)

SULFANET 

(landfills management)

CoPraNet 

(coastal areas)

ESIN-IIEP 

(small islands)

InterMETREX 

(metropolitan areas)

RECORE 

(coal mining areas)

FARLAND 

(land development)

GRIDS 

(regional planning)

PSPE 

(participatory spatial planning)

Souths

MARE 

(transport)

Polymetrex 

(metropolitan areas)

Coronas Metropolitanas (metro-

politan areas), 

Riverlinks 

(metropolitan/urban areas) 

Euromountains (mountain areas)

PROGRESDEC

DEDEL SDEC 

(balanced local development &

application of the ESDP)

INTERREG IIIC programme zone

Figure 26: Main issues addressed by the 23 INTERREG IIIC projects 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on spatial visions and scenarios (2006), page 86 



Projects focussing on a particular policy

The INTERREG IIIC network FLAPP (Flood Awareness and

Prevention Policy in border areas) deals with the increased

risk of water-related catastrophes (flooding, extreme

droughts) as a consequence of global climate change. This

risk is especially worrying for Europe, where growing pop-

ulation density is making complex societies and economies

increasingly vulnerable to such natural disasters. By involv-

ing those actors responsible for European river systems

and their feeders, FLAPP aims at new strategies for flood

management in border areas where flood-related issues

are likely to arise and seeks to contribute to common

European strategies for flood risk management in relation

to the new EU flood water directive.

The INTERREG IIIC network PIMMS (Partner Initiatives for

the development of mobility management services) aims at

creating more effective ‘mobility management policies’ that

can be included into comprehensive regional transporta-

tion strategies taking into account environmental and

social concerns. Due to the fact that the EU places

increasing importance on sustainable transportation in

urban areas (i.e. to reduce pollution, to cut road deaths, to

increase mobility access for non-car users, to improve air

quality), information on mobility management is exchanged

among the partners and experiences from successful ini-

tiatives are transferred to other regions.

The INTERREG IIIC network SUFALNET (Sustainable Use

of Former or Abandoned Landfills Network) focuses on for-

mer landfills, which are mostly located near the edge of

cities and villages. As these sites take up a considerable

amount of space in many EU Member States, they can

potentially provide alternative locations for companies,

offices, golf courses or ski runs as well as for greenhouse

farming and for the cultivation of forests. However, many

former landfills tend to pose a risk to the environment and

might require a special treatment before they can be

reused (e.g. digging out landfills, hydraulic engineering).

Against this background, SULFANET aims at exchanging

information, knowledge and best practice experiences

among the different partners with respect to a redevelop-

ment and aftercare of former landfill sites. The project shall

also enable the partners to deal more effectively with the

environmental risks posed by these former landfills and to

help finding new uses for these sites, thus increasing the

efficient use of building space.

Projects focusing on specific territorial/geographical

characteristics

The individual INTERREG IIIC project AAP 2020 (Adriatic

Action Plan 2020) explores how (economic) development

can be reconciled with sustainability and how sustainabili-

ty policies can be integrated into the political and adminis-

trative management practices of regions and cities along

the Adriatic coast. At date, these actors are faced with

conflicting trends: on the one hand, there is wide recogni-

tion of the importance of environmental action; and on the

other hand, sustainability policies are often implemented at

random, without co-ordination, limited in time and space

and frequently confined to conservation actions. AAP 2020

is based on an existing network, the Forum of Adriatic and

Ionian Cities & Towns, and identified the following overall

objectives: to exchange experiences on policies, instru-

ments or administrative procedures, to identify and dis-

seminate best practices and to jointly implement improved

policies for local sustainable development. The final results

will be formalised in an Adriatic Action Plan that contains

common strategies, objectives, actions and commitments

with respect to implementation. The action plan will be pro-

moted widely across Adriatic and Ionian cities.

By launching the INTERREG IIIC projects InterMETREX and

PolyMETREXplus, the Network of European Metropolitan

Regions and Areas (METREX) generally aims at practically

addressing strategic ESDP-objectives and policy options that

make reference to metropolitan areas. In order to support the

achievement of harmonious, balanced and sustainable

development in Europe, the network project InterMETREX

aims at improving metropolitan spatial planning and develop-

ment practice. By improving the competence and processes

of existing spatial planning, one means is created for more

effective metropolitan governance that is capable of address-

ing long-term challenges such as urban sprawl, economic

development, social cohesion, integrated land use and trans-

portation. The network project PolyMETREXplus aims at giv-

ing territorially representative metropolitan response to the

ESDP policy options relating to ‘Global Integration Zones’

(GIZs), polycentricity and complementarity. The overall objec-

tives are to contribute to effective polycentric metropolitan

relationships based on complementarity and cooperation as

well as to highlight the metropolitan dimension in European-

level spatial development planning (i.e. by producing a

‘Framework for a Polycentric Metropolitan Europe’, a related

Action Plan and a Polycentric Practice Benchmark).
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The INTERREG IIIC network ESIN-IIEP (European Small

Islands' Network Inter-Island Exchange Project) was initiat-

ed by the European Small Islands Network, which is an

umbrella organisation established by island representatives

from six European countries.169 Small islands share a

pressing concern to retain a minimum year round resident

population so as to sustain even existing levels of econom-

ic, social and cultural development. The overall goal of

ESIN-IIEP is to promote sustainable economic, social and

cultural development of small islands. By promoting the

transfer of information, ideas and experience among

islanders, professionals and policy-makers , the project

aims to devise models of sustainable development for

small islands throughout Europe and to identify specific

policy measures that could be taken into account at

national and EU-level.

Projects dealing with strategic territorial 

development planning in general

The individual INTERREG IIIC project INCORD (Integrated

Concepts for Regional Development) focuses on the pro-

motion of bottom-up oriented and integrated regional

development concepts to address structural problems

related to the transition process in Eastern Germany and

the new EU-Member States (e.g. co-ordinated and target-

ed planning processes for the construction of essential

basic infrastructure, the redevelopment of old industrial

and military areas or for tourist development projects). The

overall objective of INCORD is the establishment of a tar-

geted interregional transfer of know-how and exchange of

experience with respect to integrated regional develop-

ment concepts in border regions and to improve their

application through the development of transferable guide-

lines, good practice examples and recommendations.

Sub-objectives include the optimisation of institutional

structures for regional development and an improvement

of the efficiency of EU Structural Fund support.

The INTERREG IIIC network GRIDS (Best practice guide-

lines for instruments of regional development and spatial

planning in an enlarged EU) has the overall objective to

examine good practice in relation to regional development

strategies and spatial planning documents in an enlarged

EU. Guiding investments and achieving balanced growth in

a sustainable manner is an important and on-going issue

across the whole of the EU so the preparation of regional

development strategies and spatial plans for EU regions

has attracted increasing interest in recent years. Based

upon previous EU-initiatives on spatial development plan-

ning (ESDP, INTERREG IIC projects), which identified prin-

ciples of good practice in preparing regional development

strategies, the GRIDS project involves a sharing of good

(and bad) practice and a production of best practice guide-

lines for the preparation of such documents. 

The individual INTERREG IIIC project PSPE (Participatory

Spatial Planning in Europe) believes that change in both

public spaces and in the area of sustainable regional devel-

opment is only possible through the involvement and

responsibility of citizens, social organisations and private

enterprises from within that region. Given the complexity of

spatial themes and the need for citizen empowerment,

communication represents one of the most crucial ele-

ments of participatory planning. However, the knowledge

and ability needed to communicate effectively and to

develop realistic scenarios with an understanding of their

impact on landscapes and citizens is currently insufficient

and underused. Against this wider background, PSPE

aims at improving spatial information exchanges in partici-

patory regional planning through a renewal and accelerat-

ed transfer of interactive approaches that make use of

geo-visualisation. By practically linking innovations relating

to regional planning, e-government and ICT, the added-

value of this operation is to make communication/geo-

visualisation approaches feasible and accessible in diverse

regional and cultural settings.

6.4.2 Achievements 

The main issues addressed by the 23 INTERREG IIIC proj-

ects examined are all of relevance for strategic territorial

development planning.

• The themes referring to specific policies and to par-

ticular territorial characteristics/geographical situa-

tions are generally mentioned in the ESDP, but in

most cases the interregional projects deal with them

based on a more needs-oriented approach (i.e.

transport related themes, environment, metropolitan

areas, coastal zones & islands, mountainous areas). 

• Also the interregional projects focussing on strategic

territorial development planning in general demon-

strate quite well how territorial planning contributes

to improve policy-making at various levels and how

innovative approaches can be developed to further
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elaborate this particular approach for managing

socio-economic and environmental change. 

The content-related activities realised by these INTERREG

IIIC projects are generally quite diverse. Various types of

activities are used in combination in order to achieve the

overall goal of the respective project.

• Interregional exchanges of experience and a dis-

semination of good practice are very frequently used

for improving local/regional planning methods and

for jointly elaborating model strategies or new tools

supporting planning and decision making.

• Several projects also involve the transfer of planning

knowledge and good practice techniques or a reali-

sation of pilot projects, mostly for improving plan-

ning procedures/policy instruments and for upgrad-

ing planning capacities/skills in the participating

areas.

Seen as a whole, these interregional activities do not fun-

damentally differ from those that are already used in the

context of transnational or cross-border cooperation proj-

ects. Therefore, interregional cooperation only represents

an additional means for illustrating how aspects related to

strategic territorial development planning can be

addressed in a cooperative manner. 

6.5 Conclusion and ideas for the future

INTERREG activities related to spatial visions and develop-

ment strategies are going on under all three strands of

INTERREG. Despite the difference in focus and concrete

work between the strands as well as between the various

activities in the same strands, the activities are important

means for the application of the ESDP.

Transnational spatial development visions and cross-bor-

der spatial development concepts should at least fulfil

three important functions: 

(1) The function of ‘bringing together spatially relevant

data and knowledge’ for a set of territorial entities

belonging to different countries that make up the

cooperation area as a whole. 

(2) The function of presenting a ‘spatial policy pro-

gramme’ serving the long term good. 

(3) The function of providing an ‘application framework’

for actually translating spatial development goals

and policy aims into concrete action. 

The initial transnational and cross-border spatial planning

documents address a wide range of themes for which

issues and/or trends related to spatial development are

discussed. This helped to significantly improve the under-

standing of the respective cooperation area’s overall spatial

situation and to highlight common issues for spatial plan-

ning and policy. Territorial impacts of different EU policies

are important factors influencing the spatial development

of individual regions, cross-border regions and transnation-

al areas. However, one can observe especially in the case

of many cross-border spatial development concepts that a

sufficiently comprehensive assessment of such effects was

not realised.

The transnational spatial development visions and cross-

border development concepts examined all contain well

elaborated ‘spatial policy programmes’ with meaningful

normative long-term provisions. Their structural features

are however quite different. Some of them only define a

series of development goals and related policy aims, while

others elaborate in addition an overall development vision

statement that briefly highlights the desired future situation

to be reached in the long-term. 

The ‘application strategies’ in all of the transnational and

cross-border spatial planning documents examined aim at

translating spatial development goals/policy aims into con-

crete action. There are however marked differences in their

effective capability of directing/inspiring spatial planning or

policy processes and of assisting the formulation of pro-

grammes and projects. Well-differentiated application

strategies showing a strong stakeholder-orientation can be

found in all cross-border development concepts, but also

in some of the already elaborated transnational spatial

development visions (CADSES, Atlantic Area, North Sea).

In several cases, one can observe a sometimes consider-

able take-up of their operational provisions by stakeholders

located in the respective transnational co-operation areas

(Baltic Sea Region, North Sea) and cross-border regions

(PAMINA, France-Spain). 

The overall geographical focus adopted by already elabor-

ated transnational spatial development visions and cross-
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border spatial development concepts is predominantly

‘inward-looking’. This means that the assessment of territ-

orial challenges/trends, the objective-system and the appli-

cation strategy are highly centred on the respective

cooperation area. Due to increasing Europe-wide and

global interdependencies that also concern many issues

relevant for spatial development, a need to more system-

atically adopt an ‘outward-looking’ perspective exists.
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Cross-border cooperation has a long history in Europe and

for some time, European integration along national borders

has been an important objective. Together with a wide

range of other initiatives, 64 INTERREG IIIA programmes

contribute to strengthening cross-border cooperation and

development in cross-border regions.

These INTERREG IIIA programmes fund over 6 000 proj-

ects. The focus of the concrete project work depends on

the economic, social, environmental, political and territorial

context in the respective programme area. Thus the proj-

ects carried out present different approaches to increasing

the territorial competitiveness and cohesion of cross-bor-

der regions in Europe. 

This chapter presents an overview of the INTERREG activ-

ities carried out in cross-border regions. The types of

actions carried out will be discussed as well as the geo-

graphical dimension of these activities taking into account

the latest ESPON findings. Based on this, some overall

conclusions and considerations for future discussions will

be drawn up. 

7.1 Understanding cross-border regions
and cooperation 

Border regions are understood in this report as being the

NUTS3 regions of a country that form that country’s exter-

nal land border with one or several other countries, or a

water border if delineated by the INTERREG IIIA pro-

gramme. 

Cross-border regions (CBR) are defined geographically as

regions with a national border separating their territory into

spheres of different national administrative governance.

The first cross-border regions in Europe were mostly based

on agreements and “good will” from local, regional or

municipal participants which allowed them access into a

field generally reserved only to central state actors. The first

official cross-border region was a Euregio, created in 1958

along the Dutch-German border. Since then a multitude of

bilateral and multilateral agreements for cross-border

cooperation have been signed especially in the

Scandinavian and central European countries.

The focus of this chapter is on cross-border regions delin-

eated by INTERREG IIIA programmes, although it certainly

has to be recognised that important achievements in

cross-border regions are made outside the framework of

INTERREG. At the same time INTERREG IIIA programmes

are an important source of funding of cross-border initia-

tives. 

Cross-border cooperation (CBC) in general refers to “a

more or less institutionalized collaboration between con-

tiguous subnational authorities across national borders”

Cross-border cooperation is a crucial element for over-

coming the barriers of national borders and achieving eco-

nomic, social and territorial cohesion in Europe. The study

also largely focuses on a specific subset of cross-border

cooperation, that which is entailed in INTERREG IIIA pro-

grammes. 

Taking into account these definitions an assessment of

programme documents was carried out, illustrating the

overall scope of INTERREG cross-border activities.

Thereafter projects were reviewed regarding their thematic

scope and geographical location. In addition to a general

approach attempting to get an overview of all INTERREG

projects, a number of case studies were also conducted. 

7.2 Thematic and territorial hotspots

A first overview of which thematic topics are addressed by

the 5 939 identified INTERREG IIIA projects shows that

Growth, Employment and Competitiveness (20%),

Knowledge Sharing/Innovation/Research (19%), Culture

and Cross-border Social Interaction (18%) and

Environment/Quality of Life (17%) belong to the most pop-

ular themes.

On the other hand themes with very little representation in

INTERREG IIIA are energy (1%), information technology

(2%), hazards (2%) and remote and rural development

(5%). Even the theme of transport has been addressed by

a rather small number of projects (6%). 

At first glance it appears that “hard” infrastructure issues

seem to be less addressed than “soft” priorities such as cul-

tural interaction or knowledge sharing. However when look-

7. The territorial dimension of cross-border cooperation
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ing at the financial dimension the balance between the

themes looks different. This is mainly caused by the fact

that average budget of a project focussing on transport, ICT

and hazards issues tends to be 2 to 3 times higher than the

average budget of projects on any of the other themes. 

In the following some of the themes will be discussed in fur-

ther detail to give a better impression on their focus. Topics

discussed in the previous chapters will not be repeated here. 

7.2.1 Energy

INTERREG IIIA projects addressing energy issues deal with

a variety of energy sources: gas, wind, solar, and biomass

to name a few. Furthermore, projects are also focussed on

building energy networks, technology transfer, creating

energy sufficiency/efficiency and integrated energy man-

agement. Overall, there is a great focus within INTERREG

IIIA on renewable forms of energy.

Despite the fact that only about 1% of INTRREG IIIA proj-

ects address energy projects – which might be related to

the high average costs of energy projects – there are inter-

esting approaches taken e.g. in Italy-Albania and some of

the programmes with Austrian involvement which turn this

country into the most prolific in developing renewable ener-

gy projects with its cross-border neighbours. The Austria-

Slovenia programming area exhibits a relatively high degree

(5%) of projects addressing energy as a theme as does the

Austria-Czech Republic programme. Also the Austria-

Hungary programme has four projects dealing specifically

with renewable energy.

Energy-efficiency projects are generally seen in those

cross-border programme areas of high or very high eco-

nomic disparities, where at least one partner has a high

degree of economic strength.

7.2.2 Transport

Transport as a theme in INTERREG IIIA projects is a rather

wide category including all aspects of multi-modal trans-

port, road, rail, air and sea travel, as well as bicycling, and

the necessary infrastructure such as ports, ferry terminals,

border crossing stations or bridges. With the obstacles

created by borders, a useful starting point for cross-border

functional integration is the improvement of existing trans-

port infrastructure and the development of new links.

These are the pre-condition for establishing or developing

cross-border contacts. 

The importance of good cross-border transport links is

underlined by the fact that 23% of all functional urban

areas in Europe are so close to a national border that they

could extend their catchment areas for daily commuting

and service provision across the border. 

Figure 27: Distribution of themes addressed by INTERREG IIIA projects 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on cross-border cooperation (2007)

Environment & Quality of Life 17 %

Information Technology (IT) 2 %

Hazards 2 %

Culture & Cross-Border Social Interaction 18 %

Growth, Employment & Competitiveness 20 %

Know ledge Sharing/
Innovation/Research 19 %

Education/Training 10 %

Remote and Rural Development 5 %
Transport 6 %

Energy 1 %
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6% of INTERREG IIIA projects address accessibility and

transport issues. An average cross-border project in the

field of transportation has approx 2 million Euro in funding. 

INTERREG IIIA programme areas with an average or above

average focus are concentrated along frontiers with coun-

tries that joined the EU in 2004 or 2007. 

The Czech Republic-Poland programme is an interesting

example of a cross-border area where urban areas can

stretch their sphere of influence and potential catchment

areas into three countries. In this area, about 20% of the

projects deal with transport issues and activities contribute

to strengthening preconditions for cross-border functional

integration e.g. through terminals and transport centres

aimed at cross-border public transport which can facilitate

cross-border commuting. 

Whereas land transportation is a rather frequently

approached by transport related INTERREG IIA projects,

transcending water borders is a rarer topic. The pro-

grammes Skärgården and Italy-France (Islands) include

projects on this theme.

The transport projects in the Brandenburg-Lubuskia pro-

gramme are mainly small to medium cost projects and e.g.

focussing on the connection of medium-sized cities across

the border. The project Construction of the bypass road at

Lubsko e.g. focuses on the improvement of the states of

the transborder transport route connecting the southern

part of the Lubuskie voivodship (PL) with the town of

Cottbus (DE) through the border crossing of Zasieki/Forst. 

7.2.3 ICT 

2% of the INTERREG IIIA projects address information

technology issues. Many of these projects address ICT in

relation to growth, employment or territorial competitiveness. 

Like transport, ICT projects within INTERREG IIIA have

comparably high average budgets (approx. 1.4 million

Euro), which is a result of some of the projects dealing with

ICT infrastructure whereas others focusing on e.g. distance

learning or e-business tend to have smaller budgets. 

E-Trainer (Finland-Estonia) for instance promotes e-learn-

ing as a powerful tool for stimulating cross-border interac-

tion. E-learning courses proved to be an opportunity to

create genuinely diversified virtual classes with students

from different countries, which may eventually evolve into

interesting milieus for cross-border integration. Therefore,

the project focuses on (a) enhancing the willingness to

develop e-learning in the educational institutes and teacher

education institutes in the target area, and (b) creating

common e-learning study modules to be used in the

organisations taking part in the project. 

Geographically, ICT related projects tend to be more dis-

persed throughout the European territory than transport

projects. Generally, there is a predominance of ICT projects

in regions that already experience a high performance in

the aspects of information society, particularly in the

INTERREG IIIA programmes in which Finland and Demark

are involved, as well as the southern regions of Germany. 

There is also a high share of ICT related projects located in

some regions which are not so advanced in the Information

Society. For instance in Greece-Italy, Greece-Cyprus,

Greece-Albania, Austria-Slovenia, Hungary-Romania-

Serbia-Montenegro, Hungary-Slovakia-Ukraine, Saxony-

Poland or Estonia-Latvia-Russia. 

7.2.4 Environment / quality of life

About 17% of INTERREG IIIA projects address the issue of

environment and quality of life. Generally, projects address-

ing the environment and quality of life are most prominent

in the programmes Gibraltar-Morocco, Greece-FYROM,

Greece-Albania, Fyn-KERN, Skärgården, Greece-Bulgaria,

Italy-Switzerland, Grensregio Vlaanderen-Niederland,

Spain-Portugal, Latvia-Lithuania-Belarus, Italy-Albania. 

The precise focus and activities differ however between

these programmes. The Greece-FYROM programme e.g.

focuses on conservation and management of various

mountain biotopes as well as eco-tourism in its environ-

mental projects. Whereas in the programme Spain-

Morocco, several environmental projects help diminish the

negative effects of high urban growth on the coast of Spain

and its cross-border effects on Morocco. Here the projects

CRBT (Creation of the Andalusia-Morocco Transcontinental

Biosphere Reserve) and RENAILT (Preservation of Natural

resource of the Coastline and Sea Environment) aim at the

preservation of natural resources and their sustainable use

to the benefit of the local population. The CRBT project

attempts to support the creation of a Transcontinental
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Biosphere Reserve which will help to develop both coun-

tries´ networks of natural areas. The RENAILT project

deploys equipment and immaterial actions in order to pre-

serve and foster the sustainable use of natural resources

and the improvement of environmental quality in the Alb

Oran Sea. 

The Elk in Mitt Skandia project in Kvarken-Mittskandia aims

to create active cross-border cooperation regarding main-

tenance of elk populations, including equipping 75 elk with

GPS trackers. Another project addressing the environment

and quality of life involves an information campaign to

young people regarding the prevention of addiction to

alcohol and tobacco (Greece-Cyprus). Other projects in

the area address various types of environmental protection

in concrete ways for each geographic type of region, such

as water quality in the Skärgården programme or preserva-

tion of bats in the Austria-Slovenia programme.

7.2.5 Cultural and cross-border social integration

Culture and cross-border social interaction appears to be

quite important within cross-border regions. Possibly this

theme more than any other plays an important role in

prompting regions to gain greater understanding of one

another through fairly low-cost projects, which could

spawn further cooperation opportunities in other areas.

About one fifth of the INTERREG IIIA projects address cul-

ture and social interaction. The attraction of cultural and

cross-border social interaction projects doesn’t seem to be

dependent on factors such as population. Even areas with

lower population focus on culture and cross-border social

interaction.

Programmes with a strong focus on culture and cross-bor-

der social interaction are primarily located in the eastern

half of the EU, either on the “old” external border between

the EU15 and EU10 or on the new frontiers of the

European Union and in the extreme northern and southern

peripheries. For instance, a majority of Finnish-Russian

projects, as in the EuRegio Karelia, strive to overcome

social, cultural and economic barriers for cross-border

interaction and to alleviate negative consequences of

peripherality. Many projects in the Lithuania-Poland-Russia

programme aim to reinforce the cultural identity of the

cross-border region. 

For instance Reinforcement of Cultural Identity in Frontier

Regions of Tczew and Klaipeda (Lithunaia-Poland-Russia)

works to increase awareness of cultural variety along the

borders in the region of Tczew and Klaipeda. In order to

achieve the aims the following activities will be undertaken:

• Participation of regional groups in events in partner towns

• Conference on best practice in promoting the values of

regional culture

• Outdoor event highlighting the cultural diversity in the

region 

• Training in cultural activities for the preparation of cultur-

al projects 

7.2.6 Growth, employment and competitiveness

Following the political focus of the Lisbon Strategy, the

theme of growth, employment and competitiveness com-

mands the greatest amount of attention as a theme in

INTERREG IIIA projects. About one fifth of all INTERREG

IIIA projects address this issue.

INTERREG IIIA projects that concentrate on growth issues

to the greatest extent are clustered into two main groups.

One group is concentrated in the core of the European ter-

ritory corresponding to Germany-Luxembourg-

Germanophone Belgium, Saarland-Mosel (Lorraine) -

Western Palatinate, and the Ems Dollart Region. The other

main clusters are focused in the eastern and northern

peripheries: the Finnish cooperation with Russia and

Estonia, and the Central European area of Austria-

Hungary, Czech Republic-Poland and Slovenia-Hungary-

Croatia and Italy-Slovenia.

Furthermore, it can be noted that many of the programmes

which have a strong focus on growth objectives are found

in cross-border regions exhibiting high economic disparit-

ies, e.g. Spain-Morocco, Germany-Luxembourg-

Germanophone Belgium, Slovenia-Hungary-Croatia or

Finland-Russia. 

Projects in this field can directly address trade, business

and investment issues. For instance the project Barents

business, trade and investment development (Nord) focus-

es on the challenges faced by Finnish enterprises doing

business in the Russian part of the Barents region. Thus

the project aims to improve contact to the necessary

authorities, bring together Finnish and Russian chambers

of commerce and try to convince the relevant actors and
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governments to lessen the existing challenges and hin-

drances to cross-border business. 

7.2.7 Knowledge sharing, innovation and research

Knowledge sharing, innovation and research is addressed

by almost one fifth of all INTERREG IIIA projects. The

theme has implicit properties of exchanging and building

capacity in regions. The emphasis is put on networking,

research, innovation and institutional learning as a way of

developing social and human capital through cross-border

cooperation, and to encourage regions to try to position

themselves in the global information society. 

The geographical distribution of INTERREG IIIA areas with

this focus shows an “Arc of Knowledge” or a “C” formed

shaped from Denmark, via the Benelux countries and

around the western and eastern borders of Germany, curv-

ing up to Vienna. 

Interestingly the areas were the focus on knowledge is

strong in both INTERREG IIA and IIIB, e.g. the Öresund

region and Austria-Slovakia programming area, are areas

that also show high participation in Euroregions. 

7.2.8 Education and training 

About 10% of all INTERREG IIIA projects address issues of

education and training. Projects addressing these themes

tend to deal with various types of education and training

ranging from instigating university level courses to voca-

tional training to training for public administrators. This

theme is particularly important as training can be an impor-

tant means of strengthening cross-border integration and

cross-border labour markets.

INTERREG IIIA programmes with a high percentage of

projects addressing this field are Sønderjylland-Schleswig,

Finland-Estonia, Wallonia-Lorraine-Luxembourg, Oberrhein

Mitte Süd, Italy-Slovenia, Öresund region, Storstrøm-

Ostholstein-Lübeck, PAMINA, and France-Switzerland,

Slovenia-Hungary-Croatia, Ireland-Wales and Euregio

Maas-Rhein. Interestingly all of these programme areas,

with the exception of Slovenia-Hungary-Croatia are com-

posed of at least one region or several with very high eco-

nomic strength and at least one or several other regions

that show lower economic power: that is, there are eco-

nomic disparities between most of the regions with a pro-

ject focus on education and training. 

It may be tempting to allege that in this case it is the region

with the greatest economic strength that is transferring

knowledge and capacity to the regions that are lagging,

but the study has not looked for evidence of this. However

in the Finnish-Estonian case cross-border cooperation has

aimed at promoting “cognitive integration” of participating

regions. The emphasis was put on networking, research,

innovation, knowledge-sharing, institutional learning, edu-

cation and training. Thus, by developing their social and

human capital through cross-border cooperation, the

regions try to occupy a leading place in the global informa-

tion society. Estonia’s accession to the EU was also a

major factor affecting cross-border cooperation. A major

part of Finnish-Estonian projects had a knowledge-transfer

component facilitating the adjustment of Estonian institu-

tions to the requirements of the EU.

7.2.9 Remote and rural development 

Remote and rural development priorities have a much

lower frequency in INTERREG IIIA projects than could be

expected given the priority in the INTERREG Community

initiative to the most rural areas, particularly on the external

borders with the new member states. Only 5% of all proj-

ects address this theme. Not surprisingly cross-border

regions that engage in projects with this theme are in areas

with low population density and low urban influence. 

Those programme areas with the highest percentage of

this theme (over 15%) are in low urban influence and low

human footprint parts of Bavaria-Austria and Italy-Austria,

which happen to be mountain regions. Other programmes

with a high percentage of remote and rural attention (10-

15% as a theme) are in low-density agricultural areas with

low urban influence and medium human footprint, such as

the Austria-Czech Republic, Saxony-Poland and Latvia-

Lithuania-Belarus programmes.

The Skärgården programme is also included in this catego-

ry, although it has a high urban influence because of the

influence of Stockholm and Helsinki stretching into the

Swedish-Finnish archipelago. Other areas of medium rural

and remote thematic focus (in 5-6% of all projects) are the

low urban influence, low human footprint areas of Spain-

Portugal and Southeast Finland-Russia. 
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Also many programmes with medium coverage of this

theme can be found in the centre of Europe, but these pre-

sumably address isolated pockets of rurality within a

greater urban fabric.

7.3 Conclusions 

The main findings deriving from the analysis of the poten-

tials in cross-border regions and the strategic themes that

projects address are: 

• INTERREG IIIA projects with “hard” infrastructure or

tangible themes such as Transport, ICT or Energy have

received less attention as a theme than “softer” or

intangible projects dealing with Growth, Knowledge or

Culture. But the much higher average project cost of

“hard” projects presumably partly explains their small

absolute number. 

• INTERREG IIIA programming areas with an above aver-

age focus on Transport are almost exclusively located

at the frontier between the EU15 and EU10, or within

the new member states or accession countries with

border (potential) commuter areas going across nation-

al borders.

• Energy and ICT addressed as themes tend to congre-

gate in cross-border areas with high or very high eco-

nomic disparities.

• There appears to be very little overlap between INTER-

REG IIIA and INTERREG IIIB programme areas that

focus on Culture and Cross-border Social Interaction. In

fact it seems that these two INTERREG III strands com-

plement each other nicely in this area, with IIIA, not sur-

prisingly, taking the lead on this issue.

• INTERREG IIIA projects addressing Growth,

Competitiveness and Employment as a main theme

tend to be clustered in areas of high economic dispar-

ities, as well as areas displaying mixed indicators for

economic Lisbon performance. 

• An “Arc of Cross-border Knowledge” around the north-

ern, western and southern peripheries of Germany is

apparent in INTERREG IIIA programmes dealing with

Knowledge Sharing/Innovation and Research. Except

for the very top and bottom of this “arc” there is little

overlap with INTERREG IIIB projects that deal with

Knowledge. 

• Cross-border regions that engage in projects with rural

and remote areas as a theme are very few and tend to

be located in areas with low population density and low

urban influence, particularly in mountain regions.
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Figure 28: Urban-rural relations and hotspots of INTERREG IIIA 
projects dealing with urban-rural issues 

Source: ESPON-INTERACT study on cross-border cooperation (2007)
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European applied territorial research and European territor-

ial cooperation can mutually benefit from each other. The

cooperation between ESPON and INTERACT, including

the thematic studies and related events conducted as well

as other discussions and activities, have shown this clearly. 

These mutual benefits have not been fully exploited so far.

The most important reasons for this are (a) the timing, i.e.

as things progressed in parallel the applied research find-

ings became available when the cooperation activities

where already pretty advanced and partly reaching their

final phase, and (b) the different terminologies used, which

made if often challenging to easily transmit knowledge and

experience at hand. 

The discussion revealed a number of possibilities to further

and better facilitate the dialogue between European

applied territorial research and European territorial

cooperation.

8.1 The need for dialogue 

Only a few INTERREG projects have actually made use of

the territorial information provided by ESPON in many

cases participants in INTERREG projects did not even

know about ESPON. The main reasons for this have been

approached by the cooperation between ESPON and

INTERACT:

• The first final results of ESPON projects were available

only in late 2004. Most INTERREG activities were

already ongoing and some were well advanced at this

stage, whereas ESPON results would mainly have been

of value in the beginning of these activities. 

• Although ESPON results have always been freely avail-

able on the ESPON website, their presence was main-

ly known to people in the field of applied territorial

research and territorial policies at European level.

Dissemination of ESPON results towards other user

groups has started rather late. In particular the ESPON-

INTERACT events have been an important possibility

for establishing a dialogue between ESPON and

INTERREG projects, with considerable potentials for

further development and intensification.

• The terminology used by ESPON reflects the language

of European and national policy making which differs

from the terminology used by regional and local actors.

A terminology which is more action oriented and

focused on concrete development tasks and chal-

lenges at local and regional level might help to increase

the mutual understanding. This was shown also by the

way the issue of rural-urban relationship has been

approached in order to see match it with INTERREG

activities. In addition there is certainly also the challenge

of language as not all INTERREG cooperations work in

English. 

• At the INTERREG programme level there is a general

movement away from territorial research activities

towards projects that attempt to tackle some of the

challenges previously identified. The links between

these two types of activities need to be consistently

redefined and demonstrated to encourage further pro-

ject and programme take-up of research findings.

First steps to improving the situation have been undertak-

en by the INTERACT-ESPON cooperation, e.g. in form

events offering a platform for dialogue between people

coming from ESPON and various INTERREG projects, pro-

gramme areas and strands. 

In the ESPON 2013 Programme, more emphasis is put on

dissemination and contact with potential users of ESPON

results others than EU administration and national min-

istries. Furthermore, a strand on targeted analysis is includ-

ed which offers the possibility for territorial stakeholders to

get involved in ESPON activities and see how ESPON

results can be applied to their territory. Thus there are good

preconditions to improve the dialogue with regional and

local stakeholders e.g. via INTERREG projects or pro-

grammes and also to deepen the cooperation with INTER-

ACT and URBACT. 

In addition to the dialogue between European applied ter-

ritorial research and European territorial cooperation, there

is also a need for an improved dialogue between territorial

cooperation activities. There are a number of projects

working with similar and partly even geographically con-

necting aspects in different programming areas. For

improving the possibility to cooperate, mutual learning and

8. Conclusions: As for the future … 
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coordination, a database with territorial cooperation proj-

ects and their findings and experience might be useful, as

well as platform for exchange between projects. INTER-

ACT has put considerable efforts in collecting information

on INTERREG projects and providing thematic discussion

platforms. In addition there have been a number of umbrel-

la projects which bring together projects with similar topics

running in different INTERREG programmes, as e.g. the

Maritime Safety Umbrella Operation. The level of aware-

ness and mutual benefit across territorial cooperation proj-

ects and programmes can be further increased by contin-

uous efforts in this. 

The dialogues which are already taking underline that nei-

ther applied territorial research nor territorial cooperation is

an end in itself. In both cases the aim is to contribute to the

development of policy strategies through new evidence on

the territorial development or experience with new

approaches to territorial development and governance.

Therefore a continuation and deepening of the dialogues

and mutual learning are needed. 

8.2 The territory matters 

Territory matters for cohesion and competitiveness. This is

the clear message deriving from applied ESPON research

as well as from many INTERREG projects. 

Indeed, the territorial specificities of an area are decisive for

defining appropriate actions to further stimulate its com-

petitiveness and territorial cohesion in Europe. 

The analysis of INTERREG projects dealing with territorial

structures has made it evident that many of them deal with

the territorial structures in order to better exploit their territ-

orial capital or overcame territorial challenges. The topics

relate e.g. to stimulating transport links and accessibility,

local economic development, economic diversification,

improving of business environment, risk mitigation, demo-

graphic challenges etc. 

These territorial features have also been of importance for

the shaping of territorial cooperation partnerships. Indeed,

depending on the level of similarities, exchange of experi-

ence and the carrying out of common activities have been

facilitated. In the wider sense territorial features also pro-

vide input for territorial cooperation (i.e. selection of

cooperation partners and themes) focusing either on com-

plementarities or competition between areas. 

Proximity is certainly an important feature in this discus-

sion. This is also reflected in the question of whether to

focus on the big European picture or the small local/region-

al picture. Both are relevant and the review of INTERREG

activities has shown that both are addressed within INTER-

REG, albeit generally by different projects. 

Furthermore, the review has shown that there are some

topics which might deserve more attention by European

applied territorial research or European territorial

cooperation. Among the important territorial features which

have not been addressed as frequently as expected are:

• Demographic developments and its territorial disparit-

ies, incl. strategies of how to deal with decreasing pop-

ulation and the necessary provision of services 

• Flows, in terms of material and immaterial exchanges,

between different territories is ever more important for

regional development 

• Water flows both as regards fresh water provision and

sewage are hardly addressed in territorial research and

cooperation so far 

• Energy, in particular renewable energy, and its role in

local job creation in addition to striving for more energy

self-sufficiency 

• Ties between rural and urban areas might deserve

further strengthening despite all challenges to translate

this into concrete action

• Hazard mitigation and vulnerability reduction taking

into account hazard interactions 

• Climate change and its results and the territorial impli-

cations of the latest climate change models 

• Institutional capacity building in relation to regional

development and territorial cooperation 

Territorial relevance is certainly also a question of the geo-

graphical level in question. Territory matters at all levels but

some territorial aspects might be more important at local

and others more important at European level. Thus the

question of which topic to address where can only be

answered by bringing the big and general (European) and

the small and detailed (local/regional) pictures together.
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The issue of territorial scales and the importance of the ter-

ritory for competitiveness and cohesion will be further

investigated in the ESPON 2013 Programme. This will

imply both a deepening and widening of the topics

addressed by ESPON so far. Furthermore, issues related to

the territorial governance and more detailed territorial

analysis for selected areas will also be addressed in various

territorial cooperation programmes and projects. 

8.3 The big picture and the comparative
dimension 

The big comparative European picture has so far been

mainly addressed by European applied territorial research

within ESPON and selected INTERREG projects focusing

on spatial development strategies and/or urban patterns in

transnational areas. 

The efforts undertaken here provide valuable insights into

overall territorial development in European. These insights

can be considered alongside the development potential

and challenges on the ground, i.e. the more detailed tacit

knowledge and territorial preconditions in specific areas.

They will thus help to reveal the framework conditions for

development and the comparative advantages and disad-

vantages of an area, which provides important inputs for

future development strategies. 

In addition to the valuable information on the framework

conditions provided already, there are a number of features

which are considered important in order to provide the big

comparative picture needed on the ground: 

• Dynamic information considering better time series

and driving forces would be a valuable supplement to

the analysis of the territorial state in Europe

• More detail, for some topics ESPON research should

consider going down to LAU 1 or 2 level in order to bet-

ter reflect territorial realities 

• Development potentials might be an important focus

for the future characteristics of functional urban areas

as well as rural areas

• Small and medium-sized cities and the role they

play in territorial development might deserve some

more attention 

• Complementarities between nearby cities or regions

might be analysed more in-depth and thus also stimu-

late discussions on territorial cooperation

• Accessibility of rural areas and secondary networks

and thus not only the European-wide accessibility or

hub related accessibility 

• Flows, in terms of material and immaterial exchanges

between different territories is ever more important for

regional development

• Role of cross-border regions in achieving territorial

cohesion and improving territorial competitiveness. 

• Effects of specific measures, activities or trends on the

territorial development in different types of territories 

• Territorial development strategies, incl. diversifica-

tion strategies, delivery of services, or most promising

strategies for rural-urban partnership 

Application strategies and mental ownership are key

aspects of each activity related to the provision of new

comparative knowledge and development strategies for

larger transnational territories. Otherwise the big compara-

tive picture risks not being taken into account by the rele-

vant stakeholders. Indeed, stakeholder related work needs

to be considered from the beginning in such activities.

Therefore, the ESPON 2013 Programme will on the one

hand continue conducting European-wide applied territor-

ial research but will complement this work with additional

projects on targeted analysis also involving the cooperation

with stakeholders. 

The review of INTERREG activities has shown that they are

very closely linked to the European policy agendas sup-

porting territorial competitiveness and cohesion. The the-

matic review suggests that territorial cooperation releases

local and regional knowledge and action achieving the

European policy agenda. However, a study of the concrete

effects of territorial cooperation, e.g. in the fields of trans-

port, ICT, energy and growth-oriented projects, is still

needed to verify this assumption. 

8.4 The detailed picture and the tacit
knowledge 

Detailed knowledge on the preconditions for development

involves good factual knowledge about an area but also a

great deal of tacit knowledge. The tacit knowledge of an

area and its territorial potentials is a valuable asset for local
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and regional actors. This local knowledge can be comple-

mented by a comparative European picture which provides

information on the framework conditions for development.

The European picture offers the possibility to consider an

area in a larger territorial context and to uncover compara-

tive advantages in relation to other areas. Together with a

comparative European wide analysis, this local knowledge

provides a good picture of the development potentials and

challenges of a specific area. 

Territorial cooperation can be a means to approach these

development potentials and challenges and thus to make

the necessary step from analysis to action. 

In that sense territorial cooperation activities might also

serve as case studies in European applied territorial

research. They can exemplify what certain classifications

mean in practice and – much more importantly – which

policy strategies and approaches can be taken in these

areas to increase competitiveness and cohesion. 

The INTERREG activities reviewed in this document

already provide considerable input to such discussions. At

the same time they also show which issues and collabora-

tion possibilities have not been fully exploited by territorial

cooperation:

• Integration of larger metropolitan areas in themat-

ic cooperation on urban networking and also in the

cooperation between urban and rural areas 

• Hazards, vulnerability and risks can be approached

by strategies reaching towards the root causes of risks

and mitigation plans considering hazard interactions - a

more detailed proposal for future territorial cooperation

activities is provided in chapter 5.5

• Economically stronger and weaker areas might

benefit from coming together in territorial cooperation

projects and not just cooperating with similar areas 

• Global integration zones, as larger territorial zones

being able to compete with the core of Europe, might

be a cooperation feature contributing to more territorial

competitiveness and cohesion at European level 

• Functional regions of cross-border and transnational

character can be supported by territorial cooperation

activities strengthening the integration of such areas

into e.g. one labour market or service provision and

catchment area

Furthermore, all the topics mentioned under chapter 8.2

are certainly also topics for potential future territorial

cooperation projects. 

As the precise focus on a suitable territorial cooperation

topic is highly dependent on the local preconditions and

thus detailed tacit knowledge it is difficult to extract

detailed suggestions from a European level analysis.

However, the topics mentioned in this chapter are general-

ly important features which might stimulate additional

debate on territorial cooperation themes and projects.

Furthermore, the themes and examples discussed in this

document can certainly serve as a source for inspiration on

how to approach a certain topic.

Regardless which topic is addressed in territorial

cooperation two aspects are crucial:

• Partner selection is the key to the success of the

topic – this regards both the territorial features, i.e. that

there is a joint or preferably common issue to work on,

and the organisational/institutional aspect, i.e. that all

relevant partners are involved and that the partners

have suitable competences/rights and means to

approach the cooperation topic 

• Relevance and integration of the territorial

cooperation issue in the “daily” work of all partner

organisations and the incorporation of territorial

cooperation tasks in routines are important for the suc-

cess of the cooperation project and for being able to

continue the task after finalisation of the project without

additional European funding 

8.5 From analysis to action 

There is a need for a close interplay between analysis and

action. Indeed, many action-oriented territorial cooperation

activities ask for more background knowledge and evi-

dence to base their action on. At the same time more ana-

lytical activities, be it ESPON or studies carried out by

INTERREG projects, are only meaningful when they inform

decision making and action taking. This is in particular

apparent in the activities related to spatial development

strategies, but also in a wide range of other projects. 

The interplay between analysis and action needs certainly

to be integrated in each single activity but it calls also for a
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platform for dialogue, i.e. dissemination and discussion

between different communities. 

INTERACT has taken a role here by facilitating dialogues

across INTERREG strands, programmes and projects. The

provision of programme and project information on the

INTERACT website, and targeted studies and events

where stakeholders could meet, have been important first

steps towards the establishment of a communication plat-

form which will be continued. 

ESPON has provided considerable amounts of new com-

parative knowledge on territorial structures, trends, per-

spectives and policy impacts in Europe. The dissemination

of these activities has increasingly also involved a wider

audience. For the future ESPON 2013 Programme con-

tains a specific priority for further bridging the gap between

analysis and action e.g. through targeted analysis and spe-

cial dissemination efforts. 

The INTERACT-ESPON collaboration activities on which

this report is based have been a first step to bring the activ-

ities of the two programmes together. As mentioned in the

introduction, the collaboration set out to stimulate discus-

sion and information dissemination between the two com-

munities. Thus the collaboration was a first attempt to set

up a platform for the dialogue needed acknowledging that

territory matters at all geographical scales and highlighting

topics which might deserve more attention in territorial

research and cooperation. The discussion on the big

European picture provided first insights on which additional

European-wide territorial research would be needed to bet-

ter support territorial cooperation on the ground. The dis-

cussion on the detailed picture provided at the same time

first insights on European-wide territorial research findings

which might deserve more attention by territorial

cooperation in practice. Finally, the work showed that when

these different dimensions come together in a meaningful

dialogue steps from analysis to action can be taken in order

to support competitiveness and cohesion in Europe.

The INTERACT-ESPON collaboration has been very useful

for creating platforms and build bridges between the differ-

ent communities. However, it has also revealed consider-

able communication challenges reported above which

require more attention and innovative approaches in future

activities. 

The missing dialogue mentioned in the beginning has start-

ed to appear and will hopefully grow strong over the next

years. The European territorial cooperation objective offers

the possibility for both analytical and action oriented activ-

ities as well as for activities focusing on the big compara-

tive European picture and those focusing on the detailed

and concrete picture. Good dialogue processes between

the wide ranges of activities can make territorial

cooperation a powerful tool to increase competitiveness

and cohesion in and of Europe. For this success to happen

everybody is invited to join in. 
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